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Will you take a few moments to complete it?
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FOREWORD

Good police work requires both an efficient operation and responsiveness to

the needs of the commuMty. These sometimes conflicting aims are fruitfully

reconciled in a promising new method of patrol organization known as
neighborhood team policing. The noticeable results of this type of organiza-

tion have been: an increased effectiveness in crime control, an improved

relationship between police and the community, and, not of least importance,

unproved police morale.
Experiments in ream policing are being conducted under various names in

many cities, among them: New York, Detroit and Los Angeles. Under this

system, teas'., of 20 to -40 officers are given round-the-clock responsibility for

all police services in their neighborhood, and the commander is accountable

for crime in his area 21 hours a day. Individual responsibility is increased at all.

levels.
Team policing shows promise ofcombining the best elements of both large

and small police departments: the specialized services and equipment of the

one, and the more personal contact with the community of the other. Despite

its apparent effectiveness, however, team policing cannot be introduced

without careful planning and adequate training.
This manual presents guidelines iOr putting a team policing system into

elket. For a more general introduction to the subject, see "Team Policing:

Seven Case Studies,'' a publication of the Police Foundation, 1015 18th

Street, N. W. , Suite 700, Washington, D.C. 20036, Together, I'm sure these

manuals will provide useful infOrmation to those departments considering this

promising new police strategy.

11

GERALD M. CAPLAN
Director National Institute of Law
Enffrantent and Criminal Justice
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ABSTRACT

This book is a practical manual and theoretical guide to Neighborhood
Team policing, a method of decentralizing police departments in order to:

Ii prtne police-community relations
Increase effectiveness in controlling crime
Improve the police officer's satisfaction with his job
Chapter I is a summary of current knowklge about neighborhood team

policing and a description of what the authors believe would he an ideal
neighborhood team policing system. Chapter II describes the neighborhood
team policing programs of several police departments. Subsequent chapters
suggest methods and procedures for:

Planning and implemmting neighborhougl team policing
Administering an ongoing program
Training and education
Lines of authority and metho,s of supervision of neighborhood teams
Running a neighborhood team (suggestions for ust by team commanders)

3 Constructing a project budget
Appendices include: suggested operational guidelines, a suggested format

for team commander reports, a model proposal to obtain LEA action funds, a
case study of one team in New York City, a way of organizing eeJral guide
for use by police officers and a de!:cription of a training program implemented
in St. Petersburg, Florida.
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION AND ELEMENTS OF
NEIGHBORHOOD TEAM POLICING (SUMMARY)

A. Introduction

Team policing in the United States is still in
its infancy. The first well-known team policing

project was started in Syracuse, New York in
1968. Other team policing projects are known to
have been started in Albany, New York; Cincin-
nati, Ohio; Culver City, California; Detroit,
Michigan; Holyoke, Massachusetts; Los Angeles.
California (Basic Car Plan and Venice Division's
Team 28); Menlo Park, California; Pacifica, Cali-
fornia; New York City, New York; Richmond,
California; St. Petersburg, Flori.L.a; and Tucson,

Arizona.
This book concentrates on team policing cities

which have organized their policing around neigh-
bor/um/J. Neighborhood team policing, as defined

in this hook, differs from regular policing in

several ways, as shown in Table II.
The reason for concentrating on neighborhood

team policing is that it combines the team con-

cept with a potentially powerful neighborhood
concept, which attempts to:

Hold a team commander and a team responsi-
ble and accountable for the quality of police
service and control of crime in a neighborhood
Strengthen the relationship between the police
and the community by concentrating team
efforts in a single neighborhood
Increase the flow of crime-related information
from the neighborhood to the police
Give the team as much responsibility as possi-
ble by keeping other police units out of the

neighborhood whenever possible
Rely on information to control crime rather

than on street stops and other patrol tech-

niques that may jeopardize police-commu.oty

relat ions.

1. Experience with learn policing.

Information now available about team policing

is still mostly anecdotal, with a few notable

exceptions. While some evaluations have been

conducted, most of the results have not yet been

reported. Results that have been reported gener-
ally are not scientifically satisfactory. However,

some important facts have emerged from the
nation's early attempts to use neighborhood

teams.
The following findings summarize the national

experience with team policing:
In some ( ales, such as New York City, Albany

and Cincinnati, citizen groups have demanded

that team policing be implemented in their
neighborhood. New York City felt compelled
to expand its program rapidly and Cincinnati
is already considering expanding its program.
St. Petersburg and Holyoke also have ex-
panded their programs.
Of all departments known to be trying neigh-
borhood team policing, only Detroit discon-

tinued the program. In Detroit, the team
commander, team detectives and most team
members supported the program. The pro-
gram died because a new commissioner dis-

liked the concept.
There have been no disasters. No neighbor-
hood team policing projects have created so
much animosity among citizens that the de-

partment was embarrassed or the program had

to he discontinued. Generally, programs with
the strong support of top management have

been accepted by the community and by police

participantseven where there has been initial

resistance.
There has been some indication, in Detroit and



TABLE 1-1. Comparison of old methods with neighborhood team policing

Neighborhood teem policing

I. Team has 20-40 officers.

OLD METHOD

1. Smaliist patrol unit (precinct or division) has 100-250
Officers

2. Quasi-military sunervision.

3. Shift responsibility (eight hour tours with only unit com-
manderscaptains or inspectorsresponsible for around -the-
Clock operations).

4. Assignment of the first available car to a call for police
servicewith priority for emergency calls.

5. Officers rotated to new divisions or assignments.

6. Special police units (tactical, detective, etc.) operate in local
neighborhoods without informing local patrol officials.

7. Community Relations as "image building" (special units for
community relations plus speaking engagements for officials).

8. Reactive Policing (responding to calls) or Aggressive Polic-
ing (stop and frisk and street interrogations).

9. Centralized Planning (innovation through orders from the
chief or other important officials).

New York City, that team policing should net
be forced to coexist with a separate, parallel
command structure. A team commander
should not have to contend with other officers
who are not responsible for running team pro-
grams and who have responsibilities that may
conflict with team commanders. It is particu-
larly difficult for a sergeant to be a team
commander and to have to contend with other
sergeants and lieutenants who have overlap-
ping responsibilities for the same area.
The team commander's job is demanding. To
do it well, he should have other officials in his
team to whom he can delegate autHrity. The
commander should outrank all ot:.er officials
in the team.
Successful implementation requires careful
planning. In most neighborhoods in New
York City, little planning was done and the
implementation of neighborhood team polic-
ing made little difference in how operations
were organized.

2
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2. Professional supervision, with consultation, setting of objec-
tives, an in-service training program, encouraging suggestions,
permitting the exercise of responsibility within necessary limits.

3. Team commander responsible for all aspects of police
service on an around-the-clock basis.

4. Team provides all police service for its neighborhood. Team
members are sent out of the neighborhood only in emergen-
cies. Non-team members take calls in the neighborhood only in
emergencies.

5. Officers given extended assignments to a neighborhood.

6. Special police units inform themselves of team goals and,
whenever possible, consult in advance with the local team
commander.

7. Community relations as an essential patrol function, planned
by the team commander and the team and consisting of good
police service, friendly on-street contacts and attendance at
meetings of various community groups.

8. Decentralized planning (crime analysis use of plainclothes
or special tactics, investigations, preventive programs, referral
programs, service activities).

9. Decentarilezd Planning (innovation by team commanders,
subject to review by their superiors).

Few programs have had a strong impact on
reported crime. The Venice, California pro-
gram appears to have had the strongest im-
pact. St. Petersburg, Florida also appears to be
experiencing some improvement in its re-
ported crime rates. One reason that crime
impact may be hard to measure, however, is
that a program which improves citizen cooper-
ation may increase the percentage of actual crime
which is reported to the police. This reporting
effect may be particularly serious in ghetto
neighborhoods.
Some programs have succeeded in increasing
the percentage of arrests which resulted in
prosecution. In Detroit, the team improved its
percentage over the rest of the precinct. In
Venice, California, the percentage of prose-
cuted cases exceeded 80 percent of arrests (at-
tributable at least in part to an increase in the
number of clearances resulti lg from citizen
information).
The assignment of detective:. to teams appears



to improve the quality of investigative work
done by the patrol officers. In Detroit, the
patrol - detective relationship appears to have
worked especially well. Most of the cities
known to have implemented neighborhood
teat)) policing; have assigned detectives to
teams at least on an experimental basis.

It is difficult to get officers and officials to
interact as equals. However, professional in-
teraction has been achieved on task forces
formed in Cincinnati and in Kansas City.
Sonic lean commanders appear to he more
comfortable with the free interchange of ideas
than arc others.
Team policing projects that began with no
direct field supervision (e.g. Venice, Holyoke
and St. Petersburg) found that officers need a
supervisor for consultation in difficult situa-
tions.
Several departments have used team policing
as a way to attract funds to expand their patrol
strength. While team policing does 1it re-
quire more personnel than conventional meth-
ods, a catetul review of an officer's workload
may lead to a conclusion thatregardless of
how a department is organizedit will need
more personnel to operate effectively. LEAA
planning agencies and, in one case, a private
funding source have been receptive to an argu-
ment that more personnel are required to im-
plement an effective team program.

2. Risks of team policing.

As with many other potentially good ideas,
neighborhood team policing can be implemented
carefully and thoughtfully or it can he a mere
slogan with no impact on police practice. In its
worst form, neighborhood team policing can re-
sult in giving many inexperienced commanders a
new responsibility which exceeds their ability.
Some of these commanders, desiring to please the
department by doing something to control crime,
may inspire their team to do more. The team may
interpret this to mean more aggressive street

patrol and they may make more doubtful arrests
andpotentiallymay cause adverse commu-
nity reaction.

a. RoiAtane hi imphmentation. Because Neigh-
borhood Team Policing is highly innovative, its
implementation in traditional police departments
may be resisted. Unless the advantages of the new
system are fully explained, vested interests in the
departments are likely to become strong oppo-
nents. It may he highly useful to involve officers

and officials of all ranks in the planning process so
that implementation will benefit from a variety of
views and will be fully understood and accepted
by a group of people who can then communicate
their understanding of neighborhood team polic-
ing to the rest of the department. Leaders of
police organizations or unions should he informed
at an early date and should he invited to partici-
pate in the planning process.

b. Control of. corruption. Corruption is a poten-
tial problem in every police department and
neighborhood team policing, because it encour-
ages informal contacts with the community, may
create increased temptations. The first line of
defense to corruption is the integrity of person-

nel. The second line of defense may be a well-
organized, centrally located internal investiga-

tions unit. Under neighborhood team policing,

neighborhood teams are made responsible for cor-

ruption within their neighborhoods. As Wilson

and McLaren state:

The vice and patrol divisions should have .t loan

responsibility for vice conditions, and both should he

held Accountable. This sharing of responsibility re-
duces the likelihood of graft because it is then impos-
sible for one ache divisions to grant protection to vice

opc Nacos, and the large 'lumber of officers invohed

diminishes the ixtssibility of corruption.'

Furthermore, the team commander has a rela-

tively small team of men to supervise, making it

V" Wilum N1(1.411..n. .1./otonaparp.n .11nr,1

12,11tinn !No.. Y..rk Nic(frawIIIII. in . 19(1i). p 402



possible for him to inform himself about their
activities and to demand integrity.

3. The available evidence.

The available evidence concerning the ele-
ments of team policing is too scanty to reach firm
conclusions. In this hook, conclusions may he
forcefully stated, but the validity of each recom-
mendation depends on:

The reasons given for each conclusion
Specific experience in a few cities.

Because of the scantiness of the evidence, the
reader should depend on his own knowledge of
policing to determine which aspects of neighbor-
hood team policing should be utilized in his
department.

Given the increasing use of neighborhood team
policing in the Nation, it would seem desi:able
that a national research effort be organized to
determine the conditions under which neighbor-
hood team policing (as described in this book or
modified by local police departments), represents
an improvement over other methods of police
organization. In addition, comparative evalua-
tions of different neighborhood team policing
methods should he conducted so that increasingly
informed choices may he made about implement-
ing the different elements of team policing.

4. Local variations, costs, and funding.

Naturally, local administrators will want to
adapt neighborhood team policing to the peculiar
needs of their departments, their laws and regula-
tions, and their community. With careful plan-
ning and evaluation, local variations may help the
concept to evolve and improve.

a. Coifs of imp/ementation. Neighborhood team
policing may cost little more than ordinary polic-
ing. On the other hand, the planning and re-
training needed to implement the system may he
expensive. The costs will vary, depending on the
present status of the department and the scope of
plans to implement the new system.

4
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Costs may vary in another way, as well It may
occur, as it did in Cincinnati, that a careful
planning effort to implement neighborhood
teams will result in a realization that current
manpower or supervisory levels are inadequate or
an) effective system. While neighborhood team
policing may, especially in the long run, lead to
more 'Ali:L.6yr operations, it requires enough per-
sonnel to respond to calls for service, and to
jx.rform a variety of tasks not ordinarily stressed
by police.

Similarly, a department may discover that its
supervisor-officer ratio is inadequate. With excel-
lent personnel, the supervisory ratio may be rela-
tively lowsay one supervisor to 10 o. 12 offi-
cers. In a typical, large urban department, one
supervisor for every six or eight officers is proba-
bly more desirable.

h. Funding. Albany, Holyoke, Venice, and St.
Petersburg are among the jurisdictions which
have obtained Law Enforcement Assistance Ad-
ministration funds to implement team policing
programs. Cincinnati obtained Police Foundation
funds for that purpose. As an innovative pro-
gram, team policing can receive funds which will
pay for its implementation.

5. Interrelationship of elements of team
policing.

Th,.. concept of team policing presented in this
hook has been developed after extended contact
with programs in New York City and Detroit,
after reading the literature on team policing and
after visiting and telephoning several cities with
neighborhood team policing programs (see Chap-
ter II, p. 13). The elements of team policing,
presented in this chapter, are believed to he
highly interrelated. Implementation of each of
the elements is intended to reinforce each of the
other elements. For example, in-service training
is recommended as a way of suggesting new,
constructive approaches which will enable the
professional to establish good community rela-
tions and use the ',suiting goodwill to control



crime. Similarly, assigning detectives to teams is

intended to introduce the patrol officer to new
ways of using information and thinking about
patrol. Assignment of detectives is also intended

to increase investigative activity and to give each
officer the satisfaction of developing cases from
start to finish.

Perhaps the most controversial "element" of
neighborhood team policing is the use of "profes-
sional supervision." It may he that a team com-
mander can improve police service in a neighbor-

hood by using traditional supervisory methods
and that ptofessional supervision is an unneces-
sar frill. While. of course, some departments
may choose to accept this analysis. it is believed
that professional supervision is one of the most
essential elements. The objects of professional
supervision, already adopted by some supervisors,

are:
To develop in the patrol officer a sense of pride

in police service
To develop a new openness to constructive
criticism, so that officers will learn from their
experience rather than repeating the same old

mistakes
To develop a new sense of responsibility. so

that team members will contribute their infor-
mation and ideas to help the team achieve

success
To reduce the frustration of being subject to
detailed orders which cannot possibly address

themselves to the complex events which daily
require the patrol officer to use his discretion

and make crucial decisions
To increase the recognition received by sensi-

tive, conscientious officersboth from their
supervisors and from their fellow professionals.

B. Elements of Neighborhood Team

Policing

Neighborhood team polic ing is a way of decen-

tralizig police departments by breaking up rela-

tively large divisions or p:cir,:ts into warns with
from 20 to 40 officers and otticials, including a

team commander, who is ram:slide and accounta-

ble for the effectiveness of his team. The team is
assigned a r '.borhood containing roughly 12,-
000 to 35.1 sidents and business people. The

team is requ .

To control crime
To improve community relations
To provide essential police services.

1. Planning within the team.

The team commander is expected to imple-

ment reasonable methods tailored to the condi-
tions of his neighborhood. His first task in plan-
ning for hi, neighborhood is to learn about rele-

vant neigh ,orhood characteristics and i!vailable
resources. He should analyze data on critic and
on organized groups (whether they are potentially
dangerous or potentially helpful), social condi-

tions, and police, private and government re-
sources which might f..elp to remedy neighbor-
hood problems.

a. Anon/rim Sincc neighborhood police team
commanders are given the responsibility to de-

velop and implement local plans, the number of
responsible command officials is greatly increased

over traditional police systems. The limit on
innovations by team commanders is only what
their imaginations dictate, whet their judgment

permits, and what their supervisors approve. Pre-

cinct or district commanders should encourage
constructive innovation and work closely with the

team commander so that, if some innovations are
not permitted, the team commander will under-
stand the reasons for the action. Unless reasons
are given to a team commander, he may interpret
disapproval of a specific -nova ion as disapproval
of creativeness in general

An innovativ,,, police department is dynair
possessing the potential for adapting to chatviog,

conditions. 01 course, innovation involves the

taking of risks. A new method is more subject to

criticism than a traditional method, no mattf:r

5



how uncreative or shopworn. If a team com-
mando works closely with sympathetic supervi-
sors, and if the supervisors are themselves work-
ing closely with other sympathetic supervisors.
then constructive innovation will be facilitated.
It will take a china(' of receptivity throughout
the department, however, for innovaticw. to oc-
cur.

b. 0,wm.micatioi. The diversity of innovations
by team commanders creates a potential source of
new programs for use in other parts of a police
department. Therefore. a mechanism shuld he
developed to foster communication among team
commanders and other supervisors. Periodic
meetings of team ecimmandt..rs and a neighbor-
hood team policing newsletter, both techniques
now in use in New York City. may help improve
conimunicatio- A coordinating group similar to
New York City's can he estall!ished to investigate
local innovations. determine the applicability to
other neighborhood teams. and develop program
descriptions for utilization elsewhere.

2. Community relations.

Team commanders are required to make com-
munity relations a concern of every team mem-
ber. One of the basic r-asons for using neighbor-
hood team policing is the difficult, of tel on
"omnipresence- to Neve crime. given the low
police-citizen ratio. There may be only one patrol
officer for 2.000 residents and. on any one shift.=
there may b only one ()Ilk fyr 3.000 to .MO
residents or one two-otmer patrol unit for twice
that many residents. Random or preventive pa-
trol is worse than hio:;ing for a needle in a
haystack. Criminals can react to police presence
and avoid the police. It is like looking for a
reedie which may move when you get near it.

If the team gains citizen cooperation. however.

2 It .4 , Lk r . r It hr. '1, t., ..1f,, r rt Irn ,t.r,,
h.!! h .(% n r ; r la. I. .1,11r
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the job becomes more manageable. There are
thousands of citinn eyes for every police eye. If
the team earns community support, then crime-
control effectiveness may he improved manyfold.

The community also is important IVC.6 SV it is
a potential source of hostility. disorder and at-
tacks on police. Efforts should he made to contact
militants, youth gangs and other hostile groups.
to meet with them. and to reach an improsed
understanding. Just as the United States nt.w
considers it to he in its self-interest to communi-
cate with its adversaries, team commanders may
find it advantageous to communicate with their
p,,tential adversaries.

Finally, the community is important becaase
citizens can volunteer to help the police. Volun-
teers can be used in a broad range of activities,
from clerical assistance in the stationhouse to
organizing service activities.

a. Cwitinuous doicon/kilt p, vrighlmrbmd. it
police-communiry relationsare to Ex improved
and the police are to develop improved sources of
information from the community, each member
of the police team must acquire extensive knowl-
edge about his community plus close personal ties
to important in lividuals. These ties ma,' not he
quickly developed. As 0. W. Wilson and Roy
Ntaaren state in Pidia Adminiiiration:

EmiLler a heat changes prevent :of Aiken from
well .icquatnted with persons, hazards. and

la ill( ICS on his heat; they also interfere with Lontinu
ay of %emit: bet mist the investigation and dispoi
thin 111 c.ises NI 11111.111111's 1:Xt end wveral days. and
when a t haii)Pe n 114,11.. after: is delay and siunctimes
neglect rn disposin:: of those taws. Finally, frequent
hanges of beat assignment, make I! difficult to plat

resronsibility for unsatisfai. tory tomb ions. Pti 1%,

dun's Whit 11 interfere V rah the application or the
impirtant that an off'ice'r should he held respon-
salle for the prfortnanke of his %hint% MIAs( 11111 be
11111talli

In neighborhood team policing. frequent per-
sonnel changes may be particularly disruptive. A
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team member must know about the neighbor-
hood and the style of other members of his team.
Once sound professional interaction has been es-

tablished, it should not he disrupted by fre-
quently transferring individuals out of the team.
Team members will develop a proprietary interest
in their neighborhood and the relationship should

not be disturbed.
The need for continuity will, of course, con-

flict with the desire of a department to rotate
personnel in order to disrupt possible corrupt ties
with the neighborhood. This contln t between
increasing community ties to improve crime con-
,r: and disrupting community tics to reduce
( orruption is inevitable. To resolve this conflict,
a chief might consider the position taken by the
New York City Police Department when it com-
menced Operation Neighborhood, its team polic-
ing program. The order :sated:

Fur many vc.irs our operating, proceclures hake placed

a main emphasis on the preventior ut miskoncluct

and many ut the restrictive fultures of this emphasis

have hao a detrimental effect on police - public rkl f-

elons. W'hile misconduct will continue to be touht
with tVtr) means possible, the r114111cMrheMS Of out

opnItIng procedures will now he service to the pub-

lic. Let our actions be guided nut by Then: is

nothing I can do,'" but by flow can I help" 4

h. Diiparch tinuir.). It is not enough that
patrol officers he assigned on paper" to the same

neighborhood. In many departments, patrol offi-

cers spend from 70 to 85 percent of their time
answering calls for service that are not in the
-sector- or "heat" to whit!' they are assigned. As

a const.quence, from "0 to 85 percent of the calls
in their own heat may b.! answered by cars as-

signed to other heats.
The object of neighborhood team policing is to

have patrol officers become familiitr with their
neighborhood. To capitalize on that familiarity,
they should answer as large a percentage of calls

in that neigh!)orhood as possible. They also

Ii-t w. 1, id I ( Id I ) 1' No v. 141, (

1h. prumclf unt1-t r I Iv

should spend as little time outside their neigh-
borhood as possible.

Two steps may he taken to increase the contact
between a team and its neighborhood: (1) define a
neighborhood to be large enough for must assign-
ments to he within the neighborhood (somewhat
larger than most traditional sectors or heats), and
(2) permit cars to take runs out of their neighbor-
hood only in an emergency and to hold (or
"stack") non-emergency calls until tars become
available. Increasing the size of sectors will mean
that it will take some hat longer fur the officer to
become familiar with his neighborhood, but that
can be compensated for by keeping him assigned
to the neighborhood a longer period of time.

Keeping cars in their neighborhood except for
an emergency will make it more like!) that calls
(including emergencies) will he handled by the
car assigned to a neighborhood. If a car is nut sent
to a distant sector, it will he closer to an emer-
gency in the neighborhood.

The reason fur permitting cars to leave their
neighborhoods for an emergent.) is because the
immediate needs of a serious injury or a crime in
progress should not be neglected just to fulfill the
needs of a "theory of neighborhood policing."
However, it is important that "emergency'. not
he so broadly interpreted that everything is

treated as an emergency and cars are never re-
tained in the neighborhood.

It is the natural tendency of dispatch personnel
to want to reduce the dispatch backlog and to
provide all people w:th service as rapidly as possi-
ble. For that reason, special training of dispatch-
ers may be necessary to get them to apply the new
guidelines as intended. An exception in the
guidelines might be made for the situations in
which the dispatch backlog becomes so lengthy
that callers without emergencies are waiting for
an extended time before a car can he dispatched.
\X'hen the backlog reaches a previously agreed
limit, cars should he dispatched to the closest
call. regardless of neighborhood team policing.

c. Foot patio/. Foot patrol, including the en-
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tousling 11t Oftcos using, Motor it. linterti or (AN
to ',ark .111,1 to talk to t iti/ens ivriodically, is ail
essential ingredient 111 the good community rela-
tions needed in team polio ins. As 0. W. Wilson
and Roy %Laren st.lte in P.//o Adminotratmll:

It 111+%1.11-N ht...1 ,,prisrtanit
m.ithth rd 11.a . lit the ...nws and hi'. ,I.).a.,untai.
r.,..plc and thitiy,%. 'Ambling flit: 'MI11)1111,111 It) 111 111

maximum %L% it c .is 110,4111.mo,, And

ti. .ht. rtiNk. and .1% the. INV. ..an I It
Oft

d C rMI( ,mite'/ d colon/unit) rilation(. A
neighborhood polite team should design its t rime
control provain-

To be lonSIstent it, communitv-rJations
program

To (apitalii on goodwill whit h has becn gen-
erated dm tugh the cornnlunity relations pro-
g rain .

To.tccomplish these obieit IV es, the use of aggres-
sive patrol or street interrogations is relatively
undesirable. Even when street stops are made on
probable cause. they may appear to the neutral (or
slightly anti-polite) bystander to be repressive or
anti-tommunity and this may set back the cum-
Mt) 1 tV relation: progrAM.

On the other hand. a careful inyestigation is .t

relatively good way to tinurol irony and build
Mull t ,i4undwill. First, investigations dem-

onstrate to Litizens that the police will listen and
will use the information which they supply. Set--
ond. investigations arc somewhat more likely to
permit the ortik er to make Mt arrest inside
residence or bUsincsi or in stone manner that is
relatively unlikely to t react: .. public spectacle.
Furthermore, arrests resift t ng from In% estiga-

t lolls are somewhat inure Itktly to he b.iscd
sound evidnie and tc rcsulr In suL Lssful prose-
cutions, with their OttendAnt good 1,111)1A It

r

A \1 I -. I' .: k !-,1

3. Encouraging professionalism.

Polite work, both now and under neighbor-
hod team policing, depends on the use of sound
judgment by the patrol officer. He is the basic
unit in the department. Cinumstances force him
to make nuns decisions on his own. His daily
work also gives him a wealth of "street knowl-
edge" and information. A sound police organiza-
tion will: ( I) assist the officer to develop sound
judgment. and (2) use the officer's knowledge of
local problems to develop reasonable. responsive
programs.

The team toncept rejects the undesirable fea-
tures of the "quasi-military" model through
which commanders give orders and the troops
respond. It is that model which caused one New
York City patrolman to complain that he was

constantly involved in making life and death
decisions but that he was treated like a Buy Scout
by his superiors.

The team concept also rejects the need for the
mountains of written orders found in some de-
partments. The orders often become so volumi-
nous that no one will read or follow them. Instead
of treating -he officer as a robot which performs a
required set of procedures, neighborhood team
polit ing makes the officer responsible for doing
his work as his judgment dictates.

a. A train di a pruft'.i.iiotal1 group. A team is a
professional group. like a group of tk Each
of the members can contribute know/edge, which
may be useful to all the other members of the
ream. He tan also contribute problems or (Wel.
which the team can discuss in team meetings or
informaily Si) that all officers might he able to
handle similar cases better in the future.

A team commander must org,anize tram niettings
to: (1) discuss calo. so that the entire team can
learn froth mistakes that have been made by any
member, (2) exchange infOrmation about crin..;-
nals, t rime patterns, toinnillnitV groups (hostile
and Limperative) and useful informants or sup:
pliers of information about crime; ( onduct



inservice training in which the team can learn
tomintinit% resifur, es or new development,

in law enforcement, and I) get the assistance of
the team in overall planning, including specific
tat tit s and general approat hes to larger problems.

,:. As the leader of a team of profes-

sionals, the team commander should revise his
way of looking at supervision. Neither he nor the

other officials working ss ithin the (Valli Cali ex-
pert to Ile at every key incident in which his
personnel are insolsd. There are, simply, too
mans- officers for each attic IA. supervisor
should, therefie, entourage Ills officers to de-
velop a sense of personal responsibility. He
should rarely take over the direction of an inci-
dent he supervises. t'nkss the officer is incapable
of !Limning the situation. the supervisor should
observe how the officer performs and subse-
qu,:ntl% otter suggest ion to guitiv the officer in
similar situations in the tut tire. lie also should
entourage the discussion among officers of situa-

tions in which thcl hive been insolved so that the
officers will learn from their ex:N.:minces.

It .1s0 IS appropriate tiff. the supervisor to
Jamph the work of members of the team to deter-
mine how they seem to he doing and to offer

suggestions for the future. For example, he tall
require that a "trip sheet- be prepared, Jest rib-
II1V, .111 at tiVity un the Shift; and he can set
srandards for the usual length of time needd to
handle different types of tails (plus idOim eft-

L(iragus officers to spend more time when cir-

cumstances tall for it) and ton other expel ted
at tIV Isles. 1 ik call .11s() arNillgc fur arrest reports to
be reviewed, Si) that suggcstiuns ma% be made
about how to prepare reports, how to obtain
admissible evidence, and how- to refrain from
potnttolly inflammatory arrest practices.

Thc team commander is responsible and at.-
i.ountal.le for his team's operations. Ile must
providi. incentives for his teal)) to pertrm well,
and when officers fad to perform well he must
take appropriate steps. ink Riding consultation,
tompnsatory training, informal sank tiolls

0)119,
"w0 1.3

disapproval or undesirable assignments) or disci-

pline.
rainid ,md cducatifm. Training and educa-

tion are crucial in neighborhood team policing for

two reasons. First, training and education is nec-

essary to reorient and improve the skills of officers

who are used to traditional methods. Second, the
elstence of a team and team commander creates

an opportunity for them to work together with a
trainer to implement an inservice training pro-
gram. A well-designed, on-the-job program will
he immediately useful to warn mimhers and may
therefore he superior to classroom instruction,
which often seems divorced from the practical
world of police experience.

d. Shift Nupertilifm. The team commander
should provide for supervision of the team in his
absence. Preferably, team commanders will have
other officials as part of the team. These lower
ranking officials (usually sergeants) should he
assigned to different shifts. On shifts where an
official IS not available, an officer should he des-
ignated .I' supervisor.

Team commanders should plan the supervisory
program and delegate supervisory tasks to team
members. Sergeants can review "trip sheets," ride
together with officers to observe their perfrm-
ance, or ride in their own supervisory vehicles. If
detectives are assigned to the team, they can
review reports of arrests and investigations.

e. igh iilinfitiimtirfia the- team approach.

The team concept, with its professional approach,
is designed to increase the police officer's conch-
but:on to the formation of policy. It also recog-
nises the importance of the officer's intirmation
and judgment. To many officers, this change in
role may at first be threatening. More is being
asked from them, and they may he uncertain
about whether they can live up to expectations.
I lowever, as the officers become familiar with the

program, their satisfaction from their contribut-
ing to the completion
should increase..

It is believed that offit yrs more satisfied with

of t he police mission
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their jobs %ill become more productive. They
will identify inme with the police department's
mission, defined by their team, and will devote
more effort to furthering that mission. They also
will become more satisfied with their professional
roles and less likely to take out their job frustra-
tions through insensitive or aggressive behavior
toward citizens.

Once professional enthusiasm develops, a vari-
ety of new alternatives may become possible. In
Detroit s beat Commander experiment, for ex-
ample, the team commanders decided that it was
a waste of an officer's time to have him serve as a
"chauffeur.- Therefore, they drove alone. For
supervisors, even in rough areas, this decision
makes sense. In must instances, they are involved
in street situations only when a patrol officer has
gotten there first or is already on his way.

There may also be officers who prefer solo
patrol, even in the departments where unions
have required two-officer patrol. These men ap-
parently feel that they may he safe if they are
operating alone. While many police officers may
call this false bravery or unsafe conduct, o team
commander may form his own judgment about
the officer's sense of responsibility. Depending on
the area and the assignment, the team com-
mander may accept voluntary assignments to one
man cars. Providing that the assignments remain
truly voluntary and that the policy is fully ex-
plained, such a change should create little diffi-
culty with responsible unions or organizations.

1. Reduced boredom. Neighborhood team polic-
ing also results in more job satisfaction by reduc-
ing the boredom of which patrol officers often
complain. First, the team commander's plan will
result in a manpower allocation plan that is

mashed to the demand for services. In
areas, this will result in fewer "graveyard
(12 midnight to 8 a. in.) assignments and,

many
shift-
Lorre-

spondingly, in a greater opportunity for human
conta t.

Second, community contact is encouraged. In
addition to specific assignments from the team
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commander and to dispatched assignments,
which average fewer than one assignment every
90 minutes to three hours in many cities, the
officer is expected to meet people and develop
sources of information which may become useful
in crime investigations.

Third, individual officers may attend meetings
of community groups or action organizations; and
these assignments can result in a fuller under-
standing of community problems and, ulti-
mately, a greater desire to serve the community.

Fourth, assignments may be more varied than
patrol personnel now receive. For example, plain-
clothes assignments, stakeouts or continuing
crime investigations may become part of an ordi-
nary work day.

Fifth, there is greater emphasis on the impor-
tance of the service activities which take about 85
percent of an officer's time. At present, these
activities often are considered by many officers to
be a diversion from "more important" crime con-
trol activities. Under neighborhood team polic-
ing, service activities are considered essential and
rewarded appropriately.

g. Evloyee incentives. On a periodic basis, the
team commander and other supervisors within
the team should evaluate team members. The
evaluation procedure must recognize contribu-
tions made to the team goals, whether by making
arrests, handling tense situations, increasing the
flow of information, or other essential activities.
The traditional count of arrests and traffic tickets
is not sufficient to provide the proper incentive
for improving community service.

It is important that good personnel evaluation
procedures be implemented and used. Patrolmen
doing a good job should be rewarded without
being reassigned to some specialized bureau or to
a supervisory position. Providing that detectives
are assigned to teams, promotion to the rank of
detectivewithin the same neighborhood
teammay he an appropriate reward.

Good supervision also should be recognized,
perhaps by creating new grades within the rank of



lieutenant or sergeant. accomplishments of the
team should be Hirt of he evaluation of team
commanders.

Progressive unions will seek to implement
these incentive systems. Methods which improve
performance %%ill increase the department's repu-
tation, increase citizen satistaction and enable the
union and chief to obtain higher pay 'or the entire

department.

4. Investigations.

Most police departments have restricted fol-
low-up investigations to their detective divisions.
The principal reasons given for this division of
labor are: 11 the special ability, training and
experience of detectives, and (2) the difficulty of
arranging for a patrol officer to leave his beat for
protracted investigations.

These are important arguments which cannot
be too easily overciie; however, it is believed

tha; a more flexible approach may he called for
under neighborhoi.ci team policing. A team com-
mander should be able to decide that some of his
men are talented in investigation and, working
alone or in active collaboration with detectives,
could do a superior job of handling an investiga-
tion. In some cases, the patrol officer will have
access to info' mints or public cooperation to
w Inch no detective \\ ill have access. In other
cases, the initial contact with a witness may' have
been made by the patrolman and he may have
established a special rapport which should be
maintained to increase the chance that the wit-
ness w III ciinrinue to cooperate.

Of course, there will he cases to which no
members of the team will seem suited and it will
he appropriate to assign other department re-
sources to rake complete responsibility or to assist
a team nmmbr. The patrolman who started the
case may not be skilled in investigation or may be
more useful in some other assignment. The case
may require spec ial investigative skills not found
in the team. Or there may he sonic special
hic:her-priority problem in the neighborhood,

such as the need to deal tactfully with a potential
campus uprising or a touchy labor dispute.

a. Assignment of detectives to teams. The rivalry
between patrol and detective units in many de-
partments is natural, given the aspirations of
many officers to become part of the detective
division and the desire of many detectives to
maintain control over investigative activities.

On the other hand, it is widely recognized
that:

The communication of information between patrol
officers and investigators is a vital factor in the
success of criminal investigations. Investigators
should make every effort to foster the cooperation and
enthusiasm of patrol officers through frequent per-
sonal contacts, by making certain that heat officers
receive acknowledgment in reports and press releases,

and by tOstering preliminary investigations h" pa-
trolmen. One of the fastest ways to stop the cooraa.
tion between patrol officers and investigators is to
have the lam rework the preliminary investigation
as if the patrol officer were not to he trusted.'

The value of patrol officers to investigators was
forcefufly stated by August Vollmer. the father of
the Berkeley policing system. Talking in the
context of the 1930s, he stressed that the patrol

officer's:

knowledge of "who's who," including good, had.
and indifferent. young and old, is absolutely essential
to good police administration. The rules require that

the policemen make inquiries concerning the charac-
ter, occupaCon, and habits of every resident of his
beat, so that whenever his superiors desire informa-
tion absiut any person living within the area that he
patrols, he can supply it without delay. The conduct
of all known criminals and -bad characters," their
actions, the places they enter or frequent, must he
observed and recorded, as well as the names, rsi-
dences, and occupations of the pea sons with whom
they associate. Knowledge of the habits of a criminal
and his friends may supply -tn important link in
Investigation of a major crime.''

ilvH NI(I.arvn, .-1,bwribtratt,n Pr ;SS
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`X'hile this description of the job of the officer
makes him sound like "big brother," .he basic
principle still applies. The officer should know
the important charackistic., of his neighborhood--
the characteristics which will help him to solve
crimes .111,1 pro% ide effective ',Alec. sei-vice.

The potential valor: of detectives to the patrol
force may also be stressed. Wilson and McLaren
State that:

The. efteetiveness of the elepartmnt in the investiga-
tion ut crimes is Rather increased In keeping the
patrol foree currentl) informed ut the tpration and
whereabouts of truninals and of wanted persons, ut
their Associates. hangouts, deseriptions. methods of
operation, and automobile.% used.N

Given the interdependence of the effective op-
eration of the patrol and detective divisions, it is
natural that ,ie departments are now beginning
to consider the assignment of detectives to work
together with patrol officers. Berkeley, Cincin-
nati, Dallas, New York City, Venice, Albany and
Holyoke all assign at least a few detectives to
work with patrol officers.

Detectives assigned to teams continue to he
recognized as investigative specialists. They can
he of great use in conducting local investigations
and in training patrol officers to increase the
quality of preliminary and followup investiga-
tions. The detectives can also share their knowl-
edge about how to develop useful sources of
information in the community and how to pre-
pare a case properly for trial. Consequently, the
detectives should improve the quality of invsti-

WI Arc:
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gative work and reduce the need for detectives to
re-do preliminary investigations and duplicate
patrol etbrts. This should permit detectives to
concentrate on the hard cases which require six.-
:ial training or experience.

The special investigative knowledge and skills
of detectives may also contribute to the team
planning process. The detectives can sometimes
detect a pattern of crime which patrol officers and
supervisors might otherwise overlook.

In neighborhood team policing, patrolmen
will he developing their own sources of informa-
tion. By placing a detective in the team, patrol-
men and detectives may be able to share some of
these information resources. When an informant
will deal only with a particular patrolman or
detective, other members of the team should ask
that officer to develop information for them.

h. Rttaining some centralized detective units. All
detectives should not he assigned to work with
patrolmen. Strong reasons can he found for work-
ing simultaneously on neighborhood crime, patterns
(through patrol-detective cooperation) and on
Wider-arra or specialized crime patterns (through
city-wick detective investigations and specialized
crime units, such as a homicide unit). The job of
the police chief is to strike the proper balance
between both forms of effort. It is likely, how-
ever, that even the city-wide efforts may benefit if
patrolmen and detectives are cooperating on local
problems. This cooperation may benefit the spe-
cialized detective who seeks local intbrination
either from a fellow detective or from a patrolman
who is accustomed to working closely with a
detective.



CHAPTER II. SURVEY OF TEAM POLICING

Many cities throughout the United States arc
using some form Of neighborhood team poli,inv.
and the authors and other researchers at The
Urban Institute have assisted in implementing or
evaluating neighborhood team programs in De-
troit, New York City and Cincinnati. In Febru-
ary and March, 1973, one of the authors inter-
viewed police officials in brief visits to five team
policing cities: St. Petersburg, Florida (Public
Safety Team); Los Angeles. California (Venice
Division's Team 28); Oxnard. California (Neigh-
borhood Car Plan). Cincinnati. Ohio (CorSee)
and Albany. New York (Neighborhood Police
Unit). The Los Angeles Basic Car Plan, the Syra-

cuse Crime Control Team and the Holyoke Team
Policing program also are described in this chap-
ter. to give the reader a broader acquaintance
with team policing cities.

Two tables summarize the characteristics of the
team policing programs which were studied in
some detail. Table II-1 summarizes the adminis-
trative considerations of planning. funding.
training, evaluation and manpower in these cities
and in "Ideal City." which is considered to have

adopted the recommendations in this hook. Table

I -2 summarizes the organization and operational
elements for Ideal City and each of the cities
mentioned above. Brief narrative descriptions of
the programs in each city follow the tables.

Four of the programs. St. Petersburg. Venice,
Cincinnati and Albany. contain most of the ele-
ments (dour suggested organization. tine innati's
Planning Task Force is the basis for our recom-
mendation that a task trce be used in the plan -
ning; process. Venice's extensive Block Captain
program is an example of an innovative system to
involve the cIMUIlltY in grime prevention.

The programs in Albany and St. Petersburg
have demonstrated how c(nnprehensive tea n pol-
icing programs can work. In Albany. police-opi.r-
ateG storeirlints are kept open 2 i hours a day, and

police serve as advocates for residents even on
complaints against the city. Although OxnarcFs
program is not team policing in full bloolit, it
does demonstrate that team policing can improve
police-community relations without additional
funding or manpower.

Detroit's program demonstrated some of the
difficulties encountered when middle manage-
ment (lieutenants, captains) is not included in the
program and the department's top officials are
not united in support of the program (Detroit's
project was dropped despite promising results).
New York City's program, although excellent on
paper, seems not to have reached its potential
because of difficulties in implementation.

Finally, the Los Angeles Basic Car Plan, the
Syracuse Crime Control Team and the Dayton
Team Policing Program do not fit the definition
of neighborhood team policing because they do
not fit the definition presented in Chapter 2 (see
pp. 48 to 49, which discuss each of these pro-
grams).

HOLYOKE

Holyoke, Massachusetts had a population of
approximately 50,000 people in 1972. and a
police force of 117 men. It is the smallest of the
cities reviewed in this study. I The first Team
Policing Unit was implemented in IN:C.0111M
1970 in "The Flats. an old area of the city with a
population of 5,000 people (i() percent Puerto
Rican and I() percent Black). characterized by
overcrowding. poverty and the city's highest
crime rate. The fornution of a team for "The
Flats" was precipitated by open racial conflict in

\ %1It hi ildormati,11 rt .! lit ft is -

ktt I .:1 rid n. .in 111.1(.u,. ht va.ac,1

rtilt, 1 lit t I un.l.tt \VA,111110.,11. I) And ,r) .1

it it v. v. Irls Oh I (.1%,kt h I 1)in, ft.!' .it.tin

(4)rp.. F Burns (April 2". I')" 4)
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the summer of 1970. A second unit was insti-
tuted in August 1972, a third unit in January
1973, and a fourth unit in April 197 i, complet-
ing city-wide expansion of the program.

Funding

The first unit was funded with a $10,000
grant from the Law Entigcement Assistance Ad-
ministration and a $150,000 grant from Model
Cities. The LEAA grant was used for equipment
while the Model Cities grant was used for person-
nel, the service officer project and community
relations projects. The second unit also received
an LEAA grant for equipment. 'IAA Discretion-
ary funds were used to help implement the third
and fourth units.

Planning and Training

Planning for the first unit was done primarily
by Captain Burns with assistance from planners
from Model Cities and the Regional Planning
Commission. They developed the program based
on the President's Crime Commission Reports
and wrote proposals for funding over a six-month
period. Planning the details of unit operations
took place during the training period.

The first unit's training took place over a
period of three months. It was focused on the
ream policing concept, commLnity relations and
Lriminalistics. The patrolmen became deeply in-
volved in planning unit operations as part of the
training process. They travelled to other cities to
get information, questioned visiting police x-
percs from other cities and universities, and
formed committees to investigate items such as
uniforms, equipment, rules and pr(Kdures,
investigative procedures. Similar training was
given to teams implemented later.

Organization

The first unit was comm.mded by a captain and
had a complement of 12 police officers (volun-
teers) and font* COMMLIIIIEV service officers (all

31

Puerto Rican). The captain reported directly to
Zile Chief and had absolute responsibility for the
team area. All calls went directly to the team or
were referred to the unit's storefront headquar-
ters. No non-team policemen were allowed to
enter the team area.

The patrol officers and community service offi-
cers had responsibility for all police services and
investigations (except homicide) in the area. Unit
members wore blazers'` and slacks and worked out
of a storefront headquarters.

At this time, detectives have also been as-
signed to the city's four units. Homicides are still
handled centrally by the Captain of Detectives.

Community Orientation
Emphasis is placed on establishing a positive

working relationship with the community
through both fOrmal (advisory board, monthly
community meetings) and informal mechanisms
(storefront headquarters, emphasis on service to
the community, and a non-aggressive patrol
stance). The community has become a valuable
source of crime information and has made signifi-
cant contributions to policy decisions.

Planning within the Team
Holyoke was probably more successful than

any other team policing program in developing a
professional, democratic model of team opera-
tions. Team policemen take the major responsi-
bilit fur planning unit operations. They form
coMillittecti to L.ork on specific areas (e.g., orga-
nization, training, department liaison), write
their own manual of rules and procedures, and
use a democratic model for making decisions on
operational and managerial matters (suhject to
veto by the unit commander). Deployment and
scheduling are based on workload and the needs
of the community. They are reviewed periodically
by the teams.

: A :Op th lit t, tnnnnut% And rAtrtil l.tlit Cr% 'SUM Ile .1 the
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CITY

"Ideal City

Holyoke
Team Policing Units

Albany
Neighborhood Police Unit

St. Petersburg
Public Safety Team

TABLE 11-2. Organizational and Operational Elements'

TEAM AREA
DESCRIPTION

COMPOSITION
OF TEAM SUPERVISION

Team policing applicable to 1 Lieutenant-commander
any area 3.4 Sergeants-

12,000 to 35,000 population Assistant team commanders

Implemented December
1970

5,000 people (poor, 40
percent Puerto Rican, 10
percent Black)

Implemented July 1971
10,000 residents (50%

black)
Poverty, street crime,

unemployment, substandard
housing prevalent

Second Unit to similar area,
October 1972

April 1972
26,000 residents
99 percent black
Median income $5,000
High unemployment,

substandard housing
City-wide (5 teams) March

1973

Captain
12 officers
4 community service
officers (Puerto Ricans)

Volunteers

Commander: 24 hour
responsibility for team. Authority
to police area in most effective
way

Assistant Commanders:
supervision, training,
administration and special tasks
(e.g., ohms analysis)

Professional Model: patrolmen
participate In decision - making and
call supervisor when needed

First Unit: Lieutenant-
commander
4 Sergeants
31 Patrol officers

Second Unit: Lieutenant-
commander
4 Sergeants
41 patrol officers
4 Detectives

Officers not representative
of overall quality of personnel

First Team: Lieutenant-
commander
3 sergeants
21 patrol officers
3 detectives
1 secretary

Under City-wide teams, no
detectives assigned to teams

Officers representative of
overall quality of personnel

Descriptions given in this chart generally are based on the first team implemented.

az

Captain has 24 hour
responsibility for team

Team formed committee and
wrote guidelines

Team decisions subject to
commander's veto

Scheduling of work by team

Essentially like "Ideal City"
Sergeants work permanent

tours of duty, as do officers,
establishing a stable supervisory
relationship within the team

Lieutenant has 24 hour
responsibility

Sergeants are primarily
administrators available for
supervision when needed



INVESTIGATIVE
FUNCTION

Detectives assigned to teams
Patrolmen responsible for

investigations as determined by
team commander

. .

STABILITY OF
ASSIGNMENT TO
NEIGHBORHOOD

Commander has influence
over outside units working in
team areacan call on need
basis

Assignment to team for
long period of time

Them members dispatched
out of area only in
emergencies

Officers do all investigations All calls in team area
but homicide handled by team

First Unit:
All investigations handled by

patrol officers
Second Unit: Detoctives

handle investigations, analyze
crime patterns and suspect
data

First Team: Patrol officers
responsible for all investigation:
detectives assistec and trained
but also patrol

Under city-wide: Patrol
officers handle all
investigations except huillicide.
robbery, rape, forgery and auto
theft

Commander has complete
authority in area area
integrity strictly upheld

No cars dispatched in area
Unit cars seldom

dispatched out
40 percent turnover in 2

years but department
believes it has not disrupted
Unit identification

Maintained through
stacking, screening,
orientation

Only Narcotics Squad
operates in area without
request

Assignments to teams fairly
stable

Dispatched Out only on
emergencies

CRIME ANALYSIS
AND PLANNING

Regular analysis of crime
patterns and workload to
determine scheduling and
deploymentmost man
power at peak hoursuse of
foot, plainclothes, patrol and
innovative approaches to
crime control

Patrol officers participation
where possible

COMMUNITY
INTERACTION

Deployment based on crime
Team sets policy on

operations

Patrolmen develop rapport
with community

Community Input: advising,
volunteers, crime information

Service orientationreferral
systemsuse alternatives to
arrestfollowus on citizen
complaints

Community service
emphasis

Officers wear blazers,
slacks

Storefront headquarters
Monthly meetings of

advisory board
Nonaggressive patrol

. -------_
Deployment based on crime
Use of foot, scooter and

plainclothes patrol
Some participation in crime

analysis by patrol officers
More emphasis on crime

analysis in second unit
through detectives

Pin maps, crime by day and
hour used to detect patterns
and allocate men

Emphasis on foot patrol in
heavy pedestrian problem
areas

Lieutenani-commander
constructs budget for team

Personal contact with public
emphasized

Referrals made
Police act as advocate for

citizen in complaints
Lieutenant active in

community groups
Advisory Board for second

unit
Storefronts in both units

manned 24 hours/day
Special blazers and cars

used by units

Regular community
meetings

Emphasis on
nonaggressive patrol stance

Team commander active in
community relations

Blazers, different colored
cars

1 9



CITY

TABLE 11-2. Organizational and Operational ElernentaiCondnued

TEAM AREA
DESCRIPTION

COMPOSITION
OF TEAM SUPERVISION

Cincinnati
Com Sec March 1973

35,000 residents
52,000 nonresident

workers
225,000 shoppers and

tourists daily
8 team areas, each

distinctive neighborhood.
middle class and poor; !Sack,
white and mixed; residential
and business

District as whole accounts
for 25% of City's reported
crime

Detroit
Beat Commander System

Venice Division
Los Angeles Police
Department
Team 28

Oxnard
Neighborhood Car Plan

New York
Neighborhood Police Teams

April 1970
High crime
12,000 residents
99 percent black
Poverty
Unemployment

35,000 residents
89 percent white
middle to low income
high burglary rate

Each team has: Lieutenant-
leader, 3-4 sergeants-
assistant leaders, (officers
generally representative of
overall quality of personnel)
1-5 detectives
1147 patrol officers

Lieutenant has 24 hour
responsibility for team area and
coordination with other teams

Sergeants have field
supervision responsibilities,
planning and coordination of
community relations

Heavy emphasis on officer
participation in running team

Regularly scheduled team
meetings

Sergeant-commander
1 Sergeant-assistant
commander
24 patrolmen (18 black,
mostly young and energetic)
3 Detectives

Team commander has 24 hour
responsibility but authority limited
by conflicts with captains and
lieutenants

Commander primarily
administrator and planning

Assistantfield supervision

January 1971 13,000
residents
90 percent Mexican-American

Poverty, high crime, high
unemployment, substandard
housing

First Four Teams: January
1971

Recently: 5 entire precincts
(29 teams)
32 precincts with one Or two
learns in part of precinct

31

LieutenantCommander
4 Sergeants
22 patrolmen
3 traffic officers
2 accident investigators
1 administrative assistant
2 typists
6 Detectives

First Team: Lieutenant-
commander
1 Sergeant
13 Patrol officers

Selected volunteers

Each Team:
1 Sergeant as team

commander
20-50 men in each team
(Plan to experiment weal

Lieutenant-Commander)

Team commander has 24 hour
responsibility and wide latitude
and authority in area

Sergeants-professional
supervision

Participative management
Patrolman supervision on night

watch

Lieutenant has responsibility
for area on 24 hour basis

Lieutenant and Sergeant also
take on city-wick, supervision
when on duty, but they are
involved in planning, training and
community relations

Monthly team meetings

Team commander has 24 hour
re ipansibility and authority for
crime analysis, deployment,
special projects

Role of other supervisors
(lieutenants and petrol
sergeants) sometimes conflicting



INVESTIGATIVE
FUNCTION

*Team responsibility for alt
Investigations except homicide

Patrolmen responsible for all
preliminary investigationscan
close case

Detectives handle ongo.,2
investigations and can reopen
cues after review

STABILITY OF
ASSIGNMENT TO
NEIGHBORHOOD

Use of community service
assistants In Model Cities
areas to ease patrolmen
workload

Dispatched out only when
absolutely necessary

Long term assignment to
teams

CRIME ANALYSIS
AND PLANNING

COMMUNITY
INTERACTION

Weekly and monthly
analysis of crime patterns,
spot maps

Collators may keep modus
operand, name file, and
suspect file and feed crime
information to teams

- _ . - - -----_ --------
Detectives handle all

investigations
Excellent patrolmendetective

communication

Detectives handle all
investigations and train
patrolmen in investigative skills

Close patrol-detective
cooperation

Team has no new
investigative responsibility;
detectives not assigned to
turn

No changedetectives not
assigned to most teamsno
new investigative responsibility
for officers

8 detectives assigned to
teams in five precincts in
March 1973 on experimental
basis

Runs out only in emergency
Difficulty keeping officers in

area but runs out of area
down to 10-15 percent neer
end of project

Low priority calls handled
by phone if possible

Steady tours-3 month
rotation

Only 8 percent of runs out
of team area

No other units enter area

Try to keep in area. No
information available on runs
in and out of team area

Guidelines say runs out of
neighborhood only in
emergency (but average of
50 percent runs out by team,
and other units go into
neighborhood 50 percent of
runs)

Conflicting department
programs move officers out of
teams

The job of collator is being redefined for the Sixth time.

Crime analysis by
commander and serpents

Most men at peak hours
Emphasis on foot, scooter

and plainclothes

Crime Control Committee
(Detective, Sergeant and one
officer from each watch)
analyzes crime weekly and
plans

Most men at peak hours
Plainclothes tandem and

other patrol modes used

Little emphasis on crime
analysis and planning

Crime analysis done by
team commander

Use of various "charts" to
use most men men at peak
hours

FOOt, scooter, plainclothes
patrol and special projects
used

Regular community
meetings

Referral system
Complaint system
Orientation to service and

alternatives to arrest, police
contact with citizens (park
and talk)

Community Service
Assistants in Model Cities
areas

Police responsibility for
keeping area safe and
healthy

Emphasis on personal
contact, perk and talk,
attendance at community
meetings

Some use of aggressive
patrol, particularly in the
beginning of the program

Extensive program of Block
Captains for information
exchange

Officers meet residents in
coffees klatches at Block
Captains' homes

Heavy emphasis on service
orientation nonaggressive
approach

Participation in community
projects

Citizen Advisory Board of
residents (not leaders of the
community)

Team commander
attendance at community
meetings

Use of volunteer auxiliary
police

Men encouraged to develop
rapport; pail', walk and talk

2 1



CITY

Los Angeles
Basic Car Plan

TABLE 11-2. Organizational and Operational ElernenteCondnued

TEAM AREA
DESCRIPTION

Crtywide April 1970
83 Basic Car Districts in 17

Divisions

Expansion

The expansion to city-wide use of team polic-
ing units was accomplished over a three-year
period with limited changes taking place in orga-
nization. One basic change evolved from the first
unit's request for supervision in difficult situa-
tions (the first unit was basically unsupervised in
the field through its first six months of opera-
tion). Now each unit is commanded by a sergeant
who has 24 hour responsibility fur the area.

Evaluation

The first unit was not evaluated on the basis of
crime and arrest statistics because no baseline
data existed. However, the recordkeeping and
reporting procedures developed by the unit have
been put into use in all units and an in-house
evaluation based on crime, arrests, service calls,
and community con NIL IS is now near completion.
In addition, community and police attitude sur-
vys have been conducted each unit.

ALBANY

Albany, New York, with a population of
1 15,00 and a police department of about 00

COMPOSITION
OF TEAM

Each Basic Car Unit:
9 officers
1 lead officer
5 senior officers
3 officers With less
experience

More "qualified" officers
selected for Basic Cars

SUPERVISION

No geographic responsibility in
any one supervisor

Team leader is only
coordinator and he has no
supervisory power

Sergeant is team advisor and
counselor

officers, is a relatively small city using neighbor-
hood team policing.

The first Neighborhood Police Unit was im-
plemented in Albany on July 1, 1971, in the
South End, an area containing 10,000 residents
(50% black) and characterized by poverty, sub-
standard housing, unemployment and a high rate
of street crime.

Funding

The first unit received a $337,587 one-year
grant under the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe
Streets Act of 1968, including money for person-
nel, equipment, training and evaluation. A sec-
ond unit was instituted in the neighboring Arbor
Hill community in October 1972 and was funded
under an LEAA grant of $289,253 Continuing
costs for personnel and equipment will he ab-
sorbed by the city.

The objectives of both units were to reduce
crime, improve police-community relations and
expand the role of police by working with area
social service agencies.

Plan rung

Planning fi)r both units involved a six-month

Z36



INVESTIGATIVE
FUNCTION

No change (detectives not
assigned to team, no increase
in investigative responsibility of
patrolmen)

STABILITY OF
ASSIGNMENT TO
NEIGHBORHOOD

CRIME ANALYSIS COMMUNITY
AND PLANNING INTERACTION

Overlapping "X" cars used
in heavier workload periods
not part of the team

Stable assignment to Basic
Car

Runs in and out of
neighborhood not tightly
controlled

Most men at peak hours
No crime analysis at Basic

Car level

period in which the unit supervisors and the
Crime Control Ctxmlinator made an extensive
study of the community. talking to citizens,
social service agencies, planning patrol assign-
ments, etc.

Training

A 160-hour training program was given to all
unit personnel with the assistance of the State
University and the New York State Police Acad-
emy. Four two -day sessions, in which community
residents were involved, dealt with drug abuse,
poverty, juvenile delinquency and race relations.
Representatives of social service agencies ac-
quainted officers with the resources available in
the community. Other topics included crisis in-
tervention, innovative police methods and police-
community relations.

Perhaps the most important -training- oc-
curred after the formal training when the officers
spent tNo weeks in the neighborhoixi in plain
clothe:. just talking to people and getting to
know them outside the normal job situation.

organization

Both neighborhoods are supervised by lieuten-
ants selected about six months prior to imply-

37

Monthly community
meetings of 9 officers and
residents

mentat ion. The team supervisor, Police Chief and
Crime Coordinator selected sergeants and patrol
officers from those who volunteered. The first
unit had four sergeants and 31 patrolmen. The
second unit had four sergeants and 45 patrolmen.
Manpower allocation was based on previous cov-
erage, previous man-hours and estimated man-
hours, including time for calls and community
relations work. The resulting allocation was 50 to
100 percent more than previous levels.

The units' supervisors report directly to the
chief and work closely with the crime coordina-
tor. They operate essentially as small area police

chiefs, responsible for operating the unit, deploy-
ing personnel, maintaining cooperation with the
community and other social service units. The
integrity of the units' area is strictly maintained;
any officer or detective who enters the team area
must he accompanied by an officer from the
neighborhood unit when he makes contact with
any citizen.

Investigation

In the first unit, all investigative functions are
handled by the officers. Cases are closed, subject
to the unit supervisor's approval. Detectives and
identification men can he asked to aid in an
investigation. In the second unit, another iniees-

23



tigative model is being tested to see if the unit
can make better use of a rime infiirmat ion through
analysis of crime patterns, rte . Four tierce tie
positions were included in the unit because the
crime problem was heavier for the second unit. It
was also a way of promoting officers within the
team. (inc deal Ilse was assigned to the unit and
three unit patrolmen were given detective posi-
tions after the unit was observed and rated by the
detective. These men also have crime prevention
duties. The second unit also has two patrolmen
who are community relations officers, whose
main time tion is to meet with the public and visit
schools.

C om mun it y Oriental ion

Both units operate storefronts around-the-
clock. The storefront's desk officer is responsible
for maintaining records, tonipleting ...rime analy-
sis forms and maintaining relations with social
service agencies. Referrals are made either by the
police at the storefront or on patrol whenever
possible. Referrals are recorded and ftillow.-,..ps
are made.

Complaints about city services are handled in a

unique way, made possible by Albany's size and
the power of the mayor. The police act as the
complainant, tilling out a special rekrral firm
which is then sent to the chief. The chief refers it
to the mayor and the mayor sexes to it that the
agency involved acts. The agency notifies the
chief when action has been taken. As a result of
this prot ess and the education of citizens by the
pollee, many citizens now make unpltirts on
their own.

Both units have blazer outfits with concealed
guns. This is intended to treaty ar
professional appearance and to implove.
nit y relations. Unit ears are painted a distinctive
color, and citizens seem to identity the units as
-their liven a relatively high turnover of
4(4 percent of the patrol officers (due primarily to
promotions) in m year, did not scum to the

department to destroy this identification. The
potentially disruptive effect of the high turnover
rate on community relations was reduced by hav-
ing a new officer introduced to residents by an
-old- officer in the same unit.

Personal contacts with the public seem primary
to the first unit's success. Rap sessions at the
schools, attendance at community meetings and
the lieutenant's interest in serving on community
committees and the boi..rd of directors of one
community organization have brought the police
closer to the community. Militant leaders in the
area are reported to have moved to another area as
the police have become a legitimate part of the
((immunity power structure. A bimonthly news-
letter is used to further inform the public of what
the police are doing.

In Arboi. Hill, a citizen Advisory Committee
has been fiirmed to assist the unit in crime pre-
vention and police-community rapport. The
committee, consisting of 15 representatives of
various agencies and interest groups in the com-
munity, meets regularly to advise the police on
planning and objectives.

Deployment

The officers work permanent tours of duty
arranged so that must officers work at peak crime
times. No difficulty was encountered its getting
men for any one shift. The sergeants also work
permanent tours so that there is continuity of
supervision betwe.'n a sergeant and the man on
that tour. Special assignments, such as plain-
clothes, special footposts and scooter patrol are

used when needed.

information Exchange

Intiirmatitin exchange is done on an infiirmal
basis with men going oft duty talking to the next
shift for a few minutes. The sergeant is responsi-
ble tot keeping the men inforMed.



Crime Analysis

Analysis o:geographit al crime pattern.; is done
primarily with pin maps. Although crime records
are maintained by day of week for the city, they
cannot yet be used tin the unit because of the
reorganization of unit boundarws. The unit
makes regular reports un arrests, referrals and
crime to the crime control coordinator. The sec-
ond unit will also analyze victim and suspect data
un a weekly basis.

Dispatch

Dispatch out of area has nut been a problem
here. Unit officers are sometimes dispatched to
back up the men in blue," but the blue is kept
out of the team's neighborhood. The unit officers

seemed to !me proved their worth to the rest of
the department and officers who were at first
reluctant to volunteer tur the unit now want to
join.

Team Cohesion

It is important to note the strong unit cohe-
siveness. The unit uses peer pressure to keep itself
operating effectively and officers who are not
doing a job can he voted out of the unit by the
other officers. The crime control ct,ordinator at-
tributed this cohesiveness to the leadership abili-
ties of the unit supervisors.

Eta/nation

Albony has received funding ft)r evaluations of
both of its neighborhood units. The evaluation
will concentrate on monitoring attitude changes
in the corn M unity and in the police. (The evalua-
tion of the 614. unit is completed but not yet
as ai 'able )

ST. PETERSBURG

St. Petersburg initiated its first Public Safety

Team in April 1972. By March 1973 there were
five teams and the entire city was converted to
team policing.

The St. Petersburg Public Safety Agency is
young and well-educated (with 71 percent of the
officers having some college education). The first
Public Safety Team had the t011owing characteris-
tics:

6 years of service (average)
32 years old (average)
52 percent with some college education.
The city's population is about 270,000 and the

police force has 15 lieutenants, 40 sergeants and
310 officers (134 assigned to patrol).

Much of the reported success with the project
seems to come from:

Non-aggressive, service-oriented policies
The team commander's skill in dealing with
the community.

Management by Objectives

A major innovation which deserves special
mention is the use of Management by Objectives
in conjunction with team policing. Management
by Objectives requires a team to come to agree-
ment on broad goals and specific objectives and to
plan programs to meet those objectives. It gives
the teams, the department and the community
measures by which to judge the performance of
the turn and increases the team's awareness of its
purpose and accountability. It also provides the
basis for team commanders and sergeants to build
a budget for the teamanother important re-
sponsibility that has been delegated to the tams.

The first team established its objectives about
three months after implementation. Input from
officers was voluntary, with about 50 percent
submitting suggestions. The general goals were:

To provide a safe environment for citizens
To imi.rove interpersonal communication and
understanding between the team and citizens
in order to strengthen support for law entOrce-
ment

)5



TO tlemonstrote adetiliate 11 lalirOWr
y

To establish and develop generalists and self-
supervisors.
Each general goal was broken dawn into spe-

cific objectives such as -reduce Street crimes by
25 percent no later than March IS, 1973- or
-insure that one-half of all 'm-luo personnel are
available for calls by no later than April 10,

Programs were then designed to meet each of
these objectives. For example, community educa-
tion, intensivt: mobile and walking patrols and
increased apprehension programs were designed
to reduce street crime. To meet the manpower

objective, roll-call and read -oft proce-
dures were eliminated, men stayed in service
until their replacements reported, and all men
were given walkie-talkies so they would he avail-
able for calls.

The objectives and programs allcwed the team
to develop performance indicators such as those
listed here:

Manpower availability: number of team mem-
bers available for service at a givc.i time
Generalists: number of cases completed by
team members
Community-police understanding: number of
complaints and commendations by c itizens.
Each new team establishes goals, objectives

and programs in training sessions prior to imple-
mentation.

Management by Objectives appears to comple-
ment the team concept.

Planning

Planning tor the team poli.:ing project took
place over a peel )d prior to imple-
mentation of the first Public Safety Tealn art

April 9, 1972. The first six months of planning
were pritwrily devoted to the development of a
Federal grant application and determining man-
power and equipment needs. The first team com-
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!minder was selected in January 1972. Initial
planning was done mainly by the Director of the
Planning and Development Division. Final plan-
ning (the selection of officers, preparation for
implementation, coordination with other depart-
mental units, etc.) rested primarily with the team
commander and a staff of two detectives and one
patrolman who were brought in to assist him.
The team commander visited other team policing
projects (Syracuse, Dayton) to get information for
implementing the project. In addition, he met
with leaders of the community and explained the
program in depth.

Although there was initial resistance from
some militant leaders in the black community
who felt they were "always being experimented
with" or saw the experiment as "ass kickers com-
ing in, these attitudes changed after discussions
with the team commander and implementation of
the program.

Evaluation

The initial project funded by LEAA was de-
signed as an experiment to test the success of
team policing. Both comparison (no change in
police practices) and experimental areas were des-
ignated for the evaluation. Surveys of community
attitudes were conducted before and after imple-
mentation of team policing. In addition, clear-
ance rates, a police attitude survey (administered
during and at the end of the project year), re-

ported crime, and calls for service are being used.
Management by Objectives was introduced

into the team in July 1972. The specific crime-
control objectives developed by the team for
achievement by March 15, 1973, were to:

Reduce street crimes by 25 percent
Reduce business burglaries by 25 percent
Reduce residential burglaries by 20 percent
Increase narcotic-activity suppression by 65
percent
Increase clearance rates by 10 percent.
Success in achieving these objectives will also

be evaluated at the end of the program year.
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The evaluation will be performed by the de-
partment's Planning and Development staff.

Site Selection

The area chosen for the project has the highest
crime rate in the city, has a high proportion of

the calls for service, and has approximately 26,-
000 residents-99 percent black and one percent
white. It is described as a "ghetto" area by the
department and has a median income of about
35,000, high unemployment and substandard
housing.

This area was selected because it was felt it

wool,1 provide the most stringent test for the
team policing concept.

Organizationion

Team organization is similar to the recommen-
dations made in this report. The original proposal
called for the assignment of 24 officers com-
manded by one sergeant, but the department
decided that a lieutenant would he a more appro-
priate commander. After implementation, three
sergeants were added to the team to assist the
commander in administration and supervision.

The size of the team was set at a level which
would permit officers to spend only one-third of

their time on service calls.

Detectives

Three detectives (there is no difference in rank
between detectives and patrolmen in St. Peters-
burg) were assigned as part of the 24-man team.
However, the detectives had the same tasks as all
team patrolmen, including patrol. They assisted
the other officers in investigations and, on an
informal basis, trained them in investigative
skills. (Due to a change in policylimiting the
types of investigation performed by team mem-
bers.no detectives will he assigned to new
teams.)
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Role of the Team Commander

The team commander has 2.4-hour responsibil-
ity for his team area. He has responsibility for
meeting the objectives set by the team and has
complete authority to schedule and deploy his
men as he sees fit. He can call on other units in
the department (traffic, central investigation,
narcotics, special operational services, air patrol,
etc.). He has primary responsibility for commu-
nity relations. He has authority to try any new
programs he wishes. He establishes his own work
schedule. In addition, the team commander is
responsible for constructing a budget for equip-
ment and expenses.

Role of Team Sergeant

Team sergeants are primarily administrators
and educators. They are responsible for keeping
payroll information, compiling statistical data,
providing information to team members, assur-
ing that equipment is available, and checking
reports (or complaints, investigations) for accu-
racy and completeness. They are also responsible
for assisting the team commander in scheduling
and in constructing the budget. Supervision of
team members is primarily through report review
and field instruction when needed. Although the
team commander may observe patrolmen in the
field, he is not supposed to take a direct supervi-
sory role unless needed. He should be available to
give advice when it is required by members. In
addition, he should set a good example for his
officers to follow.

Role of Team Member

Patrol officers are expected to remain in their
area unless dispatched to an emergency call. They
are expected to leave their vehicles (each patrol-
man has a portable radio assigned to him) and
establish contact with people in their area. They
are expected to work without supervision except
when needed.
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Initially, team members were given responsi-
bility for handling all investigations. That policy
has been revised because it was found to he too
time - consuming .nd certain crimes seemed to be
more efficiently handled centrally because of the
specialized skills required for their investigation.
At the present runt., ()frit CIS arc responsible for
investigating crimes other than homicide, rape,
robbery, forgery ano auto theft. Under this re-
vised plan, no detectives are assigned to teams.
For the five crime categories delegated to detec-
tives, officers are still responsible for a thorough
preliminary investigation as they always have
been. They also have the authority to call lab
technicians into a case. They can close a case in
these categories if they ,.an do so in the course of
their preliminary investigations.

Detectives are notified of arrests by phone and
receive a copy of the preliminary investigation
report (detectives work two shifts, day and night.
in St. Petersburg). In some cases closed by patrol-
men. detectives may get permission from defense
attorneys to interrogate the suspect to develop
links with other crimes and modus operandi. The
intelligence unit may also teed information it
gathers from its informants to the teams.

Other Team Personnel

Each team will have a civilian secretary. The
duties of the secretary include making victim
cards. summarizing offense reports, typing as-
signment records and court logs, filing, and dis-
tributing intormation to the team. After all
teams have been firmed, each team will receive
one patrol off;-er
Division. 1 nese

members and do

from the Community Relations
officers will he regular te:un
community relations work, in-

cluding the training of other team members in
community relations.

(se of Other Police ("nits

Thu team wminander has the authority to call
on other department. units as needs dictate. The
units available are the following:
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Criminal. Investigation Divisioncan be
called for special assistance in training, special
investigations in the team area, or informa-
tion.

Training Divisioncan be called for special
training needs.

Traffic Dkisionthis staff of '4 officers is
assigned during peak accident hours to answer
accident calls and set up radar checks. They are
dispatched by central communications and
handle about 50 percent of all accidents. They
could he called upon by the team to handle
special accident problems. At some point in
the future, they may be assigned to the teams.
Special Operational Services Unitoriginally
a ten-officer task force to handle demonstra-
tions, etc.. they now are used for special proj-
ects (stakeouts, special patrol, etc.) and can he
used by the team.
Undercover Narcotics Squadworks inde-
pendently of team to maintain anonymity.
Helicopter Squad and K-9 Corpscan he
called on by team commander in special cases.

Program Coordination

The initial proposal established a policy board
consisting of the heads of police operations, pa-
trol, criminal investigation and planning divi-
sions. However, the board did not work our
because of personality differences (several mem-
bers were older traditionalists) and difficulties in
scheduling meetings.

Coordination and monitoring seem to be done
on an informal basis through the Patrol Chief
(who is the direct supervisor of the team com-
manders), the Public Safety Administrator and
the Planning and Development Division.

The team commander is responsible for sub-
mitting monthly statistical reports on reported
crime (by day of week). clearance rates and crime
comparisons to the previous month. Other analy-
ses of crime. including a comparison with the
control group, are prepared by the Planning and
Development Division.



Quarterly reports on the team experiment have
been prepared by the Director. They include a
narrative description of the experiment, new pro-
grams. promotions, data on clearance rates, etc.

With the expansion of t lw team concept to five
teams for the entire c itv. inter-team coordination

will be maintained through fleeting% of the team
commanders and sergeants. Each sergeant will
have at least one special crime category for analy-
sisind sergeants froin different teams may get
together to discuss their assigned crime Category.

Since the 11CPart MUM is going city-wide with
the team policing concept. it is making an effort

not Cu introduce programs that would conflict
with the concept.

/)ispatch

In an ettOrt to maintain the geographic integ-
rity of the tualn (this does not seettl to he a major

problem in Sr. Petersburg). calls for scrvice are
di% ided into three types: emergency (crones in
progress or health emergencies), priority (crimes
recently committed, traffic accidents, etc.
could be held 5 to l() minutes) and general (past
cringes. ni)ii-crime complaintscould he held up

to an hour). General calls are answered only when

two cars are avail:ible for serice so that one car Will

still he available for priority or emergency calk.
The citizen is given an approximate time he will
have to wait for scrilC. It all cars are in .service
and a priority (all comes in. the next closest non-
team car Is sent.

An important tat tor in maintaining the geo-
graphical integrity. of the team is that communi-
cations supervisors (sergeants) also participated

to one-day training program given by the first
Rain ktifIlM,Lihicr. In addition. the Department
makes an effort too >t peen c,ills and handle as 111,LI1V

as possible by phone or by referring them to other

ageric ics. It cc as estimated that ,about 6,00 of
100.ti(t) calls were handled by phone in 19-2.

The silt: ot the second ream was dtrnthled by
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the relative number of officers previously needed to

man the area (based on calls (Or service). First, the
total minutes consumed on calls for service in a
six-month period was calculated. This was di-
vided by 60 to give total hours consumed. This
figure was multiplied by three so that no more
than one-third of a man's patrol time is consumed

in calls for service. The result was divided by the

total number of days in the six-month period

times eight hours to yield the number of full-
time assignments needed in the area. This figure

was then multiplied by the assignment availabil-
ity factor (1.75) to yield the number of men
needed for the team area. The assignment availa-

bility factor represents the number of officers who

must he assigned to "-am so that there will be

one person available for duty on a particular shift
(after holidays, furloughs. sick leave and court
time are counted).

Reallocating Personnel Based on Need

With the expansion of the team concept to five

teams for the entire city, team size was deter-
mined by dividing the total patrol force of 134

based On the aurage assignment distribution
which would he indicated if each of the following
methods were used:

Measured manpower utilization (based on re-
corded time per call)
Average manpower utilization (based on 58

minutes per call)
Present allocation
Percentage of calls for the city
Percentage of pi ioriry calls for the city.

Increasing Effective Manpower

St. Petersburg is planning to use a program in

one team in which a pair of cadets is assigned to a

radio car in the clay or early evening to handle
non-dangerous srvice calls (e.g.. prank, BB gun
violation. animal complaints and I I other cate-

gories). If the program were iMplenlented filll-
time throughout the city, 21 percent of all calls
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for service and II percent of the manhours con-
sumed could be handled by cadets. The program
will begin with the assignment of a pair of cadets
to one team. Cadets will have the opportunity for
early "street work" and sworn officers will he
freed to spend more time on emergency calls,
investigations and preventive Patrol.

Another effective way to increase manpower is
a no-report system in which certain low priority
calls do not require the patrol officer to make a
report. In the past all calls handled by the police
required extensive reports.

Race

Since die first team area was 99 percent black,
an effort was made to encourage black officers to
volunteer for the team. As a result, five black
officers were assigned.

Personnel Policies

Selection cif tcam perfonnel. The selection of patrol
officers for the first team was done on a volunteer
basis. Over 10 men volunteered for the first team
and the team was picked by the team commander
based on interviews and the following criteria:

Initiative and acceptance of team concept
Desire to handle and complete investigations
Ability to deal with the public
Ability to decide for oneself without supervi-
sion

Willingness to participate in community rela-
tions programs.
When new reams were added, members on the

original team were given the opportunity to
transfer to them. However, there were few new
volunteers to work in the original team area.
Therefore, a procedure was established requiring
that any officer who wanted to become a der:Alive
or transfer to another area had to work in the
original team area for a period of nine months.
thus creating an incentive fur men to work in that
arca.

In addition. officers who indicated a preference

for a particular area were given the opportunity to
work there whenever possible. Seniority and abil-
ity rankings also were used as criteria for making
assignments. Ability rankings were used Si I that
no team would he stacked with "good" or "had"
officers. All officers were given a rank of A, B or
C and each team received a similar distribution of
officers.

Selection of team commanders. Team commanders
were selected by the police administrator for their
ability to operate under the new concept. Since
different neighborhoods required different ap-
proaches, an effort was made to match the skills
of the team commanders with their assigned
neighborhoods. Similarly, team sergeants were
selected for their ability to work under the team
concept.

Era/hat/on of officers. A standard form is now
being used to evaluate patrol officers. Team com-
manders and sergeants evaluating the officers will
base their judgments on whether the patrol offi-
cers are fulfilling the role outlined under the team
concept; i.e., are they assu.ning initiative, are
they handling investigations effectively, are they
interacting with the community, etc.

Cost and Funding

An LEAA grant was obtained under the Police
Involvement Program (Program 2, New Opera-
tional Methods) for $86.000 for a 12-month
period.

The $86,000 int !mit d the following cate-
gores:

Intcn:tewer for tummunit y attitude survey
ra%el to other team policing prom is by ream
aommander

Snub -nost pistols that could he worn with
blazer (2(t)

Blazers and trousers (24)
Portable radios ($ I0(1 eat h) (one tor eat h

team member)
Nitu. %Tim les (patrol tars)
Three sLooters

()trike equipment anti sUrrlivi, uft .
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S 5,500

500

1,800

).

28,000
i2,

NH/
2,50/



New vehicles were purchased so that the team
could have one car for each officer who might be

on duty at any one time. As it turned out, the
cars were not delivered until January I973 and
the team used five cars borrowed from other parts

of the department, supplemented by unmarked

cars when they were available. The unavailability
of cars sometimes resulted in the unplanned use

of two-man cars.
Ail team cars were a different color (white)

from other department cars and were marked

"Public Safety Team."

Orientation and Training

Two weeks before the first team was imple-
mented an eight-hour training program was con-

ducted for all team members. The team com-

mander and other police personnel were the prin-

cipal trainers. The training emphasized the fol-

lowing areas: goals of the program, confrontation

and stress management, black history and com-

munity attitudes, investigations, and visits to
business establishments in the team area. Discus-

sions with community leaders and youth were

also included in the program. An evaluation of

the first training session indicated that the offi-

cers felt that discussions with the youth were by

far the most significant part of the training.

Training sessions for subseqw:nt teams were
conducted by the first team commander and other
personnel. New team commanders and sergeants
also participated in the training. (The participa-

tion of the team commanders was viewed as

valuable in establishing team rapport.) The pro-

gram was reduced to 40 hours and more emphasis

was placed on Management by Obiectives and on
developing specific procedures fir each team.

In-service training for each team is conducted

by the team commander, his sergeants or other

departmental personnel when the need arises. All

patrol officers are permitted to adjust their work

schedules so they can attend school.

Program Coordination

Since the department is relatively small, and
the administration fully supports team policing,
no significant problems have occurred in coordi-
nating other departmental programs or units
with the team. One minor problem in team
coordination grew out of the sergeant's new roles
as administrator and counselor to the officers.

Sergeants had difficulty relinquishing their tradi-
tional supervisory roles and letting the officers act
on their own initiative. The team commander
dealt with this problem primarily by reinforcing
and training the sergeants in their role.

Crime Control and Police Services

The team maintains its own system for record-
ing crime statistics Pin maps are used to detect

geographic crime patterns within the team area.
Records of crime by day of week and hour of day

and comparisons of crime this year and last, help
the team to detect time crime patterns' and to

allocate officers.
The first team commander noted that Liming

the first five months of team operation he fre-

quently had to re-schedule his officers. Since that
time, however, he has used the same basic sched-

ule. More officers are scheduled on Friday and

Saturday since the workload is heaviest on those
days. In addition, the 3 p.m. to I I p.m. shift has

more officers than the other shifts. One sergeant
is assigned to each shift, but he does not have

responsibility for supervising or evaluating a
given set of officers.

Officers are assigned to one-man cars with the
exception of the foot patrol post. Because of the
concentration of pedestrians in the commercial
district, tour patrol officers are assigned to that
area on foot. The officers work steady tours and
have regular days off.

Investigations are generally initiated by the
officers on the basis of crime reports. although
both the team commander and team members



may initiate investigations based on informants'
tips or crime patterns.

The team commander has the authority to call
on any other unit to assist him in his area. Units
such as Central Intelligence notify the team
commander before they set up stakeouts in his
area. Only the Narcotics Unit operates without
informing the team.

Team Leadership and Communication

Team meetings to discuss problems, projects,
gripes, etc., are held on a monthly basis. Other
informal meetings are held by the team com-
mander and sergeants to communicate informa-
tion and deal with supervisory problems.

There are no formal roll calls. Patrol officers
leaving duty have a verbal exchange with the next
shift of patrol officers in order to pass on informa-
tion about current investigations and conditions
in the area. (A patrol officer can work overtime to
fiillow-up a "hot" lead; otherwise, information is
passed on to another officer.) Since officers are
required to stay in the field until they are re-
lieved, there is strong peer pressure for the offi-
cers to be punctual.

When each officer rep arts for duty, a copy of a
daily bulletin is distributed. The bulletin con-
tains a detailed list of crimes reported during the
previous day. (The list i! prepared centrally and,
at present, includes mt.' rmation for all areas of
the city.) Also included ire descriptions of possi-
ble suspects, locations a1I times of crimes, kind
local crime trends. A we:I ly consolidation of the
bulletins is later prepared and distributed to all
officers. The Crime Inw.stigation Unit may also
prepare bulletins on cr,rre patterns, midi oprr-
andh etc . , based on eerie analysis and informa-
tion from intOrmants.

Cornipt ton . Corrupt:on is nor viewed as a
problem by the departinent, even though direct
supervision has been decreased.

1 fitc nt n e Incentives for ream members come
primarily from their increased job responsibility,
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investigation responsibilities and participation in
designing the project. The objectives set by the
team for crime reduction, clearance rates, etc.,
also motivate the officers, who are evaluated on

their contribution to meeting team objectives.
The addition of new teams has also created a

spirit of competition between teams and should
lead to increased motivation.

Citizen Cooperation

Formal citizen involvement in the team opera-
tion has been difficult to maintain. Although the
team commander holds regular meetings
(monthly or hi-monthly) with community busi-
nessmen, their involvement in the project is lim-
itod. When their initial approval for the project
was sought, the businessmen made some sugges-
tions for taking a non-aggressive police stance.
Since that time their principal interest seems to
he supporting community relations projects such
as the softball league. The first team commander
mentioned the difficulty involved in getting this
group of men together on a regular basis.

Although there were supposed to be monthly
police-community meetings, they have not
worked out. This is reportedly because the meet-
ing place (central headquarters) is not in the
comn-tt.lity and people have to come to meet the
police. Plans are being made to rent a trailer that
will be placed in the heart of the team area to
serve as a team headquarters and community
meeting place. In the absence of formal meetings,
the team commander speaks to church groups and
other community groups in order to enlist sup-
port.

From the beginning, the first team com-
mander made a special effort to meet with both
supportive and antagonistic members of the com-
munity. The most powerful antagonists were
dealt with frankly and asked to watch what hap-
pened. Initial criticism and antagonism from two
such leaders has turned to strong support tiff the
ream. This personal contact by the team com-
mander seems to have been most effective.
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Several factors were cited as being important in
developing cixperat ion (Or at least reducing an-
tagonism) with the community. First, the team
adopted a nun - aggressive patrol stance. This pol-
icy appeared to grow mainly out of the team
commander's and police administrator's general
policing philosophy. The officers were asked nut
to carry night sticks or mace, not to wear hats

(less aggressive appearance) and not to use force
unless absolutely necessary. Officers were asked
to try to help people and to find alternatives for
jail (like driving a drunk home rather than put-
ting him in jail). This philosophy was reinforced
with conflict and stress-managemmt training,
prior to implementation.

Second, the teams have tried to introduce
themselves to the community and to get to know

the citizens. As ',art of the training program, the

men contacted all businesses in the area and had

rap sessions with youth. The rap sessions are now

an on-going city-wide practice with patrol offi-
cers going to schools to talk to small groups of
students. All teams are holding "meet your police
officer" groups at church organizations (in the
black areas the church is the primary vehicle for
meeting the public) and at neighborhood and

civic organizations. At these meetings a police

officer in civilian clothes tells the people about
his personal life (hobbies, family, 'etc.) in an
effort to help the community see him as a person,
not just a cop.

Third, the first team was given distinctive cars
and uniforms and a blazer outfit which could he

worn for investigative or community relations
work. These special uniforms seemed to help
establish the feeling in the community that
"these are our policethey're special." The same
uniforms and blazers will be used by all teams in
the future, so that their effect may be reduced.

The blazer should still contribute to a positive
police image.

Efforts to enlist citizen support in the form of
volunteer auxiliaries have nut been successful. A
Neighborhood Assistance Organization was de-
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signed to enlist and train citizens (primarily
youth over 14 years) in police work and to involve

them in a "Ride-Along Program," crime preven-
tion projects, youth projects, and environmental

and educational projects. The effort seems to have

failed because recruitment was not pushed and

the program was conducted outside of the team

area.

Other community relations projects include

operation "Cool-it" (water sprinklers) and a soft-

ball league for boys 14 to 17.
Plans are underway in the first team to imple-

ment a Community Involvement Committee.
Five representatives of the community, chosen by
the team commander, will meet with him
monthly. They will serve as an advisory board

and help with organizing meetings, recruitment,
community relations projects and goal setting for

the team.
The team is also planning a crime prevention

survey of residents that is designed to cut bur-
glaries by increasing citizen knowledge of good

security and enlisting help in reporting suspi-

cious persons.

ROT. rah. Referrals are handled much as they

always have been. Officers try to refer alcoholics,

the mentally disturbed and other residents to
helpful agencies (e.g. family services, city agen-
cies). The team has also distributed pamphlets

listing names and phone numbers of service and

city agencies.

Complaints. Complaints from citizens concern-

ing conditions, police service, etc., are recorded

and the complainant subsequently is contacted

again and told the response that the complaint

received.

Other Agencies

The team does use other city agencies to help it
clean up litter in the area or close down trouble

spots that violate city health or building codes.
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Political Acceptance

A measure of ALI:1101We of the team policing
program is the stance taken by local political
candidates. In their published statements (St.
Prtmburg Tima, March 14. 1973), one mayoral
candidate and one candidate for city council en-
dorsed the team policing concept. Three other
candidates took strong pro-police stances, indi-
ing support fur more police, higher salaries

and more walking patrols. The only other candi-
date took no position on the police.

Film Mailable

A half-hour color film which presents the St.
Petersburg neighborhood team policing program
may be requested from the Public Safety Admin-
istrator of St. Petersburg.

CINCINNATI

Cincinnati, Ohio has a total population of
about 500,000 people and an area of approxi-
mately 78 square miles. The Cincinnati team
policing project, Com Sec (Community Sector
Team Policing Plan) was implemented on March
4, 1973. Com Sec is an experimvital, $1.9 mil-
lion program funded by the Police Foundation.
Com Sec was implemented in District One, a
3.71 square mile area with a resident population
of about 35,000; a daily total of 225,000 shop-
pers, tourists, and non-resident workers; and
about 25 percent of the reported crime in the
city.

In addition to the crime problem, District One
was also attractive as an experimental area because
of the diversity of the neighborhoods within it.
The District is divided into six areas, whose
boundaries conform to neighborhoods as per-
ceived by the residents. They include a predomi-
nately black, high crime, poverty-ridden, mixed
residential and business area; a predominately
white middle class residential area; a racially
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mixed (Black and Appalachian White), high
crime, poverty area; and the city's central busi-
ness district. Experience with team policing lit
these areas, which reflect the diversity of the city
as a whole, might indicate how successful an
expansion of team policing would be.

Previous Team Policing Experience

The present Com Sec experiment grew out of
previous expert.. .:e with a team policing project
based on the Los Angeles Basic Car Plan. That
plan was found to have several operational prob-
lems: an ill-defined supervisory structure leading
to lack of supervision, inability to keep officers
from being sent out of their assigned sectors,
little contact with citizens (use of foot patrol or
parking and talking limited) and little evidence
that police officers were generating non-law en-
forcement contacts. To find solutions for these
problems, the department applied for a planning'
grant from the Police Foundation.

Funding

In nctober 1971 a planning grant for several
projects was approved by the Police Foundation.
The grant designated over $500,000 fur planning
the overall Com Sec design in a nine-month pe-
riod. The budget included money for one full-
time civilian (with community organization,
communications, and social p,:hology skills);
two lieutenants with patrol skills; consultants;
and two sub-tasks----designing a records, report-
ing, information dissemination and collection
system for Com Sec and an analysis of dispatch,
deployment, stacking and call-screening alterna-
tives. Money was also granted at that time for an
evaluation of Com Sec by an outside evaluator
(about $190,000), citizen and officer surveys
($180,000) and the development of ComSec-re-
lated supervisory training models ($27,000). An
action grant for S1.9 million was received from
the Police Foundation in July 1972.



Planning

Perhaps the most unique feature of Com Sec

was its comprehensive planning program. The
planning process for Com Sec can be discussed in

three phases, taking place over more than two
years.

The first phase of planning involved a c.eries Of

conferences (overnight retreats) wits. participa-
tion from all levels of the departmrit. The object
of the conferences was to get th.e perceptions of

department personnel regarding current police
services and what could he done to improve ser-

vice. Based on this information the planning
bureau (again involving other personnel) devel-

oped a proposal for a planning grant. This phase
of planning took appro.timately six months and
led to the award of a plaoning grant in October

197 I.
The second phase of plat ning took approxi-

mately nine months and fix used on developing an

action grant proposal for Com Sc:.- and related
projects. Tins phis: also involved representatives
of various bureaus and levels of rank. It culmi-
nated with the award of' an action grant in July

197 2.
The proposal outlined the basic theory and

concepts underlying ComSec and se out basic
impact goals and objectives. The final phase of
planning involved studying manpower alloca-

tion, selecting officers, etc., and developing op-
eration guidelines fig ComSee. A planning task
force was to draw op these guidelines

Planning Task Force. The planning included

n viewing ali phases of ComSec ructure and
operations. In November 197 2 a force con-

sisting of three team leaders (lieutenants), six
assistant team leaders and six team members
began a full-time four-month review of all ph tses

of (.0mSe,... (A total of 2 2 of 'titers were involved

in the task force. 15 at al one time.) This
innovative approach brought together all ranks of

the pollee who would be involved in th project.
They were given the task of implementing the

concepts outlined in the action grant proposals by
ignoring existing department or environmental
constraints and writing concrete operational
guidelines from their experience and from infor-
mation they would gather from the community,
other policemen and other city or social service
agencies. Once they had written their first ver-

sion of the operations; guidelines, consideration
would be given to existing constraints. Although

the task force had some difficult) starting from
scratch, they were encouraged by the planning
staff to define for themselves their goals and

guidelines.
During a four-month period, the task force

members attended community meetings, spoke

informally to patrol officers throughout the De-
partment, met with Department bureau heads,
called in specialists for consultation, and visited
social service agencies to get information for con-

structing the guidelines. After guidelines were
written, they were sent to the program director

and other relevant personnel for review. The end
roduct of the task force was an extensive, de-

tailed set of guidelines developed by members of
the department and given widespread support by

the officers. The task force output was compre-
hensive, establishing operational guidelines in
the fallowing areas:

Proposal to change sector boundaries

Impact goals and policy statements

Impact goal guidelines
Administrative reports
Methods availably for deployment of personnel

Statis:ical data necessary for efficient operation

E.:change of information between team mem-

bers utilizing the sector car daily intiirmation

sheet
3 Specialized training for ComSec members

Duties and ;esponsibilities of:

Team leader
Assistaat team leader
Acting team leader
Team members
--Team investigator
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--District duty officer
t deskmn

-Chief collator
Collator
(.ititen involvcmtnt
Proposal for emergency radio transmission.
i.e. se, (Ur Neadi
Investigative duties
Equipment:
--Fingtrprint kit
Nal% Ilk detection kit

Cameras
Trat. metal der. tion technique
--Tape recorders and dictating machines
Radar units
Referral of persons to outsit,e agencies:

Procedure
Control
Dis,Aplinary procedures
Citizen complaints
Coll,r,ors. duties (as recommended by the col-
lators)
Lineup form
Court notify system
Sector (overage
Request to leave sector
Parking of polite vehicles
Vacation
Outside paid details
PLTIONTIalliC :valuation
Citieen contacts
Communkations set tor operations.

rga n za t n

Lath ream is headed by a lieutenant (team
leader) anti thret sergeants (assistant team lead-
ers). The l'Astritt (.ornmander is responsible for

d mg the teams and for the overall tUnc-
tionin.e tit the District. Team leaders are en
greatl% in( reasd flexibility, en ibling them: 0)
deplot and utilise personnel based on crime t on-
ditions and servic needs, to improve patrol and

investigative methods, and to establish a working
relationship with the community.

Teams will provide all police services in their
area except homicide investigations. Regularly
scheduled team meetings will be held to encour-
age team member larticipation in decision mak-
ing, training the members and problem solving.

Officer's Role

Team members have an expanded generalist
role, including: complete investigation of all
crimes except. homicide, closing cases (..ubject tt,
review) when leads are not present,3 making
referrals to social agencies when appropriate
(without prior permission of supervisors), serving
as team leaders in the absence of the lieutenant or
sergeants, helping to make policies for the team,
enf;acing laws or making referrals regarding con-
ditions affecting the appearance, safety or health
of the community, and making recommendations
for training of team members.

Team members are also expected to perform
sr aial citizen- contact crime prevention activities
through formal contacts (such as security checks,
complaint investigation, monthly police-':om-
triunity meetings and attendance at meetings of
;ommunity organizations) and informal contacts
(parking and talking to people, handing out
meering notices).

Community Serf he Assistants

The teams also include Police Community Ser.
vitt. Assistants (funded in cooperation with
Nfodt I Cities). Youth from the community re-
ceive training in basic police skills. Their duties
include nandling reports on minor incidents,
serving subpoenas, investigating complaints, as-
sisting with clerical duties, directing traffic at
act 'dents and special events. locating stolen au-

( 7;,,0 r, put, forr) r I to.('.t 14.01,n h.r trt,Vened ni tr%
v..1) t, run Tv,.141Ists neater
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tos, maintaining liaison with community groups,
and assisting' in recruiting. Their primary objec-
tive is to promote better communication and

service to the community, especially youth. Their
work is also expected to relieve patrolmen of
many routine time-consuming tasks.

Collators

The District also has six collators (not assigned
to teams) whose task is to review, coordinate and
disseminate information and da.- relevant to ef-
fective team operation. This includes review of
external information and liaison with other units.
(This position was not clearly defined as of March
4, 197 but will he defined based on the needs
of the District during the first months of opera-
tion.)

Coordination

The District Uptain is responsible for coordi-
nating ti e teams. He meets on a regular basis

with te. i i leaders and assistant team ic,:.1ers. He
rlso conducts regularly scheduled meetings with
representatives of each team's non-supervisory
personnel. All meetings encourage the officers to
ventilate their feelings and raise problems. Re-
sponsibility for District-wide supervision is

shared by the teams on a rotating basis.

Supervision

The team leader is responsible for overall team
supervision and coordination with other teams.
The assistant team leaders are responsible for
deployment and field supervision of the men and
any other duties delegated to them by the team
leader.

Training

All supervisors in the department received
training in -managemen, of change- from Uni-
versity of (:inc innati. Ali ComSec personnel rL -
Loved 0 hours of training from Xavier Unier-

sity staff (using mall group sessions, role-playing
and other innovative techniques) in the areas of
ComSec objectives, team building, community
agencies, and technical training (crime scene
search, etc.). Recruits are also going through the

ComSec troining though they may not be
assigned to ComSec immediately.

In-service training will be done on a team and

individual basis and will he coordinated by two
"learning managers.- Two kinds of in-service
training will take place: (1) where needed, tech-
nical training (crime scene search, handling evi-
dence, etc.) will he given by department person-
nel who are expert in the field, and (2) **critical

incidents,- training, focusing on calls, arrests,
investigations, etc., where there is a high poten-
tial value for training because of the outstanding
way the incident was handled (excellently or
poorly) or the uniqueness of the incident. The
learning managers will assist the team leader in

preparing training sessions based on "critical in-
cidents.- These sessions will take place as soon as
possible after the incident takes place.

Personnel Allocation

Personnel needs for ComSec were determined
from the previous manpower requirements (in-
cluding all personnel who worked in District One
whether they were assigned there or not) and the
additional requirements related to the increased
community relations responsibilities assigned to
the teams. A -need- formula was used to assure
that only i5 percent of an officer's time would he
consumed by service calls.

The number of officers was increased (partly by
reassigning officers from spi_cia'. units which pre-
viously gave part of their effint to the area) by
about 82 percent to a total complement of 22 i for
all six teams. The District staff includes a cap-
tain. a sergeant (administrative assistant). a lieu-
tenant (executive ofticer-chief collator). five colla-

tors (including one sworn officer) and I I clerical

officers. The six tlMils received personnel on the
hasis of their workload. Each has a lieutenant,



three or four sergeants, and from 11 to -17 officers
plus one to five investigators and up to tour
community service assistants (two teams have
none).

.Dispatch

Dispatching is done by a special Distric t
dispatch unit. Calls are defined as "urgent," "ex-
pedite,- and "routine." Urgrnt (alb receive im-
mediate response. Evribte calif are handled im-
mediately it a sector car is available and held for a

maximum of four minutes if no car is available.
At the end of four minutes, the team commander
or assistant team leader is notified and he either
locates a sector car for the run, goes himself, or
requests that an outside unit be sent. Routine' calls
are given an immediate response if a car is availa-
ble. Otherwise, they are held up to 15 minutes
and then referred to the team leader, using the
same procedure used for expedite calk.

Information Exchange

Information for deployment comes from sev-
eral sources: offense, traffic, arrest and field inter-
rogation reports, and radio run statistics. A daily
information sheet is used for patrolmen to record
information such as repeat runs, suspicious per-
sons and other data not recorded on other official
reports. The sheet is relayed to the relieving crew
so that they are aware of what has been happening
in the sector. The informal roll call held prior to
each relief is used to communicate intOrmation.

A system has also been established for record-
ing and following-up on citizens' complaints and
referrals to outside agencies (referrals are to he
made whenever possible and as an alternative to
arrest).

Each team keeps a profile book for its area
containing current crime problems (spot maps,
modus operando, wanted suspects, problem loca-
tions. procedures (emergencies. agenda for
monthly citizen meetings. etc), referral agencies
and descriptions, miscellaneous information (on

i8

schools, firehouses, etc
to the community pr
services. The folder

), additions and deletions
and a guide to city

,, Jilted regularly and is
available to all patrol. .en.

Officers also keep sail) work sheets on which all
activity is recorded. These sheets are reviewed by
supervisors and information pertinent to the col-
lators, profile book, or roll call is kept for two
years. A roll call sheet including crime for the
previous 24-hours, information on wanted per-
sons, auto larcenies and juvenile arrests, is also
used.

Crime analysis and planning is facilitated
through the use of weekly and monthly crime
analyses (patterns) and spot maps on serious
crimes (burglary, robbery, auto theft). In addi-
tion, collators maintain a picture file, a name file
and a modus operandi file and are responsible for
dissemination of crime information to the teams.

Evaluation

In addition to a major evaluation of police,
victim, resident and business attitudes by an
external evaluator, the Cincinnati Police Division
will examine crime, runs in and out of sector,
clearance rates and closure rates (effectiveness of
team meetings and training). A comparison of
the following three investigative models will also
be done: (1) the ComSec model in which the
teams are responsible for all investigations except
homicide and officers have full investigative re-
sponsibilities; (2) the centralized model in which
the Criminal Investigation Section is responsible
for investigating all crimes in the city (except in
Districts 1 and 5) and investigators are specialists
(robbery, forgery, etc.); and (3) the District 5

Model (an intermediate level between the decen-
tralized ComSec model and the cent, ilized spe-
cialist model) in which investigators assigned to
the district handle all cases(except homicide)
working in two squads (crimes against person and
crimes against property) and oftkers are only
responsible for preliminary investigations.



Patrolmen Performance Evaluation

Quality of work will lw emphasized more than
quantity of work. The task force recommended a
study to establish an evaluation that would in-
clude self-control, relationships with.citizens and
fellow workers, enforcement contacts. profes-

sional hearing and disposition of problems,
among others. The basic rating form previously
used (and governed by civil service) will be main-
rained, but criteria for filling out the form will be
based on quality of work and Com Sec objectives.

Maintaining Comparison Areas

While it has been the firm intention of the
Cincinnati Police Division to maintain compari-
son areas in which Com Sec is not implemented,
some district commanders outside of District I

are attracted to some or all of the Com Sec proce-

dures. It is not yet clear whether Com Sec will
prove so popular that it will become difficult to
maintain the comparison areas.

DETROIT

On April 1, 1970, the Beat Commander Sys-
tem was implemented as a pilot project in one
neighborhood in Detroit. By giving a team of'

police officers, including a Beat Commander and

an Assistant Beat Commander, responsibility for
police service in the area, the goad of the project
was to improve police-community relations and
crime control. The Beat Commander System was

disbanded after one commissioner left and an-
other was appointed, but external evaluation in-
dicated chat it had some advantages while it was
in operation.

The Beat Commander System had no more
continuing costs than existing police operations.
The only increased "costs" were the administra-
tive problems involved in effettive implementa-
tion.

The area of the Beat Commander pilot project

consisted of two scout car territories in the Tenth
Precinct. They were two of the highest crime
areas in the city and had for tour years shown a
steady rise in their proportion of the Tenth Pre-
cinct's crime. They were chosen partly because of

these difficult crime problems and partly because
they reflected a representative mix of residential
and business areas. Approximately 12,000 people
lived within the area, practically all of whom
were black.

Team Organization

A sergeant was appointed as Beat Commander
and, subsequently, two additional sergeants were
assigned as assistant commanders. The team
commander selected 24 patrol officers from
among the volunteers from the Tenth Precinct.
At the ti,oe, it was estimated that 18 percent of
the serious crimes in the Tenth Precinct occurred
in the Beat Command area. In all, 141 men were
assigned to scout cars and patrol wagons, so 24
represented less than a proportional assignment of
men according to crime rate. The smaller number
was chosen so that possible city-wide implemen-
tation of the program would not imply additional
manpower for the department. Eighteen of the
officers chosen were black, and six were whitea
greater percentage of black officers than in the
Tenth Precinct as a whole.

Supervision

In the original configuration, the Beat Com-
mander was to he the only full-time sergeant
working in the area. When the Beat Commander
was on leave or off duty, other platoon sergeants
were to supervise the Beat Command patrol offi-

cers. The beat Commander was to have no pla-
toon duties. Paperwork began to be very time-
consuming for the Beat Commander, and he had
little time for on-the-street supervision of his
officers. An assistant Beat Commander was as-
signed full-time supervision of the patrol officers
in the team. However, when both sergeants were
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assigned to the Beat Command, it often became
necessary for them to perform platoon duties as
well because of the shortage of sergeants in the
Tenth Precinct. The extent to which they had to
supervise precinct patrol officers varied with the
number of sergeants assigned to the Tenth Pre-
cinct and the schedules. Later a third sergeant
was assigned to the team.

Sergeants and officers maintained a closer,
more informal relationship than with normal op-
erations. The sergeants published several team
newsletters. Monthly team meetings were held.
With the relatively small team, the sergeants
were able to make assignments that fit the offi-
cers' preferences, and they allowed some officers
to attend school regularly.

Deployment

Since one of the goals of the Beat Commander
project was to develop closer communication
with the people in the pilot area, the precinct
commander and the Beat Commander decided to
deploy some of the officers on foot. The beats
were walked in two business areas during the
high crime times, between 2 p.m. and 10 p.m.
The Beat officers were asked to stop in at the
business places and explain the project to the
businessmen. They were to make sure the busi-
nessmen knew they were readily available and
would he walking the beats regularly.

The patrol officers always walked in pairs, and
one of the pair had a walkie-talkie so that he
could he in constant contv.:t with headquarters.
later. scooters were assigned to the Beat Com-
mand team, and from then on, motor scooters
supplemented feet in covering the beats. Gener-
ally, the two teams of heat men would use two
motor scooters, caul team walking for four hours
and riding for four hours. In this way, they were
able to respond to some runs, cover more territory
.Wong the heat, and cover the side streets some of
the time.

The Beat Commander experimented with dif-
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ferent deployments of cars to cover the area most
efficiently. Basically, two cars were assigned to
the area on each shift. Since the number of runs is
heaviest from late afternoon to 2 a.m. a swing car
was generally assigned from 6 p.m. to 2 a.m.

Assignment of Detectives

A three-man detective team (still formally re-
sponsible to the precinct's detective-lieutenant)
was assigned to the team. The three detectives
were assigned all the cases, and only the cases,
from the Beat Command area. If the workload
was exceptionally heavy, other precinct detectives
were permitted to take cases from the Beat Com-
mand area. If the caseload were light, the Beat
Command detectives could take some of the other
precinct cases.

Public Relations Contacts

In order to encourage better communication
between citizens and the patrol officers, sergeants
asked patrol officers to make public relations
contacts and to include the time in their work
logs. One kind of contact wos brief visit with
businessmen while the patrol officer was on duty.
The patrol officers in cars were encouraged to
park and go into stores and other places of busi-
ness to inform some of the local people about the
pilot program, to let them know to whom to go
for help, and simply to develop better acquaint-
ances with the people in the area. Patrol officers
also attended block club meetings and visited
schools during the school year. They remained
available for runs while making these contacts by
carrying a walkk-talkie when they were out of
the car.

As another example of the officers' interest in
establishing communication with the commu-
nity, they set up a softball game with the counse-
lors from a local home for delinquent boys, with
the boys in attendance. Officers also attended
special affairs in local churches. They developed
good relations with the men's group a one of the
large local churches. Officers were also invited to



events at schools, which they attended. Block
clubs often asked diem ro attend their meetings.

Evaluation

Several kinds of data were used by a group of

external evaluators in the ealtiat ion ut the pilot
phase of the ii at Commander project. Police
records supplied much of the data. Other data
came front questionnaire given to the patrolmen
involved in the project and from interviews con-
ducted with them.

Police records supplied information on re-

ported crime. average run times. number of sick
days taken by patrolmen, and the disposition of
arrests. The rest ut the Tenth Pre( inct was used as

a comparison tiir the Beat Command and these
variables Were monitored monthly.

A patrol Litiestionnaire dealing with job satis-
faction, attitudes toward supervisors and the
community. pereeptiims of community reactions
to the program. and questions about the patrol-
men's perception of the success of the project was
administered at the end of the pilot project.

Results

A major problem with the Beat Commander
System came from conflict between the But
(commander and other pre( inct personnel. Al-
though the Beat Commander was given authority
over the Beat area, subject to approval front the
precinct commander, at times the precinct corn-
man,fer changed the Beat Commander's isders
without Lonsultation or stopped his innovative
projects. Since lieutenants were nor involved in
the pilot projects, there Was a contlit t bet ween

OW Beat Commander (who, in some ways, had

inure' authority) and the lieutenants.
Iii the beginning of the pi*,grain, there appears

to have been an int reased use of aggresslye pat A.
HOVTer. as the program matured, it seems to
have resulted in better supervision, an effective
working relationship between detectives and pa-
trol ()filters, and better Lommunkation with the
community. Foot patrol an.1 informal street c 011-

tacts were encouraged. Team membersafter an
initial period in which 35 percent of their runs
were Out of their neighborhoodwere retained in
the neighborhood on 85 to 90 percent of their
runs and had enough continuous contact to begin
to he recognized on the street.

VENICE

The Venice Division of the Los Angeles Police
Department began its experiment with team pol-
icing in "Team 28" in April 1972. The tram area
covers three square miles of the Division and has a
nopulation of about 35,000.

Funding

The project was funded under the Crime Spe-
cific Program of the California Council on Crimi-
nal Justice with LEAA funds. The major part of
the funds were allocated to Overtime pay for work
in the community. Of the $260,00( grant,
$1.10,000 was for overtime pay, $40,000 for
personnel and $18,000 for equipment. Overtime
was limited to seven hours a week for each officer
and was to he used for door-to-door contact,
block club meetings and security inspections.

The area was selected for the experiment be-
cause it was representative geographically and
sociologically of many areas in Los Angeles. The
area is 8L) percent white, middle to low income,
with a mixture of business, industrial and resi-
dential arias. Burglary is the principal crime
which the team is trying to attack. Thus, Team
28 differs somewhat from most of the other proj-
ects described here since the main objective is the
reduction of a specific crime and the area is not
marked by poverty, unemployment or serious
pi,Iit,e- community antagonism.

Planning

Planning took place over a six-month period,
with the Lieutenant-Commander beginning de-
velopmnt work in December 1971, four months
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prior to implementation. During that time. ex-
perimental and town)! areas and team personnel
were selected, a team office was established next
to the Venice Division station, a community
center was organized, and team members received
special training.

'I'ra ing

Training for the team took place in February
1972 in a three-day seminar that concentrated on
the team concept, management by objectives,
participative management, establishing deploy-
ment and watch (tours) hours, community in-
volvement. jurisdictional and dispatching poli-
cies and patrol, traffic and investigative func-
tions. livery officer also received fingerprinting
training from the Scientific Investigation Unit
and instruction in building security, locks, etc.,
from department and outside experts.

E swim, Hon

An evaluation of Team 28 will be based on
comparisons with the control area and will review
crime rates (burglary, robbery, theft from autos
and auto theft), traffic accidents involving injury,
police attitudes (using a standardized test called
the Liken Scale) and community attitudes, be-
fore. during and after the experiment.

7'pam 0 rga izat ion

Although the team is considered by some to be
an expansion of the Los Angeles Police Depart-
ment's Basic Car Plan. it goes far beyond it. The
team was orginally a Basic Car reporting district
with a nine-man Basic Car Plan team. Under that
Plan, the overlapping cars.- detectives, traffic
officers. ace ident investigators, and narcotic per-
sonnel were not assigned to the team. In the
expanded tV.11r! concept, Team 18, a lieutenant
command; four sergeants, six detectives. 22 po-
iie talkers. three traffic enforcement officers and
two Al !dent investig.i_tori. In addition. one ciil-
ian Administrative assistant and two L lerk typists

are assigned to the team. This allocation repre-
sents about one-seventh of the Division's person-
nel,while the team area has about one-sixth of the
Division's workload. The team members were
selected from volunteers in the Division but they
were intended to be a representative cross-section
(base. ! on rating reports). Interestingly, the team
commander reports that under the team concept
several officers who ranked below average have
blossomed while other "superior" officers have
not functioned effectively.

The team has 24-hour responsibility for the
area and the commander assumes all duties nor-
mally performed by the patrol and detective cap-
tains at the division level. He has wide latitude to
use his men and equipment as he sees fit. No
operational help is provided by the Los Angeles
Police Department except for civil disorders or
crimes requiring special expertise (i.e., homicide,
worthless documents, etc.).

The team patrolmens' duties have been ex-
panded to include handling traffic accidents.
Their accident reports are reviewed by one officer
and he "trains" the men when there is a need.
Although the patrol officers do not have responsi-
bility for investigations, they have been working
more closely with the detectives in the team.
Previously, after a preliminary investigation they
might never see the case again. Now they have
daily contact with the detectives and at times
assist the detective in an investigation or an
arrest. As they become more expert through this
informal training (an investigator also meets with
the men as a group at least once a week), they are
taking on more responsibility (e.g., they now
handle juvenile cases, interviewing the parents
and making the court referral).

1,14atch

Dispa:ching of team cars out of the team area is

not a serious problem in Team 28 (only about 6
percent of radio runs are out of the team area).
Calls are screened by the central communications



staff and low priority calls are relayed by phone to
the Division, where they are handled by calling
the party involved and tbllowing-up with a run
when necessary.

COM M PI y I nt'011.ement

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of Team
28 is its extensive program for getting the coop-
eration of the community. A system of "block
captains" (325 in the team area) was established
at the beginning of the team operations. Block
captains were chosen by the residents of each
block. They transmit information from the police
to the community. (Block captains three sources
of information from the police: a telephone infor-
mation line which gives callers current crime
information, an information sheet prepared bi-
weekly by the team with mock operamh. crime
occurrences, etc.. and a newsletter which reviews
community action projects.)

Police may provide information to block cap-
tains on the mudur operandi of a burglar operating
in the team area. Block captains alert the resi-
dents and they in turn, call the block captains or
police if they sec. anything suspicious. In addi-
tion, block captains help residents mark their
property for identification with etching tools pro-
vided by the team. Every two months. Block
captains meet with the police and discuss what
informatnm to cm:ulate to their neighbors.

In addition, team members meet at least once a
year w ith residents of a block at the block cap-
tains. homes. These informal "coffee klatches"
(one is held almost every night) alktw the pcdice
and community to establish a rapport and discuss
crime problems and possible solutions.

The 'team is currently forming a community
advisory group, composed of representatives of
the block captains, to help coordinate their activ-
ities. A community center is run by a ream
Wernher traithd c IV ihan volunteer from 1 p.m.
to 9 p.m. and provides inf.ormation on c rime and
security. 11(M-0e . attendance has been minimal

and the center is not considered useful to this
area.

The team has also made security inspections of
over 6,500 homes, providing the resident with a
detailed report on how his home could he made
more secure (a follow-up is now being conducted
to see to what extent these suggestions were
implemented).

Other community programs include rap ses-
sions in the school, a grant-supported "potluck
picnic" for block captains and their spouses,
block captains' trips to police facilities and the
academy, and meetings with community groups.

Crime Control

The team has experimented with many tactics
(aimed primarily at reducing burglaries), includ-
ing tandem patrol (one car following another at a
specified interval), parallel patrol (two cars pa-
trolling parallel streets simultaneously), plain-
clothes patrol and stakeouts.

Crime analysis is dune by a "crime control
committee" made up of a detective coordinator, a
sergeant and one officer from each watch (tour).
They meet weekly to plan and evaluate an ap-
proach (tactics and deployment) to crime in the
area. The team commander submits weekly activ-
ity reports to the commanding officer of the
Division. Crime and -Arrests reports are distrib-
uted to the team on a daily basis.

The team commander uses a mixture of one-
and two-officer cars depending on the watch. The
team commander has increased the number of
cars on patrol by using more one-officer cars.
Officers work steady shifts (with rotation every
three months). There are three basic watches,
beginning at 7 . rn. 3 p.m. and 11 p. m. , with
an overlap watch beginning at 6 p.,n. The
watches were determined by an analysis of calls
fur service.

Each watch lasts eight hours and 15 minutes,
providing an overlap of 15 minutes for team
meetings, information exchange and in-service
training. An interim three-day seminar as also
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held with all men to review the experiment.
Division police provided coverage during this
time.

The team area is subdivided into four sectors.
Each sector has a leader and about eight men who
are responsible for all community relations activi-
ties in their sector.

SU Pe rrision

Two sergeants supervise both the day and
night (3-11:45 p.m.) watch while an officer
supervises the light morning watch.

Initially, supervision was loosethere was no
roll call, just an information sheetand there
was little contact between officers and sergeants.
The officers had no place to talk out their prob-
lems, which were left hanging. At that point,
roll calls were reinstated and sergeants began to
spend more time in the field (the men said they
needed to see them). Some of the sergeants have
had some difficulty in allowing their officers to
make their own decisions. The need for good
sergeants was cited as an important consideration
in making team policing work.

Evaluations of patrol officers and detectives are
done by the sergeants and the detective coordina-
tor and are based on their attitudes, their contri-
bution to developing innovative programs and
their contribution to meeting team objectives.

Publicity

The team has made use of the traditional me-
dia, including television, radio, newspapers,
flyers and posters. They have also shown a film-
strip in local movie theatres after the feature. The
only outward physical changes in the uniform or
cars is the -Team 28- symbol on cars. The initial
recruitment of block captains by team members
also provided good "out -of -car" publicity for the
program.

1431411S

The program seems to have been successful.

i

The California average of seven in 1,000 crimes
solved with citizen information has been dwarfed
by the team's average of 50-70 in 1,000 crimes
solved through citizen information. While the
control area crime statistics have remained rela-
tively stable, team crime statistics have been
reduced dramatically. (Example: burglary down
53 percent.) The team has had an 84 percent
filing ratearrests accepted by the District At-
torney for prosecution. Community response has
been positive; the team receives about four letters
of commendation daily.

Plans are currently underway to seek funding
for a Division-wide team policing program.

OXNARD

Oxnard, the smallest of the cities visited for
this study, has a total population of 82,000. The
Oxnard Neighborhood Car Plan was instituted in
January 1971 in Colonia, a section of the city
characterized by unemployment, poverty, high
crime and overcrowded housing. There has been a
history of police-community antagonism which
was at its worst during a riot in 1971. Ninety
percent of Colonia's 13,000 residents are Mexi-
can-American.

Funding

Oxnard is unique in that it requested no fund-
ing for its team policing experiment. Planning
for the neighborhood car plan was done primarily
by the Chief, over a six-month period. A psychia-
trist who specializes in community psychiatry
assisted in the planning process and held meet-
ings with a small group of officers.

Thirteen police officers were assigned to the
Colonia area after volunteers were screened to
eliminate officers who were seen as overly aggres
sive or not sincerely interested in the concept.
Although two Mexican-American officers were
assigned to the team originally, they felt the
community was placing too much pressure on



them and requested transfers after working in the
area for a while.

Training

Training has consisted primarily of required
courses at it local college. All team members
received a three-credit group dynamics course at
the beginning of the program and a Spanish
course later. There is a $15 per month salary
incentive for team patrolmen who speak Spanish.
(Education is encouraged by the city with reim-
bursements for course fees and salary differentials
for associate and bachelor degrees.) The Chief
noted the need for more training in group dy-
namics and ethnic studies.

Investigation

Patrolmen have not taken on any additional
investigative responsibilities, nor have detectives
been assigned to the team.

Supervision

Supervision rests with the team commander
(lieutenant) and a sergeant, who also performs
routine, city-wide functions most of the time,
but the sergeant is deeply involved in planning,
training and liaison with the community. The
lieutenant has direct access to the Chief and meets
with him regularly. Team meetings are held once
a month.

Deployment

Deployment of men is based on a '1 l0 plan,
each officer working 10 hours a day, four days a
week. Tours are arranged so that maximum cov-
erage is achieved at peak workload times. A
combination of one- and two - officer cars is used
at night

Community Relations

The primary emphasis in the team is on devel-
oping rapport with the community through a

non-aggressive, social service orientation. No
special insignia or uniforms distinguish team pa-
trolmen. Foot patrol is encouraged but left to the
discretion of the men.

The police have attempted to help the commu-
nity by participating in a walkathon to raise
money for recreation projects, teaching boxing to
youth, working with a local car club, and devel-
oping a referral services booklet in both Spanish
and English to serve as a practical guide for
services.

A citizen advisory hoard was selected with the
help of a local anthropologist. The five-member
advisory board was drawn from residents (not
traditional spokesmen or leaders in the commu-
nity) who were selected by an anthropologist for
their honesty, respect in the community and
ability to represent different segments of the
community. The hoard meets monthly with the
team to discuss problems and planning for the
area.

Evaluation

Monitoring is provided on a voluntary basis by
a community psychiatrist. Chief Owens is con-
ducting an evaluation which will:

Measure police attitudes using the Interna-
tional Association of Chiefs of Police's (IA(:P)
Attitude Scale both one and two years after
implementation; and using the entire patrol
force, a matched group of officers, and the
national IACP baseline data for comparison.
Analyze crime and arrest statistics including
the number and nature of arrests, assaults on
policemen and incidents of resisting arrest.
Other patrol officers and previous years will he
used as comparisons.
Analyze sick leave, injuries and accidents.
Because the team was selected from volunteers,

it is likely that their attitudes initially were dif-
ferent from other officers in the department.
Survey results indicate that the team officers now
are more positive about: crime prevention, the
value of the social sciences, support for law en-
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forcement from the public and the value of a sense
of humor in police work.

NEW YORK

The major changes involved in implementa-
tion of the Neighborhood Police Team concept,
launched by New York City in January 1971, can
he summarized as follows:

Responsibility to have the team develop infor-
mation and methods for dealing with police
problems around-the-clock.
Professional supervision (consultation, setting
up of objectives, developing an educational
program, understanding the patrol officer's job
problems).
Assignment of neighborhood cars to all non-
emergency calls for service. Sending a neigh-
borhood car out of its area only for emergencies
that cannot he covered by other cars.
Special police units inform themselves of
neighborhood ream goals and, whenever possi-
ble, consult in advance with the team com-
mander, who is responsible for a local area.
Community relations as an important function
for the team commander and for patrolmen
who design citizen contacts to increase citizen
involvement in crime control and to assist the
police in meeting local needs for police service.
Planning ;learning about crime patterns, allo-
cating personnel, developing preventive pro-
grams and service activities) and innovation
(by delegating authority to sergeants, the
number of people with power to innovate is
increased).

Overall Planning for the Program

In November l97 1 Commissioner Murphy
asked his Planning Division to write an order
initiating a team policing concept.

The Planning Division then drafted operating
guidelines and helped select four outstanding
sergeants to become the first Team Commanders.
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These individuals were thoroughly briefed in the
concept. They visited other cities in which team
policing had been implemented. Then, they se-
lected their teams from among volunteers in the
precincts in which they were assigned as team
commanders. Teams implemented after this time
were not as thoroughly prepared.

The program mushroomed until, in January
197i, there were five entire precincts (a total of
29 teams) and an additional 33 precincts with
either one or two teams. Over ten percent of the
patrol officers were members of the team. How-
ever, partly Jue to this rapid expansion, many of
the concepts under which the teams were to
operate were never truly implemented. The fol-
lowing discussion highlights many of the prob-
lems which made implementation difficult.

Problems u.ith Implementation

Perhaps because of the many other important
priorities in the police department, the growth of
the program has not been a model of planning.
The Department's coordinating staff, during
most of this growth, consisted of two individuals
in the office of the Director of Planning. These
individuals had all they could do just to arrange
for opening ceremonies for new teams and brief-
ing of new Team Commanders. There was little
or no time to brief precinct commanders and
there was extremely little time to attend to the
problems which Team Commanders identified in
their monthly reports. None of the patrolmen or
team commanders received any special training
until much later in the program.

The reasons for this rapid growth are not ob-
scure. One reason for adding some of the teams
was that the Police Commissioner found that
when citizens made demands upon the police
they often would accept the installation of a new
neighborhoix1 team as a resolution of the prob-
lem. Politically active citizens liked the idea that
they would have a team designated for their
neighborhood and apparently were reassured by
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being able to see police cars labelled "Neighbor-
hood Police Team.

At the same time. the complex problems asso-
ciated with installing effective teams werefor
the most partdeferred. Precinct commanders
often had an incomplete notion of what was
involved in team policing. Sometimes there were
conflicts between team commanders (sergeants),
team members and other officials in the pre-
cincts. These conflicts often resulted from a lack
of understanding of the principles of the neigh-
borhood team program. For example, a patrol-
man in a neighborhood team might he directed
by his team commander to patrol a special heat
but he might he stopped by a precinct sergeant
for departing from a department-authorized hear.
Similarly, a neighborhood team commander
might carefully schedule his manpower to he able

to have more men available on a particular shift:
and the lieutenant in charge of that shift might
then take his carefully preserved manpowe away
from the team area and assign it to another part of
the precinct that had a shortage at that period.

Particularly troublesome has been the failure of
the Department to get its communications divi-
sion to alter its operations to adapt to Operation
Neighborhood. The idea of the program is to

have patrol officers become familiar with an area
and then to provide service. !f patrol officers from
other areas answer as many calls as the neighbor-
hood police do. then much of the effect of having
special knowledge of an area is lost.

Dispatch guidelines were worked out as part of
the original order from the Chief Inspector. Cars
were to be sent out of neighborhood team areas
only in an emergency; and they were to be sent on
emergent ies only when other Cars were not availa-

ble. However, the Department has not been able
to adhere to these guidelines.

Overall Results

These problems with implementation point
out the need tur careful planning and her training

f;1

for both patrol officers and supervisors prior to
iniphwiriitation. Stable assignments to neighbor-
hoods also should he decided on in advance, and

procedures should be developed to assure stabil-

ity.
It is important to note that the model of team

organization used in New York City differs in
three important respects from the organization
we have suggested:

Investigative tasks were not delegated to the
teams. the patrol officers were not given in-
creased investigative responsibilities and de-
tectives were not assigned to the teams
The Team Commander, a sergeant, was re-
sponsible for supervision and administration of
an entire team (as many as 15 officers)
Lieutenants and other shift sergeants had no
formal relationship to the team, resulting in
conflicts.
Presently, New York City is experimenting

with assigning detectives to the teams and with

new methods of organizing precincts in order to
improve the effectiveness of teams. One organiza-
tional plan would make four lieutenants "zone"

commanders and would assign four sergeants to

each lieutenant Sergeants would have responsi-
bility for a geographic area w ithin the larger area.
Each sergeant would have his own team of about

eight officers.

Variability among Teams

Teams in New York City vary greatly in their
approach and apparent success. One precinct
commander, by sheer tierc of personality, seems
able to resolve command conflicts built into the
New York system and to assist his team com-
manders in running worthwhile teams. That par-
ticular precinct commander tells a story which

illustrates the potential importance of neighbor-
hood twill policing. He relates an incident in
which team policemen. who recently had a meet-
ing with the members of a Iota! Mosque, tooled a

situation started by some tactical polite. Because



they knew the ixpl involved, the team 111011-

N:1's May have pre%ented a serious incident.
There arc other -SLR I CSS- stories in New York

.ty. A detailed description of one tam's enOrts
contained in Appendix D.

')S ANGELES BASIC CAR PLAN
(Nut a Neighborhood Police Team Program)

The los Angeles Basic Car Plan was imple-
mented city' -wide in April pro -after five-

month experiment in two patrol divisions in the
city. The idea ut the program was to increase
police-community cooperation in order to reduce
crime.

Based on workload. Basic Car 1)istricts were
established. Each I)istrict had a team of. nine
officers consisting of one lead officer, five senior
officers and three probationary officers. Three
officers were ,LSsigned on each ut the three watches
to basic radio cars. called "A" cars. Additional
radio cars. "X" Lars. overlapped the basic car
areas during periods of increased workload.

The lead officer had responsibiliry for Loordi-
nating activities of the Basic Car 1)istrict. How-
ever, th supervisory structure remained Un-
changed, with no sergeant or lieutenant having
responsibility for a ,izeographical area on a .3. 1-

hour basis.
In addition. the Basic Car Plan does not fulfill

the other organwtional requirements of neigh-
borho(xl team policing. Detectives were not as-
signed to teams (nor were the officers given in-
creased investigative respnsibilities). territorial
integrity was not maintained (Basic (.ars. Lon-
tram to program guidelines, were sent out of
their area and other units frequently worked in
the Basic Car District), interne riot' with the Lom-
munity Yeas limited mainly to monthly commu-
nity meeting:. there was no ream commander
with authority to make dec ision: deploymcnr
or to anal 17t.' runt: and plan St ratt'.1.: ro prevent
It

iS

DAYTON
(Not a Neighborhood Police Team Program)

The Dayton team jvhcing project is an ambi-
tious community-oriented program, but it is not
a neighborhood police team program.

Daton organited a team consisting of a lieu-
tenant as team commander, tour sergeants, 36
patrol officers. SVLIl detectives, live community
assistance officers (assigned to three different
grades). a community coordinator (paid), a coor-
dinator for the Neighborhood Assistance Pro-
gram (a paid director) :Ind one secretary. The
team was respmsible for all investigations in its
area, including homicide investigations. A gen-
erous budgetary allotment was made for over-
time, subject only to the approval of a sergeant.

A Neighborhood Police Assistance Council
met once a month with the team commander. In
the initial stages of the program, the Council
participated in screening the officers who were
assigned to the neighborho(xl area, and they ap-
parently succeeded in (lefeating the assignment of
at least one officer to the team area.

The coordinator for the Neighborhood Assist-
ance Program was responsible for a group of
Neighborhood Assistance ()alters. who were Un-
paid volunteers given five weeks of training at the
police academy. These volunteers used walkie-
talkies, directed traffic at fires and accidents, Axle
together with sworn officers, checked business
establishments for break-ins and watched high-
risk hxations for burglars. These volunteers also
kept a neighborhood office open around-the-

10t. k.

While it %vas originally intended that rank
distinctums should be«une less important, no
effective provision was made for having team
meetings to L'X' 11,11112C information or to plan for
the iwighborhood. Consequently. the planning
had to be (lone by the lieutenant in charge ,old
the program bears greater resembl,Mle to a :man
pre( in( t than to .1 true tl'a ill . Ve11 it,utcntpts had
been made to haye (Cain Mitt Illgs anti (11 III ( )1%



the patrol officers in planning and in community
relatiolis projects, the large team size (47) might
have inhibited meauipgful interaction.

SYRACUSE
(Not a Neighborhood Police Team Program)

The Syracuse Police Department's Crime Con-
trol Team was the first and probably the most
widely publicized team policing program. Its

principal characteristic was the assignment of a
team of officers to he responsible for crime-con-
trol activities in a neighborhood. These activities
included street patrol and investigative activities
and the team, theoretically, was responsible for
all crime control activity in the area.

The reason the Syracuse program is not consid-
ered in greater detail in this chapter is because it
lacks several important elements of neighborhood
team policing. Other officers, not members of the
team, were responsible for police service calls in
the same 4 in which the Crime Control Team
operated. After the program was in existence fur a
while, the non-crime officers were placed under
the command of the commander of the Crime
Control Team. However, the police function was
still divided between officers responsible either
for crime control or for police service. The idea of
team responsibility and team planning was lack-
ing, and there was no emphasis on community
relations or on improving police service in order
to increase the flow of information from the
community to the police.
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CHAPTER III. PLANNING, IMPLEMENTATION
AND ADMINISTRATION

Phis chapter and the folkwv mg two chapters
outline most of the major areas requiring deci-
sions before a department embarks on a team
po!ii ing program. The next two L hapters (Educa-
tion and Training. and Supervision and Lines of
Authority) discuss two subjects of such great
importance that they have been given separate
treatment.

A. Commitment by Top Management

The consistent support of top level police man-
agement is erne pal for a neighborhood tean-, polic-
ing program to win acceptance in a police depart-
ment. Administrators must understan1/41 and ac-
cept the program's basic concepts. Tlley must
make the necessary administrative changes and he
ready to take remedial steps it indivmials or
divisions are slow to skier(' those changes. They
must avoid issuing contradictory instructions by
being sure that other innovations are .insistent
with the. team kWh ept

For suct essful implementation of team polic-
ing programs, top management must be commit-
ted to certain priikiples. h is briefly presented
below and discussed in detail in the t011owing
set. [ions and (. hapters.

I. Wide Participation in Planning.

Roth officers and ()tilc jais should be involved in
the rotes, of planning for the implementation of
neighborhood team poll( mg. The invol...ment ut
personnel a. all levels will communicate tip man-
age Ment's Lornm It Ment to using all ideas wada-
ble in the department. It can set a management
style which will en outage lower level manager,
a'so to involve their subordinates in the planning

Us% It t also he a method (4. ium at-

51)

mg program concepts to key members of the
department, and through them, to the depart-
ment as a whole. This may help to build general
support throughout the department.

2. Comprehensiveness of planning.

Comprehensive planning should he undertaken
by the task force so th it all parts of the police
system will support the neighborhood team pol-
icing concept. Depending on the size and charac-
teristics of he department. planning should take
from six months to a year, %th particularly
careful departments taking one-and-one-half
years.

One problem to be addressed is the develop-
ment of incentives for officers to provide effec-
tive. publicly acceptable police service. The eval-
uation of a patrol officer's performance should be
revised to include more than just his arrests and
traffic violations. Sill and effectiveness in han-
dling, family disputes, making appropriate refer-
rals to non-police agencies, involving citizens in
helping the police, gathering crime-related infor-
mation other contributions to team success
should also he taken into ac-count.

3. Delegation of Authority.

All field commanders must be given broad
operational authority, including the .w,'iority
and responsibility fur effective implementation of
the neighborhood team program. Unless other
commanders are given as much flexibility as team
commanders, they may resent the teams and
resist their suggestions. Commanders who super-
vise team commanders must be held responsible
for understanding the team concept and creating
the supervisory climate needed for it to be suc-
ces4u1. 'learn commanders must be given broad



authority to make day-tiolay decisions within
the guidelines and necessary limits placed on
them by their supers hors.

4, Professionalism,

R.) lc concepts for tc am oonninanders, sergeants

and patrolmen, must he changed trom the tradi-
tional quasi-military model to a more professional
model. It is partic LI larlv important that the patrol
officer be treated w it h respect, that his knowl-
edge and abilities he more fully mill/col and that
he he given continuous inser% ice training.

5. Training of officials.

Team commanders aml higher ranking officers
must he trained in the use of their new decision-
making power. Flexibility and decisionmaking
may not come naturally to sullicntIC Whu has

larrl I It) a quasi-11111Itay police organisation.

6, Training of officers.

Officers should be given training which will
orient them In their new role and provide them
with skills that will Inc ryas.: their contributions
to their teams.

7. Comunit) relations.

Mailagetnellt 1111151 Liffillnitted
cies and ta tit s !flake community relations
and police service the hnindatinn for ettectIVe law
enforcement and crime reduct.cm. Street stops or

field internigations should he used sparingly,
with concern both tor legal limitations placed on
the rukc and for the potential Itlss in community
acceptance eolith sue ii taint-, may caus.

N. (.011/ nd assignments and dispatching
procedures.

(.ummunity contacts Lail best he established.
maintained and utilized it ostficers arc kept in
neighhorhoiokls to 1% hi 1, the% are assigned aALI are

not rotated frequently. I)ispatching procedures
.1151) must permit teams to hand le Most of the
calls in their neighborhoods.

B. Planning Capability.

For the implementation of neighborhood team
policing, the department will need competent
planners, especially during the transitional pe-
riod. For example, every department needs
skdled staff to allocate manpower. design effec-
rive dispatch systems, design personnel systems
(including recruiting, training, incentives pro-
grams and promotions). design systems to store
and use information, and design public relations
campaigns. All of these skills must he uscd si-
multaneously, harmoniously and sensitively to
implement neighborhood team policing effec-
tic ely.

While some departments may locate these
skills among their personnel, others will need to
supplement their skills by hiring new personnel
or using consultants. Thought sholild be given to
hiring people who are experienced with neigh-
borhood team policing. The viewpoint of experts
without a police background may also he valuable
because it is tree of inhred department bias and
may provide a new kind of creativity.

An outside consultant might also) be consid-
ered to review progress in toe program and to
evaluate its effects as it is implemented. A good
consultant may be mure independent and objc-
tive than department personnel. Given thorough
cooperation, a consultant may assist the police
department to ,ovoid mistakes or discover prob-
lems which might otherwise go unnoticed be-
cause members of the department may not bring
them to the attention of top management.

C. The Task Force Approach

The task force approach appears to he the most
priunising method fur developing an implemen-
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ration plan for team policing programs. The task
force should he made up of officers who will be
members of neighborhood teams and supervisors
who will be responsible for their operation. It
should also include planners and other high-level
officials or should coordinate its efforts with
them. By involving them in a task force, the
officers will have special incentives to develop
realistic plans, and they can become a powerful
force in implementing the program and persuad-
ing other officers of its value.

I. Selection of task force members.

The first step in implementing the task force is
the selection of its members. Cincinnati's task
force for planning Com Sec, which consists of six
teams in one district, has the following members:
the District Commander, three team leader.;
(lieutenants), six assistant team leaders (ser-
geants) and six team members (specialists and
patrolmen). The composition of this task force is
simi'ar to those used in the Kansas City, Mis-
souri, Po"--e Department. In Kansas City, how-
ever, patrolmen and supervisors are formed into
many task forces, each of which is given a prob-
lem to work on and the task of recommending
innovations to attack the particular problem.
Kansas City's task forces are very democratic in
their operation, enabling them to use construc-
tive suggestions from all participants, regardless
of rank. While the highest ranking officer often
acts as "Lhairma: . his role is to encourage par-
ticipation and not to dominate the meeting.

2. Non-patrol members of task force.

Both Kansas City and Cincinnati use patrol
officers on their task tOrces. Consideration :alto
should be given to including employees from
other comerned divisions, such as detective, ve-
hicle dispatch, legal counsel, or planning. Ex-
cluding detectives from the task force may he
parti,ularly risky because their future ioperation
may be extremely important.
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Since neighborhood team policing is an inno-
vative program, the task force should not be
selected to represent existing divisions, which
may each have a vested interest. It may be possi-
ble for flexible, op n-minded personnel to rise
above these vested interests and make important
contributions to the planning process. In most
cases, however, it will he more desirable to have
the task force proceed without their direct in-
volvement.

Even with extremely competent and flexible
personnel in the rest of the department, rare
should be taken to keep the membership under
the "magic" size of 15 to 25, beyond which
group planning can become extremely inefficient.
For efficient functioning, the task force probably
should work in committees and meet only to
review committee reports and to make major
decisions,

3. Objectives and procedures of task force.

The Cincinnati Task Force was reorganized by
the department's Program Management Bureau
and given specific tasks to perform. Carl B. Lind,
Director of the Program Management Bureau,
outlined the general task and steps to be taken by
the Task Force in a memo to Chief Goodin (1(}-
2-72):

Many of the concepts in the COMSEC proposal need
definition and further delineation. Some of the con-
cepts are unorthodox abstractions which do not lend
themselves readily to precise definition, and are diffi-
cult to visualize in concrete forms. It is highly critical
that a suitable approach be employed by the Task
Force to achieve their goal, the documentation of
Com Sec Operational Guidelines. Special "are must he
taken tip make .ertain the current Police Diti:ion procedures.

policies, rule" and regulation' be ignored initially b) the
Task Forst. If not, the Task Force will he hung up on
constraints found in the existing system, with their.
product must likely being a modified version of the
existing system. C ce the Task Force has documented
their version of the operational guidelines, considera-
tion can then he given to constraints found in the
existing system. (Emphasis supplied.)



In addition to these general directions, the
Cincinnati Task hind was told, in substance, to:

Examine and explore objectives already defined
by the Program Management Bureau in a
funding proposal
Define concepts, such as the role of the team
and team members, authority of the team
commander and team members. changes in
street procedures, the role of "collators** (peo-
ple to collect information and disseminate it
among the teams), and general enforcement
priorities
Write operational guidelines and define orga-
nizational re lac ionships
Examine and, when necessary, redefine the
guidelines to fit legal constraints, resource
constraints ( number of available patrolmen and
supervisors, money, equipment, etc.) and or-
ganizational constraints (procedures and rules
which should not be supplanted or absolutely
cannot be ignored)
Submit guidelines for review by the Police
Chief and his designated officials
Respond to criticisms of the guidelines and
prepare them for final approval by the Chief
In the course of its work. develop materials for
Use in a training program
Develop within the task force a pattern of
interaction and team decisionmakingto
serve a model for later implementation in
the teams.
An effective task force should generally follow

the Cincinnati model. It should be careful to
detail enough so that the program an be effec-
tively implemented. But each new guideline
must he examined to ensure that it (.1.)es not
unnecessarily deprive teams of their desired flexi-
bility. Teams must be able to adapt their pro-
pain:, to local conditions and to their own man-
power res(nirt. Cs. (Append ix A Lontams !oit.

,011klellneS.

It IS particularly important that the task force
address the question of appropriate scree r patrol

roc edures. I In some Lit les, the Inc teased tlexibd-

ity and team spirit have caused some teams to use
aggressive street patrol practices and, in one in-
stance, to make a large number of group arrests
(arrests of more than one person at the same
time). Although these tactics may temporarily
reduce crime and may please some elements of the
community, they may generate animosity, create
an increased risk of attacks on police, reduce
citizen willingness to cooperate with the police
and, in the long run, reduce crime control effec-
tivenesswhich neighborhood team policing at-
tempts to achieve through closer community ties.

A useful job for a task force is to define effec-
tive alternative methods of dealing with some
typical police situations. For example, some nar-
cotics addicts not involved in large-scale selling
might be referred to treatment programs. Feud-
ing couples might he referred to family counsel-
ing agencies. Spray caps might he purchased so
that fire hydrants might become a. legitimate
source of summer fun. ,Jumper cables and a small
quantity of gasoline might be carried so that
motorists blocking rush-hour traffic can he given
effective assistance and traffic jams he unsnarled.
Some police Lars might he equipped with special
bumpers to give jump-starts or push cars out of
busy streets. In general, the task force should
develop methods of making it possible for team
commanders to implement constructive ideas
which the teams may later find valuable.

The proper relationship of police to citizens
might receive detailed consideration. What use
should be made of a trained police auxiliary! To
what extent should commanders he encouraged to
have untrained civilians helping gather informa-
tion, conduct lookouts, or act as foreign-language
translators by riding together with patrolmen?
Should there be formal community meetings
with all teams, or should this he an option of the
team commander!

Guidelines also should he developed for the
minimum frequency and duration of team meet-
ings and the availability of in-service training at
those meetings. It these guidelines are not drawn
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up, the team commander may constantly have
difficulty persuading his superiors that a meeting
is important enough to keep men off the street.
Yet these meetings are essential for running the
CUM properly.

4. Sc,, itiity to communit) Jr' dings.

Since an object of neighborhood team policing
is to bring the police closer to the community, it
is important that the police he sensitive to com-
munity feelings. This sensitivity can be acquired
in a variety of ways. One or inure citizens might
be invited to iom the task force. A separate
citizens' committee might be firmed to review
preliminary task force findings. Task force results
might he given to several community groups,
expecting a greater diversity of comments
through this process and also reducing the chance
that some single group of citizens, claiming to
represent the community, might make a public
objection to the plan. While neighborhood ream
policing is not a program (lcsigned to give the
community control of the police, citizen opinion
should be carefully considered before plans are
completed.

5. In Arming other police officers.

In must departments, the planned neighbor-
hood team policing program is so large that it is
probabh not desirable to include all police offi-
cers to he involved in the program as part of the
task forte; On thv other hand, members of the
task forte should be expected to keep other mem-
bers of the department informed of important
task force activities. This is an important step to
isreVelit negative MIMI'S. It May be facilitated by
providing each task force member with a list of
officers whom he should attempt to keep in-
formed.

Of c .purse, the planning process can involve all
potential ream members if the team is going to be
relatively- small.

It should be made L leaf* from the outset, both
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to the task force and the department, that the
task force's job is to set up general working
guidelines. The operating procedures of each
team will be determined by that team acting, in
effect, as a task force. In addition, the original
guidelines should he revised (either by the chief
or by periodic task fices) as members of the
department discover problems and make sugges-
tions.

6. Invoking all police officials.

It i. rucial that police officials, of all ranks, be
invited to comment on task force work products
and be informed of task force progress. In one
city, for example, high level commanders often
were kit uninformed about the objectives of the
program or were left to feel that neighborhood
team policing was a temporary and relatively
unimportant aberration from ordinary police
practice. All police officials should be invited to
participate and made responsible for cooperating
with the implementation of the program.

7. Allocating task force resources.

In general, the task force will find itself over-
burdened. Its task could be endless. However,
like all other planning efforts, the task force must
discipline itself to meet its deadlines. In the
process, it should develop descriptions of work
which can profitably be done at a later date.
Necessary additional work can then be under-
taken within the department after the program is
impltmilteLL or the description can be commu-
nicated to the National Institute of Law Enfince-
ment and Criminal Justice, LEAA, which is con-
stantly looking for useful research which can
improve police operations. The National Insti-
tute may then give the department funds with
which to conduct the research or it may find some
other research agency to complete the job ef-
fectively.'
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D. Commitment by the Police Union or
Organization

The support of the police union or organization
is extremely important to the success of neigh-
b(who(0 ream policing. In the int:rest of greater
professionalism, increased job satisfaction, re-

duced tension with the community, reduced dan-
ger from attacks from the community, and better
policing in general, a responsible union should
try to assure:

That implementation of neighborhood team
policing he preceeded by effective planning so
that it is likely to succeed
That union officials and rank and file officers

he included in the planning process.

A narrow union approach might resist neigh-
borhood team policing because, like all innova-
tions, it will introduce many uncertainties about

police careers. The diversity of approach whicl-

may result from team planning also may make
contract bargaining somewhat more complex. In-
stead of bargaining over the particular hours on
which a patrolman will complete a shift, the talks
with management might shift to the procedures
to he used o determine hours.

There is no doubt that life will become more
complex r a union operating under neighbor-
hood team policing. However, the gain in stature
for union members should outweigh this consid-
eration in the minds both of union leaders and of
the rank and tile.

An example of the kind of constructive leader-

ship called for was the successful campaign of a

police union in P.,ttland. Oregon. In that city. a
police union appc, led directly to the city council

for a progressive police program. That program
called ( I) increased education requirements
for patrolmen, ( 2) an improved planning capabil-
ity in the department. and ( improved wages.
The union placed improved policing high in its

priorities for action.

Management approach.

Potential union opposition to neighborhood
team policing calls for a sensitive management
approach. No pat formula can be provided be-
cause different union leaders will react differ-
entlyjust as different police leaders react differ-
ently.

Management's problem is the mirror image of
what happens when a union leader wants to sug-
gest change in the department. Management and
union must each seek a strategy designed to
accomplish their own goals.

In departments with responsible managements
and union leadership, cooperation is simple. The
leaders talk to each other openly and frequently.
Free interchange of information is the easiest way
to maintain cooperation.

In departments with somewhat weaker union-
management cooperation, initial plans might he
developed somewhat befi)re the union is informed
of specifics. However, plans should he made to
inform the union early. The union should never
he left to learn about programs through its own
resources. That kind of breakdown in communi-
cations is dangerous and may well lead to a
misunderstanding that is not based on the merits
of the proposed innovation.

Where union leadership is inflexible and hos-
tile to the idea of neighborhood team policing,
management will have to decide whether it is

worth the battle. Theoretically, it is within man-
agement's prerogatives to set policy for almost
the entire neighborhood team policing program.
However, a department should face the reality
that it can accomplish only what its officers will
support. Unless the management is strong
enough to ignore union leadership or to appeal
directly to the membership, over the heads of the
leaders. then neighborhood team policing should
not be attempted in of- nsiti(m to the union.
Instead, extensive et-ti)rt. mould be made 0) lay
(he groundwork so that union leadership and
membership may. at some time in the future.
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have a greater undrisr:in,fing appret lotion of
the program.

E. Pilot nroject

The Polk c (Imo or members of Ins staff must
(1)11S ider whether to begin team punting with a
pilot project in one or two small sections of the
city or whether to begin on a larger scale or city-
wide. In a large city, the advantages of imple-
menting the concept in one or two areas for a
period of six months to a year will outweigh the
advantages of immediate city -wide implementa-
tion. A police department which ultimately will
have only a few teams might just as well imple-
ment them simultaneously.

The advantapes of a pilot project are:
A small project makes it easier to innovate
without committing the department to city-
wide implementation. This also may permit
lxitential opponents to "wait and see." If the
prograni succeeds, opponents may be per-
suaded.

A pilot prole( t allows the department to ex-
periment with alternative forms of organiza-
tion of teams.
In a traditional, potentially resistant depart-
ment, there may he an advantage in beginning
a new project by using volunteers.
In a city with potentially resistant neighbor-
hoocls, site thoices can avoid those neighbor-
hoods until the reaction to the pilot project is
clearer.

Team poll( mg requires organizational changes
that are tomplex and interrelated. The plan-
ning process, using a task torte'. will he new to
most ( !ties. The fir,t task torte members will
be learning how to operate eftec'Ively as it
roc 'Their rut orn Illendat Ions can he
tested in a pilot prole( t. and unanticipated
problems an he more easily resolved within a
%Mall Ilan in a large, department-
wide program.
The swpc ot the hangcs required by team

5

pt dicing may be too broad and complex to he
handled efficiently in an entire large- or me-
dium-sized city.
Training is required for team commanders,
sergeants, and patrolmen. Most cities do not
have the capability to train a large number of'
men at one time. A pilot project followed by a
gradual increase in the number dreams allows
cities to use training resources for the retrain-
ing of manageable numbers of officers. A grad-
ually expanding program also will provide a

core of police officers who may he used for
training and consultation with new teams.
It is easier to fund a pilot project than a city-
wide program.

The disadvantages inherent in a pilot project
include the following:

Political pressures for the implementation of
teams in the other neighborhoods may de-
velop, especially if the word is out that the
program is successful. Citizens will want their
share of the program immediately. In one city,
some citizens demanded neighborhood police
teams and the department tended to respond
to more general citizen demands by installing
neighborhood teams. This political use of the
team program caused the rapid expansion of an
imperfectly planned program.
The pilot project may he viewed by some
citizens as favoritism or an effort to give the
und privileged special antion at the cost of
police service in other neighborhoods. This
may lead to outright opposition to the pro-
gram or, conversely, to its too rapid expan-
sion. (One may deal successfully with such
potential problems by placing initial teams in
A brim(' range of neighborhtiods throughout
the t ity.)
In some departments, patrolmen not in the
team program became jealous of team mem-
bers. This problem, which can result in a lack
of cooperation within the patrol division, is
espet ially likely to Occur if members of a team
are given spet I,rl privileges, such as exemption
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from station duty. Therefore, care should he
taken not to give members of a pilot project
any privileges that are not related to the bask

concepts of the program. Members might, for
example, have team mrinns in place of mll
all. but they should continue to take their lair

share of objectionable duties.
These disadvantages have been dealt with fairly
effectively by some departments implementing
pilot projects through careful planning. the use of
a task force. and well organized publicity cam-
paigns.

F. Education

The neighborhood ream policing concept cre-
ates an opportunity tor a police department to
fashion a new, more effective educational system.
Education can emerge from the classroom and
take place in the field, within an operating team
ofofficers. Education can he converted from theo-
retical exercises to practical on-the-job training.

In order to change traditional patterns of su-
pervision and police response, a well executed
education program is essential. The first object of
this educational program. to inform people about
the new program, may be hest accomplished
through the task force process (described above,
page 51) and through a series of seminars for
non-participants in the task tiny... However, con-
tinuing education must he arranged in order for
officers to learn --in detailhow to perform the
new tasks exrec red of them and to discuss the
reasons for implementing many of the program
concepts.

The sublet t ofeducation is so important that it
is discussed noire hilly an (.hapter IV of this book
(page 67).
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G. Communications and Dispatch

The importance of the communications divi-
sion to neighborhood team policing can hardly he
overstated. The person answering the telephone is
the tirst line of contact for a citizen requesting
police services. Curt or discourteous personnel
can destroy the work of the patrol division. Care-
ful, sympathetic responses can help to build the
police-community relationship that is needed.

The first responsibilit, of communications,
under neighborhood team policing, is to deter-
mine whether a call involves:

A crime in progress or just committed.
Any other emergency requiring immediate at-
tention.

Obviously, when a crime is occurring or a per-
son's life or safety is in the balance, the first
mission of the police department is to speed the
nearest unit or units to the scene.

If the call is not an emergency, then the police
should courteously explain that a neighborhood
police team unit will he sent when it becomes
available. An explanation should he added so that
the caller will understand the department's deci-
sion to delay service slightly in order to have
nrighborhimd police handle most of the calls in
their own neighborhood.

Of course, citizens desire fast service and the
delay in waiting for a neighborhood unit may not
always he appreciated. If a citizen objects vehe-
mently, states a special need for fast service or
calls hack, then a non ..eighborhood car should
be sent. After a long period of time (say 60
minutes) has elapsed, then a non-neighborhood
car should also be sent. (See also Chapter V, p.
75. for circumstances under which a contingency
dispatching plan may be utilized.)

/. Foot patrol.

It is important that the communications divi-
sion be able to dispatch toot units, scooter units
or patrolmen assigned to cars but temporarily
away from them on team business. Chas requires



that each patrol unit have its own walkie-talkie.
Unless this Lohiniumtations capability is pro-
'Med, there will he a strong reluctance for team
commanders to encourage their men to meet
citizens. If they have walkie-talkies, he can en-
courage them to volunteer for their fair share of
the service calls, or dispatch can arrange to assign
nearby foot units directly.

In congested urban areas, the dispatch of foot
units is especially important. Often the foot unit
can he at the scene faster than any other unit. Of
course, there are problems with echoes and (lead
spots in the concrete caverns of large cities, but
methods are available to reduce or eliminate this
problem. In any event, it is preferable to try to
reach a foot unit and fail than never to try. Foot
units should he considered available resources and
used when they can be assigned.

2. Dispatching officials.

Under the suggested method of precinct orga-
nization (see Chapter V), the team commander is
required to designate an official (sergeant) or
officer as a supervisor for every period of the day.
In addition, the manager (precinct captain or
division commander) is asked to inform the dis-
patcher of each on-duty supervisor (who may be a
designated officer) assigned to that neighborhood
so that a supervisor may be dispatched to a call
when needed. When a supervisor is out of service
or otherwise occupied, the lowest ranking super-
visor (as designated by the manager) from a con-
tiguous neighborhood is to he assigned. If no
supervisor from a contiguous neighborhood is

available, the lowest ranking supervisor available
is to he assigned. Obviously, this system requires
coordination with the patrol managers, proper
training of the dispatchers, andin larger de-
partmentssome modification of computer sys-
tems so that the dispatcher will know the correct
order in which to dispatch supervisors.

3. Alternatives to sending units.

Considcratnin should tu dolloping
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guidelines for handling calls without sending
patrol units. The most obvious opportunity for
this treatment is the call whose only purpose is to
report a stale crime for insurance purposes. The
caller might be given a brief telephone interview
to establish that there are no available leads to the
perpetrator's identity, and then he may be sent a
crime reporting form by mail. Other types of
incidents may be more difficult to handle without
sending a unit, but carefully prepared interview
schedules might be used by the dispatchers so
that they can find out whether a unit is really
needed. While this may imply a need to expand
the dispatching staff somewhat, the correspond-
ing saving in patrol time may justify the effort.
Of course, the dispatchers will need to be care-
fully trained so that they:

Will not unduly delay sending units in emer-
gency situations by using an inappropriate in-
terview schedule
Will not refuse to send units when they are
needed

Will courteously explain their decision not to
send a unit.

4. Assigning more than one call at a time.

Some departments already occasionally assign
more than one service call to an officer at one
time. This procedure informs the officer of the
extent of the dispatch backlog by giving him his
proportionate share of the necessary work. This
may help to motivate the officer to weigh the
importance of the service demanded by his first
call against the increased inconvenience which
the delay may cause him in completing his later
assignments. In neighborhood team policing,
this will reinforce the officer's sense of responsi-
bility and will also indicate the extent to which
each team member must perform so that the team
as a whole may meet its service requests.

Emergenty calls should, of course, he answered
immediately and it should hardly ever he neces-
sary to assign more than one emergency call at a



time. It emergency calls can nut be handled
immediately, this Is

department that there
units available at that

a warning signal to the
may not he enough patrol
tiny: of day.

II. Manpower Alltwatiot,

Allocating manpower among neighborhood
police teams is little different from ordinary man-
power allocation problems, discussed by Wilson
and McLaren as manpower -distribution.- 3 (ien-
erally speaking. manpower should be distributed
according to workload. Therefore, it a single pilot
team is etitahlltilled, it should receive its propor-
tion of department manpower, based on an allo-
Lanon tOrmula.

As the team program progresses, team com-
manders should report regularly the data needed
to determine their proper manpower allocation.
In addition to the cold data, they should set forth
specific tasks which they have defined and should
estimate the manpower needed for those tasks. A
responsive manpower allocation tiyitern will be
able to shift personnel to work on important tasks
defined by team commanders. Of course, all allo-
cation tletisions will be affected by the total

number of of!icers available within the depart-
ment.

Once officers are distributed to teams,
tommanders have the responsibility of allocating
them to spec OIL tasks and hours of duty.

I. Crime .talysis Assistance for Teams

The tcani commander will need help with data
collection and analysis tit Mt reiltie 11 IS eltel tiVetleSS

.15 .111 .1t1 111111istrator Many large departments can
also pro% idc. assistant. t: with their autonlatc.d
mile reporting %%sterns, which have the capal)11-

icy of pro% iding printouts gi% ing the (::act loca-
tion of recl11t 1 fl//les 1)% (1.1%. 14 week. flint of 11.1%.

.111(1 11K .1t11111.

One object of crime analysis is to determine
times and locations at which crime is likely to
occur so that manpower may he allocated to those
shifts. The likelihood that a crime will occur may
be predicted both from crime trends in previous
weeks and, to account for seasonal trends, from
the same period of time in previous years. Cincin-
nati is working on mathematical models for pre-
dicting the occurrence of crime for the purpose of
manpower al location. 4

It will take most departments a substantial
period of time before prediarve crime analysis can
he performed by computer. In the meantime,
computer printouts can he prepared each month,
giving the breakdown of crime by time of day and
day of week. Printouts of that kind were provided
to the Beat Commander in Detroit. The next
most sophisticated step is to indicate on the
printouts when incidents have occurred so close
to one another that special attention should he
paid to a particular area within the neighbor-
hood.

I. Crime patterns.

Another type of crime analysis is more specific
and somewhat harder (hut possible) to perform
effectively and efficiently by computer. For ex-
ample, one team analyzes every crime or arrest
report to determine whether the crime fits into a
pattern of crime occurring within the neighbor-
hood. In addition, pictures of locally active crim-
inals are maintained on a team bulletin hoard.
The team commander believes these methods
have been effective.

2. Of:-..sopment of a list of referral agencies.

Oni innovation of potential use by teams is to
refer citliens to non-police agencies. To assist
team commanders in this program, a centralized
proiect should he undertaken. ( )therw ise. team
commanders may duplicate each other's work in

A Prt...rirri. krigt. ort rimy 41141% unit.. tw.ing rrt rAtt.,1 tot

thy Nati.m.41 Itivittire ..1 1.tv. umtit .111,1 rown.LI tistttu
'111 r. 1: .11,,t11.i ht. .1%.104111t.
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discovering agencies of general use in the com-
munity. The list of agencies should include gov-
ernment agencies and private or church agencies.
It should include brief program descriptions, in-
cluding the problems for which each agency is
suitable and any restrictions on agency use.

To avoid police conflict with other agencies,
referral programs should he discussed in advance.
In addition, all agencies should receive the pro-
posed program description for their agency so
that they will have an opportunity to improve its
accuracy and to add other helpful details.

J. Team Size

The most important considerations in deter-
mining the size Of the team and of its neighbor-
hood are:

Determining whether there are natural bound-
aries (rivers, highways) or cultural factors
which indicate which areas of the city should
he considered -neighborhoods"
Determining what proportion of the patrol
bureau should he allotated to that neighbor-
hood, based on crime patterns and the fre-
quency of requests for police service
Assuring that the neighborhood is large
enough to justify the assignment of at least one
unit «me officer or two officer unit, depending
on what is possible in the city) at even the
lowest at mitt. times
Assuring that the !Cain does not Aceed forty
offiteri:, a size beyond Hhich teams are be-
lieved to become too unwieldy
Assuring, that there are enough officers to han-
dle service .,ills and all other important team
at ttltrles.

Perhaps the hardest of these kriteria to satisfy lti

the reyul.enlent that there should he enough
()ffit ers to 11,111ille imptirtant team at t.% ines.
While there is no Lard and last rule of thumb on
rids ( Ink intl.Itl Jet bled that (Me-third

R et's tir sliMild spent ort SerVil

calls; and St. Petersburg decided that only 35
percent of an officer's time should he so spent.
While these percentages are arbitrary, they repre-
sent the best available police wisdom and may be
used as a starting point for police planning.

K. Overtime Pay

Neighborhc9d team policing adds two new
reasons for alloting budgetary resources to pay for
overtime. First, there may be a need for an officer
to continue an investigation which he has com-
menced. Willie extended investigations may not
need immediate followthrough or may even he
referred to an investigative unit, there are times
that an officer should be permitted to continue
following a hot lead. This will build an increased
sense of job satisfaction and accomplishment.

Second, it may be far easier to schedule pro-
ductive team meetings if officers who are not
assigned to duty at the scheduled time of day can
he given overtime pay as an incentive to attend.
It is very difficult to construct work schedules so
that all officers can attend during the regular
working day. Overtime pay would help to solve
this important problem.

L. Nine or Ten Hour Day

Iv le the use of nine or ten hour working days
is not necessary for neighborhood team policing,
the possible use of such assignments may make
the team commander's scheduling task easier and
may help to satisfy officers who prefer the longer
workday schedules. Therefore, the department
should study the legal problems involved in per-
mitting extended schedules and should notify
team commanders of what is permissible.

M. Decentralized Budgeting

In order to add substanc to the flexibility



which has been given to team commanders and
managers, serious thought should he given to
developing decentralized budgeting procedures.
In St. Petersburg, team commanders have some
budgetary authority and New York City is con-
sidering providing ea h precinct cumrmunler
with a budget over which h has discretion.

The size of the budget depends on how much
authority will he delegated. For example, each
manager might have a designated amount of
overtime to allocate among the personnel under
his command. He might also have a small fund to
use for paying informants when, in his discretion,
he payments appear to be justified (guidelines

might he established concerning the conditions
under which informants may he paid).

file team commander may he given a discre-
tionary fund to pay for stationery supplies, pho-
tographic film, refreshments to he served at
meetings held with the neighborhood in a police
building, repair of portable radios (unless a cen-
tralized repair shop is maintained), gasoline for
automobiles used by team members or neighbor-
hood volunteers on team business, jumper cables
or gasoline for assisting distressed motorists, and
other items thought appropriate. Since no city
has used this procedure fur long, there is no
guideline for the appropriate site of the fund.
Perhaps the best method is to sit down with a
group of designated team commanders and brain-
storm about productive uses for a discretionary
fund. Of course. the amount of money which
team commanders may need in excess of their
definable requirements ma.1 he given to the man-
ager for allocation to the most deserving projects
proposed by team Coin !minders.

N. Coordination of Team Policing

If several neighborhood teams are formed as
the result of the planning process, there will he a
need tr th. teams to learn from one another. In a
small program. this may be accomplished by

having team commanders meet periodically. The
larger the department, the more necessary it is to
use an individual or a group as a coordinator, to:

Analyze reports from team commanders and
assist them in overcoming their problems in
the early stages of implementation
Arrange meetings of team commanders
Investigate worthwhile team programs and de-
scribe them in sufficient detail so that they
may he more widely used
Improve communication between team com-
manders and trainers
Act as a means of communication among ad-
ministrative departments when there are im-
plementation difficultiessuch as a difficulty
in fiAlowing dispatch guidelines.
Some departments may consider it appropriate

to extend the life of their task force to assist in
coordinating the program. As operational prob-
lems arise, the task force can recommend solu-
tions or can consider making changes in the
original guidelines.

If the coordinating person or group is not part
of the chain of command, it should not assume
/the responsibilities. If coordinators begin issuing
orders or making statements that can be inter-
preted as orders, this will undermine the concept
of the avow/hi/it) and acountabi/m of line per-
sonnel, including precinct commanders, team
commanders and team members. The cordina-
tors can arrange meetings and issue newsletters,
but they should not interfere directly in opera-
tions. (For optimal effectiveness, the coordinators
should hold these positions fig at least two years
so tl it they can become expert in their tasks.)

I. Internal inspections.

The need to maintain the concept of relpobihi/m

and acountakihtl of line personnel has serious
implications for a -field operations" or "internal
inspections" division. One of the tasks of such a

division is to discover corrupt practices. This task

will not conflict with the operations of a consci-
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entious team and should be undertaken in any
department with a orruption problem.

Another task sometimes handled by an internal
inspections unit is to report on the efficiency of
field operations. This task must be handled deli-
cately And the inspector should be carefully
trained to understand the program he is inspect-
ing. It is appropriate for top managetnent to
samph the operations of management units to
help it set major policies, to evaluate and advise
middle managers, and to determine which of its
managers is effective or ineffective. However,
extensive local investigations which scrutinize
patrol officers' perCormance can create an atmos-
phere of low morale and lack of trust. These
investigators should avoid undermining the sense
of professionalism and trust which must he culti-
vated among the officers for neighborhood team
policing to work.

2. Tactical units.

Large tactical units should be less necessary
under neighborhoml team policing. When they
.ire operating within a neighborhood. they should
be subordinated to team commanders and their
iupervisors in order to promote the team's sense
of responsibility for its neighborhood.

Tactical units are less necessary because team
commanders can reallocate their personnel to spe-
cial conditions. The team's flexibility can be
increased by reducing the size of centralized units
and adding their strength to the teams directly.
Increased flexibility (an he obtained by develop -

ing cooperation between team commanders so
that they will assist each other in urgent situa-
tions by temporarily releasing personnel.

Tactical units will still have their function,
however. Occasional saturation of areas with zero
visibility (plainclothes) personnel or with uni-
formed personnel may he called fig by special
conditions. However, tactical personnel must he
aware of the ream concept and should not, by
their agressive behavior, upset a teams carefully

developed program of community relations.
Tactical commanders also should consult with
team commanders so that they will he fully in-
formed about local conditions and groups and
about special plans to deal with these problems.
For example, the tactical commander should not
send his men into the home of a militant organi-
zation befige first following any notification pro-
cedures which may have been worked out in order
to reduce the chance of misunderstanding.

The coordinators for at neighborhood team pro-
gram should be alert to problems which might he
created by tactical units. Tactical units should
confer, in advance, with a local commander be-
fore entering his neighborhood. Consideration
should he given to making tactical unit personnel
responsible to the team commander in whose area
they are working. While this may create prob-
lems of supervision in the tactical unit, it will
preserve the principle of unity of command in the
neighborhood.

3. Other special units.

Special unitsincluding the juvenile units
which so many departments find valuable--can
create problems in holding line personnel respon-
sible and accountable for their neighborhood.
These units can also benefit from close coordina-
tion with teams and from learning about neigh-
borhood conditions.

The problems created by special units should
he considered in determining their appropriate
size and functions. Whenever a Innition can hr
Or am!) provided Ic ahn? a tram, that p.m lion fhwild
hr perp,rmed h1 the team. A special unit is required
only if a function cannot he performed within at

team. For example, most officers are not now well
equipped to deal with juvenile problemsso
most departments should retain a centralized
unit. However, it officers increase their sensitiv-
ity to juvenile problems and their knowledge of
how to deal with them, part of the special juve-
nile unit should be disbanded. Similarly, it otti-



cers take an interest in vice in :;rigations, or in

traffic control, all or par: of those central units

may be disbanded.

U. Evaluation

There are three reasons why top management
should consider evaluation of its neighborhood

team policing program, and each of these reasons

would call for a different kind of evaluation. The

three reasons arc:
To determine what problems are occurring and

how they may be remedied;
To determine whether the program as a whole

represents an improvement in operations or
whether major changes should be undertaken

to improve program effixtiveness;
To determine which teams are exceptionally
good or poor so that the department may:
(a) Develop information about successful pro-

grams for consideration by all teams,

(b) Dcvelop incentives for team commanders,

and
(c) develop remedial programs for poor teams.

In addition, evaluation may he done to assist
other departments in determining whether to
adopt a similar program.

The decision about what kind of evaluation. to

conduct should he part of the early planning

process. If evaluation is nor planned for, the

program may be set up in a way that n
evaluation difficult or impossible.

1. Problem Identification

An evaluation keyed to problem identification

can rely on a "coordinating group," described
above on page 61. In the past, departments have

either used this kind of evaluation or none at ail.

It consists of receiving reports from team com-
manders, analyzing those reports and, when occa-

sion seems to call for it, visiting the teams to

check their operation on site.
The object of "problem identification" is: (1)

to review team operations and determine whether
they meet operational guidelines, (2) to identify

problems which may not have been spotted in the

guidelines, and (3) to devise remedies for prob-

lems that are detected. A systematic procedure
should he developed for comparing team com-
mander reports to program guidelines. The re-

port might be required to fit a standard format5

in order to facilitate that review. When problems

are spotted in the review of the report, appropri-
ate followup procedures should be implemented.
In addition, teams should be "spot-checked" in

the field Po determine whether there arc addi-

tional problms or advantageous programs which

have not been reported.
A checklist of problems, derived from experi-

ence elsewhere, would incluti.::
Are cr'ne and service call data being used for

allocating manpower?
Are team meetings being used constructively?
Are reasonable plans being implemented to
deal with neighborhood problems?
Is the team using sound investigative proce-
dures?
Are dispatch guidelines being followed or are

team members being required to spend sub-
stantial time out of their area?
Are personnel continuously assigned to the
same neighborhood?
Is there a commitment to the concept of a team

of prokssionals?
Do patrolmen seem to have increased job satis-

faction?
Are there conflicts between team personnel

and others?
Is a sound in-service training ;-,rogram being

implemented by the team commander!
Does the team make appropriate use of refer-

rals to non-police programs!
Is a sound community relations program being

implemented?

see Appendix 14. 1,4 re.pwring prK edut e. tta te,im
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Are volunteers being recruited and utilized
properly?
Is the team engaging In aggressive patrol tac-
tics!

In general, considering all available team re-
sources, is the team accomplishing what might
reasonably be expected of its

2. Program effectiveness,
If a department is ommitted to neighborhood

team policing, it may have little desire to do an
evaluation of program effectiveness to test
whether the program has worked. When any
administrator is confident of his course, there is
relatively little to gain from gathering informa-
tion which is unlikely to affect his future deci-
sions. However, if an administrator has several
competing programs in mind, then he should
consider developing his programs so that they can
he compared to one another.

The decision about whether to conduct a pro-
gram evaluation is like any other management
decision. The relevant questions are:

What will I get out of it!
How much will it cost?
jenerally speaking, less expensive evaluations

will produce less information. Measuring the ef-
fect of a program on citizen attitudes is expensive
because sound survey research is expensive. Meas-
uring the effect on actual crime, as reflected in a
victimization survey, is still more expensive be-
cause not every citizen has been victimized and
several citizens must he interviewed to discover a
single criminal incident.

If a department wants to compare two versions
of team poll( mg or to compare team policing to
some other program, an experimental design is
extremely important and should be developed in
the early stagc.s of program plat:lung. Arno ref the
ea) periqPiNd mmt hr Irirt trel IarinhVe
lath bias al Preferrably, each program or
-treatment- will he tried in !mire than one area.
This will reduce the chance that txtrrna/
such aN change, in housing or unemployment,
will have a different effect on one treatment area
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than on others. Personnel will he representative
of the rest of the department. (They will be
randomly chosen or will he selected because of
some unbiased criterion. They will not be se-
lected because of special abilities or because they
are volunteers.)

3. Performance measurement.
The cost and usefulness of a program evalua-

tion will depend, in part, on how ptrfiffmance
nicasuti are chosen and how the data are collected
and analyzed. The basic measures of team polic-
ing are:

Effect on crime
Effect on the number of criminals apprehended
and prosecuted
Effect on community attitudes
Effect on police attitudes and job satisfaction
Effect on the quality of police service

Data for measuring these objectives can be col-
lected from police and courts records, surveys of
police, surveys of residents and businessmen, sur-
veys of people receiving police service, and by
studies using trained observers to record police
conduct during a tour of duty. Greater detail is
provided in Table III-1.

4. Internal Management.
Another objective of an evaluation system is to

permit management to identify successful and
unsuccessful programs. This will permit manage-
ment to reward good teams, take remedial action
for poor teams and to identify successful pro-
grams for possible use by other teams.

One approach to "internal management" eval-
uation may be illustrated by referring to an eval-
uation system being developed by The Urban
Institute for the Atlanta Public Schools." In a

In rtur r ,,,rent. Ink.1% %tall ..111111.ir ,rutIcrirs Jrt
r,:t the t It flit: srti.1t.nr, sere ItAr %Igiotii.totb, !nun: rlian to innt
%.11t,I. 4.1111 .1111111f sr111entN. Ow n.,1 rykr.o.t-, r 14.,art%t +1.01.11

rt. rf113:1,, fonrit.ifirl!, hi-Inv. .1% er.igt nrr nrgaril.t signAls Iht.
loft rIlrn'll erttr u. Arlartra tnrrulnrv,
tit h }.( rsmint I Ar ...(1,e.r.ri It .el, fn the vtilt,n1 ,,,teen 'Ire

t r /if I)0,1prrh. Rel.:tut
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police department, teams or precincts with simi-
lar problems might he compared to each other.

One method of measuring relative performance of

team commanders is to perform anonymous self-
administered surveys of the patrol force. This will
enable the department to give each team a set of

signals for each of the basic parts of the neighbor-

hood team concept. A cleverly constructed survey

may also give some indication of community
attitudes and even of the iimount of corruption in

a neighborhood. For example. officers may he
asked about the frequency with which dirk are
complimented, insulted or attacked. They ,ay
also he asked to estimate the percentage of busi-

ness people who would like to give a policeman a

tip or gilt.
A patrol survey should, of course, be inter-

preted together with other measures of team per-

formance (see Table III-1). Changes in crime

rates and .wprehension activity are important in-
dicators. All the other output measures used in

Table III-1 can also be used in an internal man-

agement s.. stein.

5. National evaluation.

One type of evalwition which might be over-

looked by some administrators is a program eval-

uation design to provide information for other
departments. Sometimes the department is
"sold- on a program but would like to give less

convinced police administrators a chance to learn

from its experience. A reciprocal program of local

experimentation and information exchange could

be extremely valuable for all concerned.

An evaluation for national purposes may he

little different from some types of internal evalua-

tion. On the other hand, Federal funds might be
available from the Law Enforcement Assistance
Administ.ation (LEAA) in order to serve this

important national purpose. Whether LEAA de-

cided to fund such an evaluation probably would

depend on:

Whether the application is for action funds.
discretionary funds or research funds (National
Institute of Law EntOrcement and Criminal
Justice)
The cost of the proposal
The importance of the evaluation, thy sound-

ness of its design, and the likelihood that
information dillected would have value for
other localities.

TABLC 111-1. Measuring Team Policing

OBJECTIVE MEASURES

Reduce Crime

Increased Apprehension of
Criminals

Improve Community Attitudes

Reported Crime data (a rough) measure because of underreporting and possible improvement

in reporting if community relations improve)

Citizen and Business Victimization Studies
Number of stores open after dark
Gross sales of stores open after dark

Number of arrests for each type of crime
Number of arrests resulting in prosecution
Number of arrests resulting in conviction
Number of arrests resulting from citizen information

Time required to apprehend perpetrators of serious crimes

Amount of lost property recovered

Survey of residents and businessmen
Fear of crime
Number of people knowing the name of a neighborhood police officer

Attitudes toward neighborhood team policing (and knowing of Its existence and purposes)

Attitudes toward police
Number of volunteers, auxiliary police, members of supportive block associations

Attendance at community meetings held by the police
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OCJRITIVE

Improved Police Attitudes

Improved Police Service

6 6

TABLE III-1. Measuring Team PolicingContinued

MEASURES

Number of people involved in joint police-community projects
Number of people cooperating with police by providing information or acting as "informants"
Number of people cooperating as witnesses (and percent of people asked to cooperate)
Citizen complaints or compliments
Attacks on police

Survey of officers end officials
Attitudes toard supervisors
Attitudes toward the community
Attitudes toward different types of police service
Attitudes related to the concept of a team of professionals
Job satisfaction

Number of sick days
Number of times sick leave was taken (the pattern may be important)

Survey of complainants, bystanders or offenders who recently saw a police "contact"
Satisfaction with service
Respect police showed to citizens
Effectiveness in solving the problem for which police action was taken

Use of trained observers
(Same measures as obtained from citizens, plus:)
Frequency and nature of police - initiated contacts
Frequency of use of force
Use of approaches not readily detected by citizens

Referrals to non-police agencies
Referrals actually receiving service
Disciplinary action
Frequency of use of a weapon by team members
Frequency of use of force (not involving use of weapons) by team members
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CHAPTER IV. EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Neighborhood Team Policing creates the op-
portunity to develop a new, more effective system

of continuing education for police officers. While
general education at a college or university may
be important in developing competent profes-
sionals, the teams can he developed as a way fir
officers to continue their education, both by con-
structively discussing their experiences and by
receiving job-related instruction. Education can
he changed from a theoretical exercise into a
process by w hich officers work with their supervi-

sors to design a practical, immediately usable

education program.

In addition to creating an opportunity, neigh-
borhood team policing creates the need for a new
system of education. It is necessary to involve all

officials and officers in a training program which
will spread the concept of neighborhood team
policing through the ranks. The concept is not
easy to communicate, and a full understanding is
necessary before a person can appreciate how
neighborhood team policing contrasts with ordi-

nary police practices and how to put its concepts

into practice.

A. Communicating the Concept

The task force prIxess, already discussed in
Chapter III, will involve some officials and offi-

cers in the process of writing operational guide-
lines. ['mess the department is quite small, many
prot.essionals will still not he involved in this task

force pnx.ess.

Two prim ipal methods hir informing the rest
of the department can he used:

Informing top ottic ials first and enlisting their
suppigr in informing the officers whom they

hi

supervise
Informing officials and officers together, in

groups of 10 to 20 (group size depends on

one's judgment about the proper size of a
group for communication purposes).
In departments with officials who expect re-

sistance to the new program, it probably is best
to follow the first method: brief them first.
Through candid and open discussion, program
ideas can he communicated, and officials may
express their attitudes. This will enable top man-

agement to place its greatest reliance on officials

who can understand and can cooperate with the
concept. Other officials may be given positions in
which their uncooperative attitudes will not af-
fect department performance. (Of course, opposi-
tion to program concepts need not signify inabil-
ity to cooperate and top management should not
exclude officials from the program just because
the officials are skeptical.)

Even in departments where officials are briefed
first, it may be wise to include program experts
in the briefing sessions which officials hold for
their staffs.' This may insure a fuller treatment of
the concept because two people may often com-
plement one another in their method of present-
ing complex material. Of course, the expert must
he careful to complement the official and not to
antagonize him or undermine the respect he re-
ceives from his staff,

In departments which decide to brief their
members together, regardless of rank, care should
he taken not to spring the meeting on the officials
by surprise. The purpose of a joint briefing is not
to undermine an official's authority. Officials

he our.! staff as tist.ii in this riurt h. ft r 71, tPillt 71 ,r "tin IA,
77"pi /...1 suhtn isur It is thutivht isrovr.ihit List t(
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continue to act as supervisors and are responsible
and accountable for their stalk under neighbor-
hood team policing. The purpose of the joint
meeting is to mourage the supervisors' stalk to
begin chinking of themselves as professionals and
to begin having the confidence to make construc-
tive suggestions to their supervisors.

B. Educating Supervisors

"Communicating the concept- to police man-
agers is a difficult task. The principles of leader-
ship involved in a department committed to
neighborhood team policing are different from
traditional departments. Above all else, it is im-
portant to communicate the interrelated ideas
that:

A manager is ropor.fibie for the perfrinance of
his staff
A manager is ropon.libie for delegating authority
to members of his staff
A manager exercises his responsibility by:
Setting reasonable limits on the authority of

his staff
-Providing incentives, both positive and

negative, for the performance of his staff
-Obtaining reasonable amounts of informa-

tion about his staff for the purpose of find-
ing out how they are performing and
whether they have exceeded their authority

Developing a positive, supportive relation-
ship in which he and his staff freely ex-
change ideas and reach mutually acceptable
decisions about most problems

--Holding those staff members who must su-
pervise others elporible fig establishing a

reasonable supervisory relationship, includ-
ing the delegation of authority, the setting
of limits on that authority, providing ap-
propriate incentives, obtaining appropriate
information, md developing a positive
management relationship
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A manage! must divide his tasks among his
staff so that dim is a good match between the
talents of the staff and the assignments given
A manager is responsibly for recommending
that unproductive or counterproductive staff
members, tier whom no suitably tasks are avail-
able, should be transferred
A manager is responsible for informing his
superiors about his progress on assigned tasks,
about the performance of individual members
of his staff, and about changes in circumstan-
ces that require a larger or smaller staff for
future operations.
There is, unfortunately, no easy rule to deter-

mine whether authority has been delegated prop-
erly or whether proper limits on the authority
have been set. The problem is similar to the one
faced by appeals courts in reviewing decisions by
courts of original jurisdiction. The appeals judge
determines: (1) whether the original court has
intefpreted the facts in a reasonable way, and (2)
whether a rule of law, which must govern all
cases, has been improperly applied by the original
court. The purpose of review is to permit most
cases to be decided by the original courts, as they
must because of the relatively few appeals court
judges. Theretbre, the appeals court is engaged in
the process of setting reasonable limits. It must not
do everything by itself. It also must not permit
the original courts to behave unreasonably.

I. Methods of educating supervisors.

Cincinnati, betbre implementing its ComSec
program, arranged for all supervisory persov.ilel
involved in the project to take a course on the
management of organizational change at a local
university. Any well-taught course which dis-
cussed participatory management or delegation of
authority would he useful. Courses designed spe-
cifically' for police managers, with examples from
police administration, would he the most use-
ful but other courses might include non-police
students and the interaction with these students
might enrich the course.
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It is important that the management educa-
tion:

Deal with specific examples rather than gen-
eral principles
Permit the police managers to participate,
question one .110ther's attitudes and responses.
and contribute their own experiences.

The lecture method should be used infrequently.
for several reasons. First, it rends to involve and
motivate the student less than other methods.
Second, it is an "authoritarian- reaching method,
which assumes that the teacher knows and the
student does not. it may therefore reinforce the
traditional attitudes of police managers, who may
continue to use lecturing as their print, iN1 man-

agement technique. Third, it misses the opportu-
nity for the teacher to give the class experience in
how to handle management situations through
tole playing or other participatory techniques.
These techniques would involve the students and

provide for them an example by which to govern
their future actions as managers.

Consideration also should be given to using
filmed or taped situations as the basis for class-
room discussion. The National Criminal Justice
Reference Service of the Law Enforcement Assist-
ance Administration would he a good source from
which to get a current listing of available mac-
rials for specific subjects of interest.'

2. 'reaching specific skills.

Some specific management skills are required
by neighborhood ream policing but not by other
systems. The team commander, for example, can
profit from information about:

flow to run meetings
How to allocate manpower proportionate to
needs
Hoy to develop a meaningful description of a
neighborhood for the purpose of designing a
responsive, comprehensive policing program

VCrot: to !ht. runm.ti 111,r., Rctvrc-nt c- ',kr% It Ma 1,11m.:
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How to enlist support from the community
How to analyze crimes in order to:

I. ver patterns of crime and devise appro-

priate strategies
--Increase the effectiveness of t011ow-up inves-

tigations which nue he done by his tc,111
-- Decide whether to refer the crime to another

unit
How to conduct and to supervise investiga-
tions
How to conduct local community relations
programs.
Because e -h department will have its two

version of neighborhood team policing, a full
listing of required skills would not be feasible.
The planners of he training program should

review the in,u,(:,.ment tasks described in this

book-partit ularly the tasks set f(ir team com-
manders in Chapter VI. page 80and the
guidelines being prepared by the department's
task force. The training program should be

geared to provide the information indicated by
this review. HON ever, care should he taken to
differentiate between:

Skills needed by all team commanders
Skills needed only by team commandeer, in

certain neighborhoods. .For example. the con-
duct of vice investigations or the ability to use
simple conversational Spanish may be of use to

some commanders, but not to all.)
Skills needed only in certain neighborhoods can
he provided as part of the continuing education

program which is «inducted within each neigh-
borhood ream.

C. Continuing Education

The neighborhood police team is an excellent

setting for on-the-job education. Team meetings,
directed by the team commander, provide the

opportunity for police professionals to learn from

one another's experiences.
Through these team meetings. the need for
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different kinds of education may surfac. For
example, a recurring problem in dealing with
family disputes involving thildren might suggest
the need for special training. Specifit detkient ies

in knowledge of the law or of appropriate investi-
gative tethnitiues might be thsto%red. When
these deficient ILs are Common in the team, one or
more team meetings might he set aside for appro-
priate training. The team tommander should
work together with a training expert or consult-
ant to decide how the subject matter might best
be presented. If only one or two team Menthers
have the proble M., the commander may he able to
arrange for instructional sessions with those indi-
viduals, perhaps together with officers with simi-
lar problems from other teams.

Another way to identify educational needs is
through the team planning or supervisory Nix -
esses. In planning to meet .t neighborhotki prob-
lem, the tonuriander and the team may feel that
their own solution can be improved. In that Lase,

the team commander should consult with his
supervisor, with any department planners, and
with department edutators or trainers. Some-
t"es the trainers may be able to suggest an
approach because of their knowledge of a disti-
pfine or method not known generally in the
department.

SoMtintes an edut at natal need will b,.. More
general. For example, i ream may seek int reased
knowledge of the rlilture of a group of ivople
living in the neighborhood. A c Writ Ult1111 could
he devised by the team commander and trainers,
int hiding dire( t (put ts with the ultural grub!,
arranged in skit h a WaV that the tomcat ts will also
foster the Community relations program of the
team.

Some tualli meetings may he addressed to at -
quinng detailed knowledge of lotal resources
which tan he used in plate of arrest. Eir example,
nartotits program officials or patients might he
invited to palm irate in a panel thstussion so that
the team Mould get a balanted pit Cure of When
referrals might be appropriate and what I Unita

7()

non% there are. For similar reasons, representa-
tives of Mice department specialities could he
invited to appear. It might be particularly impor-
tant to keep the team informed about torruption
hazards or organized crime activity in the neigh-
borhood or c loselV surrounding areas.

D. Organizing Training Resources

A program of continuing education places
stresses on a department's educational resources.
To facilitate the process---specially in the early
days of a neighhorhooci team policing program--
each grog, ' five to ten teams should have two
trainers assigned to it on .1 regular basis. One of
the trainers might have a ptdice background and
the other might he skilled in educational meth-
ods.

Trainers should work regularly with the teams
and their commanders. To aid them in locating
useful materials, they should have ,recess to a
librarian or media specialist (either hired by the
department or Made available by the city). Mate-
rials they prepare should, it they have potential
general interest, be methodically filed and made
available to other trainers and to team command-
ers directly. The trainers also should meet regu-
larly to exchange ideas and discuss problems or
"Lases- w bleb have arisen in the course of their
professional work.

1. Coordinating trainers and planners.

There is .t dos: parallel between problems
t ontronted by department planners anti by train-
ers, at least for part of the educational program.
Crime control planning, clone at the team level or
at higher levels in the department, may start with
titngraphit and triminologital facts that are of
great use to trainers. The trainers may also de-
velop materials that will he useful to planners.
Consequently, there should be a Close liaison
bet weer trainers .L11(1 planners.
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2. Use of team resources in the training
prog,m.

If there are members of the neighborhood team
who have special skills. they should be used to

edut ate other members of the team. People are

more iikely to listen it an expert whom they

know and respect than to one they do not know

(providing that the team member can clunmuM-

cate clearly, can work with an education expert to
provide a persuasive delivery and can command

the respect of other ream members). It :s espe-

cially important to give the team's detectives an

opportunity to teach investigative skills.

3. Use of outside resources in the training
program.

RLSollrk Old tea M OM mandcrs may find that a

variety of experts will to willing to provide tree

instruction to his men. These experts may be

employees of other police divisions or govern-
mental agencies that are willing to cooperate, or

they may be teac hers, neighborhood residents or

businessmen who are interested in helping their.
police as volunteers. Using resident experts as

volunteers may also contribute to a positive com-

munity relations program.
When free resources are not available, the team

commander should request the department to

provide him with specified paid consultants. He

snould describe the necessary talents and, if pos-

sible, suggest one or more acceptable instructors.

The department should construct guidelines on
the frequency and types of requests that will be

met, set aside funds for th,s purpose and establish

procedures to meet requests quickly. Decentral-

ized budgeting, in which each team commander

or each manager who supervises team command-

ers would have his own budget, would facilitate
this important process.
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CHAPTER V. SUPERVISION AND LINES OF AUTHORITY

Neighborhoid team polit ing has implitation
tor how .1 police department should be iiiganued,
including the problems of supervision and man-
agement itommonili. This th..t.er shows hot%
at cepted i)rganizational prink iples should be ap-
plied to a department organizing itself for diet -
tive neighborhood team poll( ing.

A. Accepted Organizational Principles

I. nit) of command.

"nit. 1)asit organizationalprint. iplc ot unity ut
lt1111thallti, as stated l'11 Wilson and MtLaren,
applies to a r.,)11, l: department whether or not it is
using neighborhood team poking. That princi-
ple states:

t I1 that 1)1111 Mr 111.111 ht: Ill (1)/111,h:rc t.cfnm.trid of
t'.i h situation and 12.) that old\ one Malt ht' 111 dIfet.
t MI1111.111,1 or Nliim'r111011 lit C,It Iintusjim
k reatekl when more than one superior unklerralses

pendent k oI1111LU1t1 111 an operation piltorind h, sv-
eral slikordinate, 1,f w hen a sub ref el\ es orders
from more than one supirior

The prim ipal exception to this rult also applies
under neighborhood team polit ing:

A. the ',tune .1 rime. esplosion, or caller katastro
pile the superior mak -.1.trid. and shiiidd re-
t assisianke 111 (asks truth
.111% it''.0.1'1 - linter rrgardles, t,t the unit Ni hit h he 1,
regulark assn.:no! 2

(*nit) of cow/tiara in emerrzenc). sitnations.

It is tib git ell the 11..1fIllItitis demands Inatle
rt)IILL resimmse. that an t,ttlt LIS IMIlltLhatt.'

superior will not be at for evert. eniers.:,ent

\\. , .
\\ !

^

situation Sometimes the superior will be super-
vising patrolmen at another situation. Sometimes
the superior will suddenly become sick or will
suddenly be placed on a temporary assignment.

A properly' trained, first-class officer will not
need supervision for every emergency. Only large
scale emergencies probably require an outside
supers tsar m bring about the necessary coordina-
tion; and deparri ents will differ in the extent to
which they are willing to let their officersgiven
their present state of preparednesstake respon-
sibility for handling emergencies on their own.

and Mt Laren state that the principle of
unity of Ct tin 'nand is not violated, in an emer-
gency, because:

the superior (ORLI m a sense, speaking fur the
ornmandi Ot the subordinate, ordering him

to do %liar his t i,iirlLUltler would require of him were
he present In rtisun.

Application of this principal is critical, however,
if neighborhood team policing is to survive be-
cause the oficer's team commander has already
estal 'ished objectives and tactics that are specific
to his neighborhood. It another officer takes um-
mand in an mer,,ency without knowledge of the
team commander's objectives, he can interfere
with the polite program for that area.

3. Principle of professional respect.

The most important print iple for a non-team
offitial to follow it he has to supervise a team
member is:

Do not interfere with an officer's performant
unless his al ill /II or he is in-
topable of handlin:: the situation.

This principle will illvent interierence with
(coin goals. and it al. 1 Nvill foster the sense of
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independence and pride in performance whit 11
neighhorhood train pt lik strives to develop.

in most situations, the train member tall bell-
Chi front being permitted to try his allitro,lt h.

The attic sal tall giVt, k ()MUM t S11.14.1titilMS

,ttter the lilt ItiCht IS (is LT It Is 11111V t he

!MIMI II/t1 IS being seriously mishandled or is out
of hand that the (Op ial mu I step in so that

irreparable harm will t otter. While this prin-
t. plc of supervisory restraint may result in some-
What poorer performinif in the /in: l ardent. it
should enable the team member to learn from his
experience and to impro%c his pertOrmant r. If t he

oftit.er disagrees %kith the oftiLial's ad% k or if he

finds it particularly useful, the incident may he
bnitight up .it a tah Meet111,g .SI) that Other
oftitt'rs ma% dist uss the situation and learn from

It.

4. Pri,rciple of .peruisor). ooriliPlatioPs.

To reduce the trequn( v its kiintradit ton, orders in

emergentV situations, some method should he
developed so that:

Super% hors will 1:111)%1' the importaiit details of

the programs of teams whose enthers they are

most likely to have to supervise in emergen-

t. It'' and
Suprvisors still intor::, one another ablaut all

()ha ens ,.t,q....pin.// prtnrinante, whether
or had, so that the offif er's 1111illudlat supervi-

sor IllaV be 111h)filled abmIt In performatic

.11111 ran take arprillriate rlt)11. lilt hiding re-
wards or ruilledlal at null
I he 1111111est ttlethod tor this kiial of fo,)rdina-

tion is to have single super\ ,r -iiianager-i

responsible tor about i%e to sr\ en tealli

Ilia Mkt's Ihis is approsimat{..1. the milither tat

ream, whit li ttt,ul.I h intr,(11cd in tyrif .11

pre, Hit or do, islt)11 1:1 additlipn to supt.r1511:.:

these t,qiiinandrs. the mat-al.:LI tat Ilit,Ite

titillinunit at if al .1milne !hell). Ile shullid cl% (.

rell(1fts. t in ulate ti :ettii int.irmarlimn

tit tc.i)11 tiimin

and bald

5. Principle of territorial responsibility.

'!'ht' most important organizational principle
,!,Mitt/ by team polieing is that the team f oni-
mantle!' Is rop,,hilt and Jt ,101Intillir for all t ttlltll-
tnuns and police programs in his neighborhood.

ken if there are oth, r units acting within the
same neighbrhind, t he team commander should

(at a minimum):
Comer with fommanders of the other units,
preferably befiiie they take significant af tions
in his neighborhood
Be iotOrined of the actions taken within his
neighborhood either by individual officers
part heti there from other areas or by outside
units (information should be provided by the
foinmander of the unit. by the members of the
neighborhood team and by other officials who
learn about eXteptIonalk good or bad actionS
taken by the outside unit)
Report to the department about the impact of
outside units on his team's program.

Some departments Mae duel& that territorial
respAinsibilit y is so important that the teain com-
mander sh mid have authority over all units in his
neighborhood.

Ukiously, it the principle of territorial re-

sponsibility is to have substance, the team tom-
!minder must have both praithal and theoretic. al
ohirol of police activities in his area. Exceptions

to this principle should be rare and should be
made ttith full aworvness of their impact on the
neighborhood team polif Mg program. V'hen ex-
ceptions are made, every effort should be Made to

reduce the potentially destrin Live effect that the
exf ept ion might ,at' oh the teatil t t)Mlnatlder's

plans.

B. Lim. of Authority

Eines of.iuthurlty should be organized so that:
ht t,(111 tontnl,ulder \vil I not fate tontlitIs

Air.il other 411( i,tls haV mg the same rank
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No other regular field commanders will have
responsibilities which conflict with the team's
responsibility for its neighborhood.

There may he a variety of ways to organize the
department to fit these requirements. Three ex-
amples, presented in Figure V I. are discussed in

the subsequent text in order to illustrate how
these principles might he applied.

1. Preferred method of organization.

In the preferred method of organization, the
manager (think of him as a precinct commander
or division commander) has only seven men to
deal with directly: his five team commanders, the
commander of his clerical or administrative sec-
tion, and the commander of his special units (if
there are any. The team commander has anti high a
rank as any other official reporting to the man-
ager, e.g. , the manager may be a captain and the

team commander a lieutenant. He should have
few problems with other police officials issuing
contradictory orders. He has no important re-
sponsibilities outside of running his team. The
organization is very simple, and the supervisor's
tasks have been reasonably organized.

a. Internal ia-ganization of the team. Under the
preferred method, the team commander has a
higher rank than any other official in his team.
Within the team. the commander may have three
or tour lower ranking supervisors (sergeants)

among whom to delegate the tasks required of
him. These officials may he given work scheddes

so that they are likely to he available to handle
important team business in the absence of the

commander. They may be used to handle emer-
gencies within the neighborhood, to conduct
routine field supervision (see below), to manage a
community relations campaign, to investigate or
assign others to in, litigate departmental or citi-
zen complaints, to study crime patterns, to pre.
pare training materials, to ,leelop work sched-

ules h)r team members or to handle any other
foment of team business. On shifts to which the

team commander doe., not assign any officials as

supervisors, he may designate one or more officers

to be responsible for supervising within the
team's neighborhood.

h. Shift supervision. There are, basically, two
reasons to have shift supervisors: ( I) so that a
reasonable allocation of manpower among -sec-
tors,- "beats.- or "neighborhoods" will be ac-
complished on that shift, and (2) so that a super-
visor is available to handle emergencies requiring
the presence of a supervisor. Under the preferred

method, both of these problems may he handled
through:

Advanced planning by the manager
A contingency dispatching plan for officers
A supervisor dispatching plan.

No provision need be made for designating shift

supervisors.

The manager can coordinate the allocation of
manpower among nvighborhomls by reviewing
the allocation plans of each team commander.
This review will show how much manpower is
planned by each team for each hour of the day. If
the plans call for unreasonable allocations, viewed

from the manager's standpoint, he may call for
appropriate adjustments.

Second, because the major uncertainty in this
adjustment process is predicting sick leave or
court time and because these events are hard to
predict, contingency plans must be adopted. The
first line of contingency planning is within the
team. In cases of extended illness or predictable
court assignments, the team commander should
shift his personnel allocation. The second line of
contingency planning is a decision to use a contin-
gent.) dispatch. plan.

Un..;er a contingency dispatching plan, a team
area Nhich is uncovered becomes the secondary
responsibility of all surrounding neighborhood
teams. Secondary responsibility means that non-
emergency calls in the uncovered neighborhood
will he handled (without any wt.iting pt.riod) by
cams limn t,cher areas whenever they do not have

emergency or non-emergency calls pending in
their own area. Of course, emergency calls would
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continue to he handled 45 beforeimmediately,
by the closest available unit. The decision to
implement a contingency dispatching plan can
occur automatically, whenever dispatch is noti-
fied that there are no team members covering a
neighborhood, or it an be implemented by Lick i-
sion of an officer or official designated in advance
by the manager as responsible for a shift.

c. Superrirton 'lemur :4047o. Under the preferred
method of organization, emergencies ordinarily
would he handled by officials or officers who:

Have been designated by their team plan to he
on duty at that time, and
Have been designated by the manager to be
responsible for emergencies during all or part
of his tour of duty.

The manager would review team plans to deter-
mine the availability of team commanders or
designated supervisors during different time pe-
riods. The manager can then set up a supervisor
dispatching plan. Team commanders would be
dispatched only if no other supervisors in the
team (including officers designated to be supervi-
sors) were available fir call. However, all on-duty
supervisors would he available to he dispatched
and should he tuned to the official frequency or
have a reliable method of learning about a dis-
patch assignment. The first available supervisor
in the dispatching plan should be dispatched if no
supervisor assigned to the neighborhood is availa-
ble and, in the opinion of the dispatcher (or on
the request of an officer), a supervisor is needed.

"Emergency" should be narrowly defied. To
encourage officer responsibility, officials should
he dispatched only to situations which are so
large that coordination is required, so risky that
they are likely to get out of hand, or so difficult
that an officer requests supervision. The higher
the level of rrofessional competent e, the narrower
the definition of emergency should become.

d. Field i.upert ision. Daily field supervision
should he the responsibility of the team com-
mander and lower ranking official or officers des-
ignated by him to he supervisors. Field supervi-
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sion should not consist of "taking over." The
supervisor is there primarily to make subsequent
constructive comments on the performance of the
officer or to offer advice if it is requested. Each
situation should he considered to he part of the
officer's continuing education; the comments of
the official are part of the "feedback" process by
which the officer may learn about his effective-
ness.

Because supervision is a learning process, it can
he sch.Auled as the team commander decides and
need not he provided on every shift. Occasion-
ally, a team commander or second level supervi-
sor may conduct "spot checks" of officers without
announcing that he plans to be present, as a way
of sampling officer performance.

e. Specialized units. To prevent conflicts with
team commanders, the specialized units should
be as small as possible and ordinarily should be
commanded by an official with a lower rank than
a team commander. They should exist only when
the manager (precinct or division commander)
thinks that they are v..arranted. Examples of spe-
cial units, some of which might be organized for
a short period of time and subsequently dis-
banded, are: special plainclothes unit (for opera-
tions requiring greater anonymity than can he
obtained by neighborhood team members work-
ing in disguises within their own neighborhood),
training unit (one-to-three people, organized to
provide trai, assistance to team commanders),
COM MO itions officer ito supervise the
preparat, materials to be used by team com-
manders and to organize large meetings), plan-
ning officer or collator (to collect And analyze
material of use to team commanders and to advise
team commanders while they are learning how to
plan) and an internal investigations officer (to
report to the manager about serious incidents or
conditions involving corruption.)

These functions may he combined. For exam-
ple, the same individual might act as a training
officer and planning officer, provided that he is
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Capable of performing both functions simultane-
ously.

2. Acceptable method of organization.

Tins Inctilud is unwieldy and is considered
"acceptable" only in those departments which
think it desirable to retain the traditional system
of arouncl-the-cloc k shift commanders. In this
method, lower level supervisors (lieutenants and
sergeants) wear two hats. In one capacity, the
lieutenant is a team supervisor, and sergeants are
part of his team. In another capacity, the lieuten-
ant is a shift commander (responsible for patrol
operations) and the sergeant is a patrol supervisor
for the precinct or division. This gives the lieu-
tenant and sergeants divided loyalties between
their duties m charge of a team and their duties in
charge of a shift.

The arrangement has the advantage. compared
to the unacceptable method, that no important
official is outside the team program entirely. At
the very least. every official is exposed to the
operation of one team and should become familiar
with team concepts and practices. Thus, it be-
comes less likely that an official will unknow-
ingly issue orders which undermine the team
program.

a. Oludinx the tae k; r,r the tram. Because in the
method'. the lieutenant must divide

his time between the team and other duties, it

may he desirable to have some other official des-
ignated as t full-time team commander or team
leader. P-eterably, the team commander's rank
should be higher than the other officials he is to
lead, but a seniow.v differential or. in a progres-
sive department, the assignment of increased re-
sponsibility may he all that is necessary for the
official to exercise effective leadership. The ream
commander might he a ''master sergeant" or just
an ordinary sl'egcant who retains that rank but
has increased supervisory responsibilities.

As in the preferred method. the team's tasks
should be divided among the ream commando.

other sergeants and members of the team. The
assignment of lieutenants and sergeants to the
teams is an advantage of the acceptable method.
compared to the unacceptable method of organi-
zation.

h. Shift Julio-1.1.mm Shift supervision in the
"acceptable method- should be handled exactly
the same as in the preferred method, with the
exception that when a liet.tenant serves as shift
commander, he probably will have the authority
to institute a contingency dispatching plan.
Hopefully', this authority will he exercised in a
more thoughtU manner because of the lieuten-
ant's direct involvement in the team policing
program.

:41

3. Unacceptable method of organization.

Under the "unacceptable method," the team
commanders represent one aspect of field opera-
tion, and a second supervisory structureorgan-
ized around shiftscoexists with the team sys-
tems. The shift supervisors (lieutenants and ser-
geants) are not assigned to teams. Their motiva-
tion, therefore. is difficult to relate to the team
concept. Furthermore, the manager, who is the
supervisor of the team commanders, is also the
direct supervisor of the shift commanders (lieu-
tenants), resulting in an unwieldy span of con-
trol. This arrangement creates conflicting author-
ity structures. conflicting, areas of self-interest
and an administrative environment almost guar-
anteed to prevent team mi.:mon-1y and responsi-
bility. The problem can he reduced by having a
"director of field operations.'' but this will fur-
ther frayrnent the precinct and will require pay-
ing an additional supervisor.

It is possible that an extremely forceful super-
visor could get this -unacceptable method- to
work in a coordinated, successful way. However,
there is little reason for an individual to he given
such a difficult leadership task Neighborhood
team policy .hould not he attempted tinder such a
Strth tore.
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C. Recurring Tasks

In general, officers operating under the team
system should:

N'tt be utilized for clerical functions that can

as readily be clone by personnel not assigned to
teams, and
Not be given aSSIgninelitN that keep them out
of the team area.
Team members are pr,frojundis and should not

Inc given assignments that can readily be done by
Tess Ljualified individuals. Police officers should
rarely, if ever. be used to chauffeur important
visitors or to deliver mail. They should generally
nut be assigned to records tasks, clerical eludes,
reception desks, key-punch operations or to any
t,tsk that tan be .ittomplished efficiently by a

clerk or computer.
Team members soon learn to identify with

their neighborhood and to develop a sense of
-territorial imperative- ur a feeling of responsi-
bility. They resent being given assignments
which divert them from their primary task. 01
course. unpredictable needs will arise and must
be met. For example, there may he a Llemonstra-
tion, a need to protect a visiting, dignitary ur a

large disturbance. For these functions, team
members may be used. However, it these assign-
ments oct ur with great regularity. then consider-
ation should be given to establishing a -special
assignments unit.- This unit would have as its
primary responsibility the handling of these spe-
cial problems. On occasions when the expected
Llemand tiir the unit's services the] not material-
ize, they would have a secondary assignment,
ueh as assisting the training officer Or the plan-
ning officer ur a team commander.

The team commander should be alert to situa-
tions when ream members are being used for )11-

rOtt'sNiona I tasks ur for recurring spec ial sit Lia-

r IMP. Ile should call these si Liations to the at-
tention of the depart mem. -.uggest remedies if
they are beyond his Lontriii. ur devise specid
remedies such as a squad of -tloateis'--if the

problem is within his control. Sometimes tempo-
rary measures, such as recruiting civilian volun-
ters. May be used CO fill a need while the depart-
ment is reacting to the supervisor's suggestions.

D. Lines of Authority for Detectives

Detectives should be assigned to teams for
many reasons. They can train the patrolmen.
They can discover crime patterns which they
would not themselves perceive if they were work-
ing on crimes from .a larger geographical area.

They can help detect crime patterns to aid in
team planning. They can assist the patrol officers
in developing informers and contacts, and they
can receive similar assistance from the patrol
officers.

Assignment of detectives to work with a team
commander also is required by the principle of
territorial responsibility. If a team and a com-
mander are to he responsible for controlling crime
in the team area, then they should have control
over a substantial part of the processwhich
involves prevention, investigation, apprehension
and case preparation. If they lack that control,
then it is hank, to fix responsibility for the crime
control function. The failure might be due to at
detective division which is out of the control of
the team.

01 course, some detective centralization and
specialization may still be called for. Homic-ide
investigations tend to be lengthy and may best be
conducted by a special division. Organiz...c1 crime
investigations require a c itywide sci;:e that dic-
tates .t central unit. Some burglars and robbers
operate over Wide areas. calling for retention of at
core of Len tralHed burglary or robbery detectives,
even though o majority of these units might well
be reassigned to neighborhood teams.

For full implementation of this recommeoda-
non, the ream's detectives should be supervised
directly 1w the team commander. However. if
this represents an Whitt erable change in their
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status, detectives could continue to be evaluated

both by the team commander and by the detec-
tive division. If that arrangement is still thought
unacceptable, detectives could be considered as
simply coordinating their efforts with team com-
manders. A conflict between a detective and the
team commander could be resolved by the man-
ager.

If the integration of detectives into the patrol
division is even more strongly resisted, the de-
partment could provide an appeal mechanism. In
that case, conflicts between detectives and man-
agers could be resolved by some higher level

commander in charge of both detectives and pa-
trol, or by the Chief. This arrangement should,
hopefully, be an interim arrangement only. It is
even more unwieldy than making the manager
the direct supervisor of detectives, and it creates
an inefficient, parallel chain of authority within

the departmentmaking added work for super-

visors and diluting the responsibility accorded to

both team commanders and their supervisors.

Ultimate goal

Ultimately, the integration of detectives into
the patrol division should improve the morale of
the department and create greater commitment
to common goals. Detective-patrol rivalries will
he reduced. Patrol officers gradually will become
better trained in investigation. Detectives as-
signed to teams will he one form of recognized
specialtyalong with other specialists, such as
training, community relations, and family dis-
turbances. Officers could then enjoy reputations
based on their pertbrmance and not based on the
division to which they are assigned or to their
rank.
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CHAPTER VI. RESPONSIBILITIES OF A TEAM COMMANDER

A team cuiuin,utlier is responsible and account
able h)r.

A (Cain of professionals
A neighborhood

A team commander's job is to motivate his team
to provide efteL tie police service. Ile must:

Iotivate his team members
Define appn priate tasks for the team to ac-

compl ish

Alliiiate the tasks to the team members who
are most suited to them
Allocate enough resources to handle p#lice ser-

vice calls on different days ut the week and at
different rimes of the day
Implement programs to increase the knowl-
edge. skills and eftectiveness of his officers
(thN)ligh special training. team meetings. and
street super %ision

Int.)rin the department of Purrs" needs which
require more resources. different resources or
other special action
Into rm the department of successful programs
of potential use to other team commanders
Inform the department priodn ally about
team goals, progress in idiieving goals, prob-
lems which have arisen. and effectiveness of
each team member
l.ontinuously revise all of his program-, in
order to:

mpruv existing programs
Adapt ri) changing conditions in the neigh-
borhood

--Fit the work of the team to the changing
pretrenccs of team members (including
both new and old members).

In accomplishing his objectives, the team
,ommander shares proportionately in the depart-
(111111's resources. If he is short -hand id, su Nu) are

SI)

other commanders and supervisors in the depart-
ment. It department resources are detreased, he
mlltit sutler his share of the cut and must attempt
to keep his writ ers motivated. If department
resources are 111 rcasd, then he will share in the
benefits.

A. Meeting the Needs of the Neighborhood

In the list of responsibilities for a team com-
mander, no mention was made of the need to
develop a sound (01111111,111ity relations program,
to provide police service, to control crime, and to
control misconduct within the team. These are
basic objectives of the neighborhood team pro-
gram and they govern all other tasks. Accom-
plishing these objectives is the purpose for moti-
vating the team, defining tasks, illocating re-
sources and fulfilling all other responsibilities.

B. Motivating Team Members

There are three was of motivating team mem-
bers: ( ) by increasing their important' in
achieving team objectives (increasing intrinsic
Hob satisfaction"), (2) by improving the condi-
tions of work (improving -job conditions-), and
( i) by using rewards or punishments as incentives
for goi,d pertirmance. The team tommandr has
an adValltage over traditional police managers
beLause he has tewer officers to supervise and
greater flexibility in organizing their efforts.

I. Increasing job satisfaction

One way to increase an officer's job satisfaction
is to treat hint with respet t. I hs ideas should be
heard and his useful suggestions ALptd. Thc



commander should invite criticism of his actions
in order to gain .1 t !carer picture of how the team
is reacting to his leadership.

The team commander should not always as-
sume that he knows the best way to do things.
Whenever IN)SSible, he should let IC,1111 members

do things their waywaiting until afterwards to
make constructive suggestions. On the other
hand, he should he aware that his suggestions
may he very useful to team members. Team
members should he invited to ask tin help when-
ever they are use Ica about how to protect!. Sug-
gestions should he offered freely providing that
there is no implication that the suggestions arc
intended to be binding.

This method of supervision will not work for
all team members. First, the team commander
should try to get individual team members to
.accept increasing responsibilities. BLit it he does

not succeed, he should not continue acting as it
the individual were capable of responding its he
would like. The team commander should he alert
to how individuals are reacting to him. Orders

may he written out. it necessary. Individuals who
require attention should receive it. However, of-
ficers who continually require an inordinate
amount of attention should N. recommended for

transfer.

a. 0e:dip/frig .ipehiltiei. One way that a team
.ommander can show respect for his officers is to
he aware of their capabilities and their interests.
He should capitalise on their capabilities by mak-
ing assignments which fit those capabilities. A
training program should he designed to increasv
an individual's exposure to problms whkli inter-
est hi:n.

For example. it there is a good public speaker

in the team, he may be asked to participate in

important community meetings. It there is a
good investigator. he may he given a chance to
investigate. It someone has many friends and
contacts in the ((immunity, encourage him to
provide the team wi..n ustul inftwmazion for

preventing crime or apprehending Lriminals. It

someone is clever in using disguises, LISC 111111 for
undercover assignments.

Members of the team who have special intersts
should he made into specialists. For example, if
someone's special interest is in psychology, he
mar take disorderly calls or' family disturbance
calls whenever there are two or more units availa-
ble (have him call the dispatcher to request that
the call he assigned to !inn). He may also follow
up on families that repeatedly request service. It
possible, he should pursue this interest at the
training academy or at a nearby university. As he
gains expertise, the individual should lead team
meetings on the subject in which he has speci.,d-
izeci. If he has good ideas about referring individ-
uals to non-police agencies, he should be asked to
draw up guidelines which may help other team
members to understand his approach. The guide-
lines should he reviewed, criticized, revised and
distributed.

b. Flexible, revmnsitu leadcrihip. The team com-
mander should he aware of the differing needs of
each of his team members. While the general
advice just presented may he of use to him, the
commander should realize that leadership is not a
science. Leadership depends on an appreciation of
all relevant cirt =stances, including the jobs to
be accomplished and the professionals who are
being led.

The best check on poor leadership is for the
team commander to observe the effect of his
leadership actions and to revise his methods ac-
cordingly. He should examine his techniques to
see whet her he was responsible for unfortunate
events. such as soin,:one misinterpreting his

guidelines, someone quitting the department, or
someone becoming noticeably unhappy about his
job. He should also examine his methods to
determine which ones have helped to produce
effective polkework or satisfied, productive
professionals.

The ream commander should not he unduly
disgruntled it the team does not live up to his
expel rations 'tor to pleased if it exceeds expel ta-
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tions. In judging his own perforifiance, he must
try to judge how the team would have performed
under someone else s leadership. Excellent offi-
cers may perform well with mediocre leadership.
Poor officers may improve only slightly with
good leadership. Both excellent and poor officers
may be influenced by the level of difficult; of
policing in the team's neighborhod. Theretin.e, it
is important to ask how the team is performing
differently briause, of its supervisor.

The manager (precinct commander or division
director) should assess the team commander's
methods and suggest how to handle difficult
problems. Hopefully, the manager will be as
open with the team commander as the team
commander is with his professionals. A construc-

tive relationship with the manager will increase
the chance that the team commander will be able
to learn from his experiences.

Improving working conditions

In most departments, the easiest single act
with which a team commander can take to in-
crease his acceptance is to schedule working hours
to meet individual needs. He can make life easier
for his owl' men, making it more likely that they
will be ptrsically and mentally prepared to per-
form effectively. First, he should conduct a care-
ful, systematic survey of officers' assignment
preferences. He can adapt the form presented in
Figure V1I to his own use:

FIGURE VI-1. Assignment Preference Form

Please keep this form current. It will be used to help decide what assignments you will receive. When your preferences
change. please hle a new form.

DATE: . _ .

Reason for Filing: (indicate reason)
First time form has been filed:

To change the following items.

I. Perference for Hours of Assignment
A. What percentage of your working time would you like to spend on each of the following shifts? (INSTRUCTIONS: (1)

Do not request more than twenty percent of your time on any one day of the week, (2) Make sure that the total of all
percents equal 100. (3) Use pencil so that you can correct your first impressionsthen use pen to indicate your final
choice, (4) Use another form if necessary.)

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Midnight - 8 a.m.

8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

4 p.m. - midnight

K?



FIGURE VI -t, Assignment Preference Form (Centinued)

If you can not gut the assignments you have lust requested, which is more important to you (check one on
each line)

1 avoiding Sundays
2 avoiding Saturdays
3 avoiding Saturdays
4 avoiding Sundays
5 avoiding Saturdays
6. avoiding midnight 8 air) (any day)

avoiding midnight
avoiding midnight
avoiding Sundays
avoiding 4 p.m to
avoiding 4 p.m. to
avoiding 4 p.m. to

C List three eight hour tours of duty which you most want to avoid:
1

2

3.

8 a.m. (any day)
8 a.m. (any day)

midnight (any day)
midnight
midnight (any day)

D Indicate, by putting an "X on the line below, the importance of:
your working hours, or
the kinds of assignments you get (see Section II of this form for examples of types of assignments).

working hours much more important
than types of assignments

E. Indicate your order of preference
choice

steady shifts
weekly change in shifts
change shifts every two weeks
change shifts every month

both equally important types of assignments much more im-
portant than working hours

by placing numbers in the following blanks. Use "1- to indicate your first

Indicate, by putting an "X- on the line below, how much o,fference it makes to you whether you work:

4 p m. to 12 p.m
6 p.m to 2 a.m.

greatly prefer 6 p.m to 2 a m no daferenCe greatly prefer 4 p.m. to 12 p.m.

II Preference for Types of Assignment

A. If you could divide your time among the following assignments, what perceni would you spend on each?
(INSTRUCTIONS (1) Use pencil for first impressions a,id pen for your final answer, (2) check that the total
percent for all answers adds to 100, (3) put one number, from 0 to 100, in each blank.)

UNIFORMED PArnoi.
Twoofficer car
One officer car
two- officer foot patrol
One-officer foot patrol

COMMUNITY RELATIONS
Attending citizen meetings
(including meetings of potentially hostile citizens)
Preparing publicity releases
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FIGURE Vi -1. Assignment Preference Form (Continued)

PLANNING
Preparing reports about team operations
Analyzing crime data in order to develop strategies and tactics
Preparing work schedules and assignments

INVESTIGATION
Fol!owing up leads, interviewing witnesses, assembling evidence, writing reports
Investigating citizen complaints about fellow officers
Investigating citizen complaints about crime conditions

UNDERCOVER
Plainclothes patrol
Stakeouts

TRAINING
Preparing materials for team meetings

TOTAL.

I B. What special skills do you have?
1. Special academic training (specify)

2 Foreigr. languages (specify)

3. Public speaking (specify)

4 Investigating crimes (specify)

5 Special knowledge at this team s neighborhood !discuss)



PIOURE VI-1. Assignment Preference Form (Continued)

S. Other (discuss any skill you think might help the team).

C. What specialty would you like to develop? (If you check more than one, indicate your order of preference:
1,2,3,4.)

Investigation _

Community Relations
Crisis Intervention (calming down fights, designing ways of dealing with families who often call the police)

Crime Analysis and Planning .. _ _

Other (specify)

D. Are there any types of assignments which you would like to avoid? (specify)

E. Are there any areas of education or training which you particularly want or need? (discuss)

The form suggested in Figure VI I will not
solve the team commanders problems about all -
caring personnel and giving assignments, but it

will help greatly. On page 87, below, there is a
discussion of how task.; should be assigned to
team members, and on page 88. there is a

4r,.411s..ky
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diSCIIsSion of hoW resouries Should he allotated to
different (1.n. of ilk. week and times of the day
Some 0. the tasks w hit It the (Van: %I ill undertake
an be fult:Ilo at any time of the working day.

This lives r he ream ionlinander some flexibility
in adapting his allocation of personnel to ;he
interests and desires of his men. However, there
arc tasks which require that personnel work tr-
rain days and hours. Tu the ext .nt that the
pryfrenCCti of the men contlict with those days
and hours, the preierenees of the men must yield
to the operational needs or the team.

The team Inn-lathier must decide (I) the
appropriate allocation of manpower do days of the
week and times of the day, and (2) the appropri-
ate rotational sytein for eat h (tithe nen. That is,
individuals who would like to work steady tours
on the 12 midnight tog a. in. shits may he able to
have their desires filled if most team members
would rather not work that shift. On shifts which
everybody would prefer to work, it may be possi-
ble to have some men work for a period of time,
then rotate. Weekervis may he a particular prob-
lem because most officers vould rather not work
weekends and because the demand for police
services tends to he particularly strong on Friday
nights and Saturday nights.

After trying to satisfy all officers as much as

possible, one can use two criteria to determine
which individuals will he given preference: (I)
seniority, ind (2) merit (exceptionally good or
bad performance). The careful use of hours of
assignment as a way of rcw aiding patrol officers
only he .t good way Of motivating them.

C. Defining Tasks

Defining tasks fitr the team is not as simple as
it may seem. It is very easy to make the mistake
of sitting down and just listing the things which
occur to the team commander. That method has
two important problems: (1) it is not based on a
study of the neighborhood and therefore may tail
to ins little some problems which are of great
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importance and (2) it is not related! to the skills of
the members of the team so that tasks may he
inappropriately defined. For example, a team
commander might. put "investigation" on his list
and might think of assigning a single individuo.

f01 low up on important cases. If he were first to
determine the skills and special knowledge of
members of his team, he might find that one

individual has excellent contacts in the commu-
nity and another is adept in developing rases for
trial, including knowledge of applicable !ay.'s.
Therefore, Instead of assigning one individual to
-investigations" on a full-time basis, the team
commander might assign each of chose individu-
als on a half-time basis.

While there are some tasks which every team
must perform, there also are tasks which depend
on peculiarities of the neighborhood. First. the
team commander should determine what kinds of
police service are most frequenJy requested in the
neighborhood. This may indicate the need for
special skills in his team. It may also suggest the
nerd for some kind of preventive program. For
example, if a single family is continuously calling
because the father heats his children, an arrest
night be made or the juvenile court might be

informed by a petition. Or, if there is a serious

narcotics problem resulting in a high burglary
rate, a concerted attempt might be made to refer
add;(.tS to treatment programs and to make ar-
rests of the worst ofienders.

A study of the neighborhood should include
the list.ng of friendly and hostile groups or asso-
ciations. Friendly associations should be included
in the community relations program. Hostile
associatios can be scheduled It- discussions.
(One team in New York City may have averted a

major incident because they had met with a
group of Black Muslims.) here are youth
gangs, an effort can be mad& to determine if
there are services which might help to reduce the
chance that they will become involved in crime.

A useful guide to available governmental and
private service fat ilities also is essential. (See



Apper fix F for suggestions on how to design a
useful guide.) knowing about these facilities ob-
iously is important in referring people for treat-
ment. Staff at the facilities may also he used to
suggest preventive programs or to participate in a
training program for the team.

The department should provide the team com-
mander with information about services furnished
city-wide. However, the team commander could
consider making an inventory of all the following
kinds of agencies which are particularly relevant
to the needs of his neighborhood.

Federal, state or local agencies dealing with
welfare, job, mental health or health problems
Private hospitals or mental health facilities
Church-related services, including the availa-
bility of counseling or any other charitable
activity being undertaken by the churches
Local legal services, including free and paid
Universities (both because of courses which
might be helpful to people in the community
and because the faculty might be useful in a
training program)
Recreational facilities, including organized
programs for youth (Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts,
etc.)
Schools (a knowledge of available extracurricu-
lar activities may he useful in resolving youth
problems)
Activities of the Chamber of Commerce or of
local fraternal associations
Activities of unions or corporations
Activities of political clubs or associatiens
Services available through elected representa-
tives, including si:i:ators, congressmen and
state and local officials
Consumer groups or agencks representing the
interest of consumers (consumer complaints
are very frequent and tiles,. may he useful
methods of improving the police relationship
with the community)
Services available through other law enforce-
m-nt agencies or through special divisions of
the police department (these may he important

for developing ways of following through on
citizen complaints where the resources of the
neighborhood team are insufficient)
The local fire department (including a list of
rescue equipment which may be available) and
any volunteer rescue squad in the area (in the
course of recruiting volunteers co help the
police, individuals who may be encouraged to
become volunteers in some other useful activi-
ties).
A study of police service calls may help to

define the relationship between community prob-
lems and available facilities. If the team com-
mander or members of the team know the reasons
fix the different kinds of service calls and crime
Foblerns in the area, they may develop programs
which will prevent these problems from arising
acd .:hey may not need ru respond to the prob-
lemi after they have become acute.

D. Allocating Tasks to Team Members

There are two principal steps to allocating task
to the team: establishing a team program that
defines the tasks,.and making up work charts that
determine the times that team members will
perform each of the tasks.

1. Establishing a team program.

The first step in allocating tasks to team mem-
bers is to determine the importance of each of the
team's tasks and how much time should he spent
on each task. To do this, the commander should
make a list that is as extensive as possible, be-
cause unimportant items can later he dropped.
He should use his studies of the neighborhood
and of community resources as a guide to includ-
ing tasks in the list. Also, he should use his
knowledge of special skills in his team as a way of
helping to describe the appropriate tasks. The list
should include not only the tasks which have
been defined because they are constructive, but
also the tasks which must he completed in order
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to satisfy the department. For example, if offi;ers
must 11,.. given slat 11)11.11(Ithl* assignments, then
that task must be included on the list

Once having listed all the tasks. the team
commander should group similar tasks into major
types of activity. This will permit seeing which
tasks are included in each major category. For
example, after he groups all of the tasks included
in "community relations.- the team commander
will have a better idea of what the complete
community relations program will be.

Next, a perce.rtage value should be assigned to
each of the major categories. This percent repre-
sents the team commander's perception of the
appropriate percentage of his team time for each
Of these major activita The rolal percent must,
of course, equal 100. Each category should tnen
he examined to determine what percent of the
team's activity in that category should be devoted
to each of the tasks. A total percentage for each of
the tasks in the category should equal the total
percent assigned to that category. For example, if
community relations takes 30 percent of team
time, then all of the percentages assigned to
community relations tasks slunk cquai 30.

The team commander should not he overly
confid in his first assignment of numbers. The
list mould he checked again to determine
whether the importance of some areas has been
overstated or unclerstatt:d. Furthermore, this re-
view process should he repeated periodically, as
the team gains experience with its neighborhood,
as problems change, and as programs accomplish
their purposes. For example, community rela-
tions may he a very important initial function,
but its importance might decline (say) from i0
percent to 20 percent as the community begins to
give more support.

Time for team meetings and traininK trust he
included in this overall allocation. Team meet-
ings and training are essential parts of the team
policing r-.,gram. They are a way to impr ye thr-
pert*ormance of the rea.o. Th:y also sere as an
essential way of exchanging mfor nation.
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Also, enough time should he included for pa-
trolmen to answer service e.11s, to be in court,
and to be sick. Department records and she com-
mander's own street experience will aid in esti-
mating how much time patrol officers generally
spend answering service calls. (Often department
records show officers spending more time on calls
than they do in practice.)

2. Making up work charts.

Some of the tasks defined for the team can he
fit in between the completion of radio assign-
ments. For example, street contacts with busi-
nessmen and potential infcrmants can be ar-
ranged in that manner but participation in com-
munity meetings can not.

In mal:ing up work charts, the commander
should first decide how many units should he
available on different days of Eh? week and differ-
ent hours of the day. These allocations can he
based on the frequency with which police service
has been requested and on the frequency with
which crimes occur. Generally, there should be
fewer p«mple assigned between 2 a.m. and 6 a. m.
(pre-rush hour) and there should be more people
assigned on Friday evenings and Saturday eve-
nings. In some cites, there also are peaks in the
need for police service on the first and fifteenth of
the monthcoinciding with the mailing of wel-
fare checks.

Now, the team commander sho.ild review his
team's assignment preferences forms (see Figure
VI-1, p. 82). There are two objects to this
review: (1) to deter mine whethe- all or most of
the officers can have their preforf.nces satisfied in
fit ling out the work chart whit has resulted from
his preliminary manpower alk-ation, and (2) to
suggest the hours during which the team mem
hers would prekr to perform the flexiLle tasks,
which ,:an he done at different times of the day
and need not respond to the frequency of de-
mands for service.

The overriding principle is that :he demands
for services within the area will control the sched-
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of the officers. However, to the exttnt that
-he team commander tan please the officers, he
can arrange their hours to fulfill the tasks. Activi-
ties such as drawing up training mateals, hold-
ing cean, meetings, and doing crime analyses can
be done at any hour of the day. Those activities
can be scheduled for the time periods which are
requested by th" men in the team.

3. Sample allocation chart.

Problems of allocation are complex. A ready
appreciation of the complexity will occur soon
after an individual sits down to work out an
allocation chart. However the problem is easily
handled as a machine problem and team com-
manders should not have to do it by hand. The
computer or data processing section of the de-
partment should be able to print a suggested allo-

cation chart for him.'
For team commanders whose department does

not yet proide them with suggested allocation
charts or whose department is too small to com-
puterize this task, a sample problem has been

worked out. The sample problem appears in Fig.
ure VI-2.

4. Disregarding allocation charts.

Allocation' charts should not be considered to
be bindirtg. The theory behind an allocation chart
is that past experience can be used to pe:lict the
frequency of police service in the upcoming
weeks. An assumption of that theory is that
future crime patterns can be predicted by com-
puting trends from crime data.

It may frequently happen that a team corn-
mand,:r will have specific information about the
re ttns for crime trends. He should almost always
act on that speci,it information rather than going
on an alto cation chart. For example, it the team
commander knows that a particular individual is

' A lut,rt. tinerstAntlitt .1 nttriptw.tt rm. I.
l.-. rlrr ft.1111 ITIM.,11.1tr 01"111,1 sCt. ',Atm At1,1 Vt, 0,11. rag, 161.

"01:t, tn.1 Shoot. 11.1:c (16(1. tx
,t-rf l):.ribitrwt), t P-11, t Pant.ttl htnt

committing 10 percent of the crime ac random
locations in his neighborhood, then it would
make sense for 1-.;in to spend a substantial amount
of team time pursuing that one individual. Allo-
cating men to the time periods in which his
crimes are likely to occur would not be a very
efficient procedure in this case. Similarly, if a
gang of seventeen-year-olds has been committing
crimes during the afternoon hours, the team
commander should prefer a strategy of diverting
the gang into jobs or other legal activity or of
infiltrating the gang and obtaining evident,:
which may be used in convictions. Trying to
predict when and where a gang will strike may
not be as efficient as a carefully constructed pro-
gram to gain evidence sufficient to have them be
adjudicated as delinquents or criminals or to
divert gang members into more useful activities.

5. Suiting team members.

Once the allocation chart has been set up, the
team commander can proceed to the next step:
comparing the chart to the hours during which
his officers prefer to work. The commander
should be aware, however, that many officers -will
request rotating shifts because that is what they
are accustomed to. The commander should cin-
sider lengthening the period of time between shift
rotations perhaps to fla long as two months
and using steady shifts, providing that personnel
are willing to take steady shifts that are not
preferred by other team members. For example,
the man who wants to work steady nights usually
is easy to please. On the other hand, departments
with a large pay differeritiai for night work may
find it ease to please officers seeking steady day
work.

People who rotate less often will: ( i) have a
longer period of time to become familiar with
cond:tions on the heat, and (2) will he less likely
to be tired or physically weakened by the need
constantly shift sleeping habits. For these rea-
sons, relatively stable shifts should he preferred.

10 3
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FIGURE V1-2. Allocating Patrol Units

(A sample computation based on the percentage distribution of demand for police services in u hypothetical neighborhood.)

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF DEMAND FOR POLICE SERVICES (IN A HYPOTHETICAL NEIGHBORHOOD):

HOURS MON. TUES. WED. THURS. FRI, SAT. SUN. TOTAL

Midnight - 2 a.m. 0.5 1.2 1.0 0.9 1.2 2.0 1.0 7.8

2 a.m. - 4 a.m. 0.1 .7 0 0 1.0 1.0 0.5 3.3

4 a.m. - 6 a.m. 0.3 0 0 0.7 0 0.5 0.3 1.8

6 a.m. - 8 a.m. 0.4 0.9 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.4 0.7 4.5

8 a.m. - 10 a.m. 1.4 1.1
-

1.3 1.2 1.3 0.5 0.6 7.4

10 a.m. - noon 1.1 1.4 1.5 1.8 2.0 1.1 0.f 9.8

noon -2 p.m. 1.9 1.8 1.7 1.9 1.8 1.0 0.3 10.8

2 p.m. - 4 p.m. 1.7 1.5 1.4 1.2 1 5 1.0 0.7 9.3

4 p.m. 6 p.m. 1.0 1.5 1.0 1.2 2.5 1.5 0.6 9.3

6 p.m. -8 p.m. 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.5 3.5 2.5 0.8 11.8

8 p.m. - 10 p.m. 1.7 1.3 1.4 1.5 3.5 3.5 0.5 13.4
. .. _ ....

10 p.m. - midnight 1.3 1.2 1.3

_
1.3 2.5 2.5 0.7 10.8

Total for Day 12.9 13.5 12.4 13.8 21.b 17.5 8.3 100.0

STEPS INVOLVED IN ALLOCATION:

(1) 15 units in team

x7 shifts per week (assuming each unit takes no sick leave, court time, holidays or furlough)
105 Total shifts
1.7 A.ailability factor (to account for sick leave, court time, holidays, f, sloughs)

61 Available shifts (all scheduled duties)
x.75 Percen'dge of team time availaule for street duty (after all non-street assignments are made. Sr..,me non-street

assignments-such as preparing training materials, following up on important crimes, completing reports for the
department-may be made for periods of peak demand for police service so that personnel may occasionally be
reassigned to street duty if there is unexpected court duty or sick leave.)

46 Available shifts (street duty only)
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FIGURE VI-2. Allocating Patrol Unite (Continued)

(2) Minimum coverage at any hour tunit

LOW ACTIVITY HOURS
Monday: Midnight-8 a.m.
Tuesday: ? a.m.-8 a.m.
Wednesday: 2 a.m.-6 a.m.
Thursday: 2 a.m.-8 a.m.
Friday: 4 a.m.-8 a.m.
Saturday: 4 a.m. 10 a.m.
Sunday: 2 a.m.-10 a.m.

TOTAL ACTIVITY
(1.3)
(1.6)
(0.0)
(1.3,
(0.7)
(1.4)
(2.1)

SHIFT ASSIGNMENT
Midnight-8 a.m.
Midnight-8 a.m.'
Midnight-8 a.m.
Midnight-8 a.m.
Midnight-8 a.m.
2 a.m.-10 a.m.
Midnight-8 a.m.

'Or this shift, the chart suggests the need for a 2 A.M., to 10 A.M., shift, but the case is a close one, and the statistics probably
do not justify going off schedule for the one night.

SHIFT COVERAGE TOTAL: Shifts: 7

Coverage Left: 46 7 39
Number of Shifts Left: 21 7 - 14

(3) Do any shifts deserve triple coverage?
Activity 4 p.m. to 2 a.m. Saturday 14%
3.3 x 3 = 9.9 (which is less than 2i3 of 140'1)
CONCLUSION: Saturday night enpears to deserve triple coverage.

NOTE: Friday night also deserves triple coverage through a similar calculation:

Triple coverage = 2 shifts
Number of covered shifts - 3 k 2= 6

Shift coverage left from step 2 r- 26
Shift coverage left - 39-6 - 33

(4) SHIFT COVERAGE LEFT - 33
NUMBER OF SHIFTS TO COVER == 21 (total) -- 7 (single coverage) 2
(triple coverage) - 12
CALCULATION OF DOUBLE COVERAGE: (x = single coverage, 2x = double coverage)

2x 3x 12

5x 12

x - 2.4
4.8- 7.2 = 12

Therefore. 5 shifts for double coverage
7 shifts for triple coverage

12 shifts total coverage

Which additional shifts will get double coverage?
8 a.m. to Midnight Sunday (2 shifts)
4 p.m. to Midnight Wednesday
4 p.m. to Midnight Tuesday

10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday
f5) All other shifts should have triple covvrage.
(6) Shifts with the same amount of coverage have substantial differences in expected workload. Shifts in which the workload per

unit is light should be given additional assignments. such as complaints to follow-up C meetings to attend.
(7) During weeks when a team meeting is held, each man should be asked tc., reduce the time on his other shifts by a total of one

hour (or ninety minutes). The time can all come off one shift or be spread among five shifts.
(8) Since court time occurs from 8 a.m. to 4. p.m., .dditional units (accounted for in the 1_7 availability factor) can be assigned to

those shifts Officers should notify the team commander as far in advance as possible about scheduled court dates. Then he
may reassign shift time accordingly

(9) Special days. like the rist shopping day before ChristmEs, the first of the month, etc., can have special alloation plans.
(10) In this chart, crime starts picking up at 4 p m. on Friday night. If the in-Jease began later, a "swing shift'. (say 8 p.m. to 2 a.m.)

might be called for. In this chart. it is not.

9 I
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FIGURE VI-2. Allocating Patrol Unita (Continued)

(11) "Demand for services can be computed in a variety of ways. Certain events, such as armed robberies, may be given greater
importance or weights Some consideration may also be given to the amount of time it takes to give satisfactory service for
a particular type of call.

(12) Based on the needs of the neighborhood, available officers can be assigned to foot, scooter or car patrols.
(13) A "Lind consists of one or two officers. A team with one - officer units will cover more shifts with the same personnel. In some

areas, this advantage may be counter-balanced by the increased safety which many officers believe they get from having a
partner with them. In some neighborhoods, more ene-officer units may be used by providing expanded guidelines for -back-
up"so that two units will respond to all calls whien appear to be dangerous because of their locatiol or the nature of the call.

(14) This example assumes that only eight hour shifts nave been authorized.

C01.111t11 11/ pilfirrnas. Inevitably team
.ilembcrs will prefer similar hours and all prefer-
ences cannot be met. The situation will still he
better than the old methods of allocation, in
which individual pretrences ate given no impor-
Nilo_ at all; however, efforts sh add he made to
reduce the dissatisfaction resulting from conflicts
in preferences. The Assignment Preference Form
(page 82) has, therefore, been designed with
this need in mind. Officers indicate the hours
they want and the Itren,Qth of their preferences.
This enables the commander to consider pleasing
first those who feel the strongest.

The Assignment Preference Form also lets the
commander please some officers by giving them
,zood hours and to compensate other officers by
giving them desired assignments. Officers who
feel strongly about the type of their assignments
Lail be satisfied (providing their skills are ade-
quate or can he Icveloped) and officers who feel
stror gly about their working hours also can be
satisfied.

When after MI other methods of conflict res-
olution have tailed -A:me are still people with
equal claims on certain «)urs, a rotation of as-
signments is an appropriate method of pleasing
everybody for part of the time.

Assignments also may he used as rewards for
extraordinary service or as sanctions fax poor ser-
vice. The team commander must decide whether
a member has acted in such an extraordinary
manner that his hours or assignmentsas deter
mined by weii.:11;:tg preferences and resolving

conflictsshould be adjusted. Some team com-
manders may prefer a method of selecting one
officer each month as "officer of the month.-
Then the officer of the month can be given
assignment preferences, and jealousy in the team
may he somewhat reduced because this honor will
he rotated among deserving officers.

Similar conflicts in preferences may come up
about vacation assignments. First, the team com-
mander should see whether the men can adjust
preferences among themselves because some feel
more strongly than others. Then he can use sen-
iority as a determining factor or can decide if
some are more deserving thn others.

E. "Humaa Capital" Programs

Police officers have the potential for learning,
increasing their knowleLlge, and improving their
performance. Programs which help this process of
personal growth have been called "huma' capi-
tal" programs. That is, the programs stay he
thought of as similar to programs designed by
industry to modernize its plant. Industry spends
money on modernizing equipment and on train-
ing personnel. Police departments should imitate
industry practice by implementing well-designed
programs of investing in human capital.

Some of these investments will "interfere-
with street operations because they require that
there he a meeting or a class and that officers not
he on the street at the time. Given the pressing
nature of police work, there is a reluctance to



make :1w investment. However, the investment
should he const,:eted be( misc. of its great potential
for improving polite operations in the future.

lunun capital programs may vary. Some pro-
grams may be of general use to the team and
should be scheduled for meetings when the entire
team is present. Other programs iv provide

special skills or remedial training for in'.lividual

members of the team. These programs nay be
conducted by the team commander (or a s,-cund
level supervisor), by a training utfic r in the

precinct, or by the police academy, to which an
individual officer may be temporarii assigned for
the training program.

Some departments- -and some teamswill
need more training than others. -Lghly skilled
professionals may need less forma. training and
more group meetings, to help to instruct one
another. Officers with poor skills n.ay need for-

mal training.

I. Training.

The biggest pitfall in training is the belief that
anything called "training- or -education- is

worthwhile. This myth may affect police admin-
istrators even though they can readily recall train-
ing programs in which they did nothing but
waste their ;me. it is important to reduce wisted

time to a minimum. Time is scarce. Training
time should be well used.

Th': team commander should start with a
training need or objective He should then design

a program that addresses that need and include
whatever content or methods are appropriate. He

must cut out unnecessary material. Only after he
has finished thinking about the way to teach the
material should he decide how long the presenta-
tion should take. He should then weigh the
importance of the course materiel against other

team needsboth training and operational
needs. In that context, he can set an appropriate
course length.

In planning training exercises, the team com-
mander should consult with available experts,

including team members, department specialists,
and volunteers ho may he available in the win-
!nullity. It would he useful it he could get one or
more of these experts to meet w ith hint regularly
to become familiar with the needs of the .cant so
that they w ill not recommend programs that are
too simplistic or tou sophisticated. Training may
be delegated to another team member (official or
officer) it there is one capable of handling the job,

1. Team meetings.

Although the team commander is the diairwair
of the team meeting, he must be careful not to
dominate the coml..' Arlon. lie must tread the
delicate tine between:

Discouraging participation by being too strict
in sticking to a prepared agenda and in inter-
preting what is relevant or "out of order-
Permitting too much unconstructive joking.
griping or other irrelevant conduct.

One of the goals of the meeting is to exchange
ristfit/ information and ideas. But time is short, Si)
members must be encouraged to express them-
selves concisely; otherwise, other members will

not have a chance to present their ideas. Also it is
helpful to focus on one problem at a time so that
everyone is thinki.:g about the same issue and
solutions may be proposed by any team m-mbers.
Disorganized skipping from officer to officer may
hmk like participation, but each idea will be

isolated from others and ideas will not he prop.
erly developed by the group. Each idea should
have a responseshowin:; that tl,e team com-
mander or another twin meinm has undrstoid
it and given reasons why the idea should or
should not he implemented lithe team ,igrecs on
the merit of an idea, the .0minander should

specifically state why he act, rejects or r,!--

serves decision on the idea.
Meetings should he held periodically. At fir 4.

the team cutttm, nder could experiment with a
ninety minute Meeting twice a month and one or
two other sixty minute meetings. Orli( ers
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be st heduled so that at least two-thirds can attend
ea,:h meeting icit her on dur tune, or it lepart-
ments so providing, on paid overtime). However,
the team commander should not blindiv stick to
the original plan. He could increase the frequency
Al meetings it he finds them particularly produc-
tive. it meetings seem unproductive, he should
try to improve their It they are still
unproductive, he should consult with his super-
s isor about reducing their frequency.

The principal subjects of the meetings should
he:

Experiences or cases which team members
want to disc LISS bCCillitie :hey experienced diffi-
culty and would like opinions on how to per-
form better another rime;
Information about crime patterns or prrpetra-
tOrS, so that the team will he able to cooperate
in a joint program and in devising strategies or
tactics,
Ideas about improving team performance in
any area of police service;
Training programs designed for .4w entire
team.

3. Roll call training.

Traditionally, roll call training has become a

boring exercise. The team commander should
experiment with the format of roll call t') suit it
to his to

The team commander should be aware that
sotne officers may have odd shifts and may not be
present at roll call. It is very important that
written materials be /nave! / Lim fp/c/o/if/1 or made
available to odd-shift personnel. :ttost of this
material should be prepared for the commander
by the department, but Avila! items of interest
to the team should he adsied by the team com-
mander or authorized members of the team.

WrittLn materials should ,ilso be made availa-
He to officers at regular roll call. The materials
should he clear and concise. The offi...e:s should
be given adequate time ) c,ad the materials.
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Only material of extraordinary importance need
lso he discussed orally. Instead, roll call should

be an extension of the team meeting. Officers
should suggest strategies or tactics. Special as-

signments may be called for to alumnae those
tae tics. Of course, the team commander will need
to delegate roll call to s;:cond-level supervisors or
designated officers. He should be present from
time-to-time to determine whether these meet-
ings are being run well.

Roll call should not be a stand-up inspection
procedure. No officer should be asked to submit
to an inspection of his shoes. Gun checks are
important, but they can he accomplished as part
of regular supervision. Every effort should he
made to treat the officer with respect.

4. Supervision.

There are twc objectives of supervision:
To sample an officer's performance in order to
..tabiatr the officer for the department,
To aoist an officer by commenting on his
per formance, suggesting different methods for
use in the future, and arranging for specialized
training.
There are two principal methods of supervi-

sion. Fir.it, one can examine the report:: filed by
at. officer and the reports filed by others about the
officer. Reports of potential supervisory use in-
clude:

Special reports requested from officers con-
cur.fing their progress in fulfilling assignments
and their contribution to meeting team goals
Activity sheets or "trip" sheets (these records
of what an officer has done and how long each
activity took may help to assess his motivation
and effectiveness)
Arrest reports (to check on the adequacy of the
report and to infer whether the officer is mak-
ing appropriate arrests)
Preliminary or follow-thro igh investigation
reports (for adequacy of the report and thor-
oughness of the investigation)
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Citizen complaints or commendations (not be-
cause they are nee essarily accurate but because

they may furnish information for further in-
quiry, particularly it there is a pattern of
lac complaints)
Records on absenteeism, need for light duty,
injury of self and injury of partners (patterns in
this data may suggest that the officer is "injury
prone," that his partners are likely to get
injured or that he takes frequent leaves of
absence on particular days of the week)
Auto accidents, on or off duty
Complaints by citizens about conditions along
the officer's regularly assigned brat (particu-
larly complaints on which the officer has been
asked to follow up)
Departmental complaints, or comments by
other supervisors.

With the written record in mind, the official
then can be more effective in his in-person super-
vision. He can determine whether patterns sug-
gested by the records are consistent with what he
observes. Observations can he of several kinds,
depending on the preference of the supervisor and

the kind of supervisory problem he is investigat-
ing:

Riding in the same car with the officer to
observe his responses and to otter suggestions
(this is a good educational device, particularly
when the officer is believed to be conscien-
tious)
Riding in a separate supervisory car and select-
ing the calls to which to respond (the supervi-
sor can select important calls, a random sample
of calls, or calls assigned to particular officers)
Talking to citizens in the neighborhood to find

out about officers in general or about particular
officers (student volunteers may he helpful in

collecting "straight" information from citi-

zens, who may not be candid in talking to a
uniformed officer).

During his supervisory work, the team com-
mander can occasionally check the written rec-

ordsparticularly the trip sheetto see whether

it is current and accurate.

5. Delegating authority.

The team commander should develop uni-
form method of having lower ranking supervisors
(sergeants) report to him about each officer's per-
formance. One method is to assign each sergeant
to be prime supertiror of one-fourth of the team.
When a supervisor observes officer for whom
he as not have prime responsibility, he should
notify the prime supervisor (in writing or orally,
depending on the importance of the information).
When the team commander gains information
directly, he also should notify the prime supervi-
sor either orally or in writing.

6. Evaluation ratings.

Periodically, perhaps once every three months
for first-year officers and once every six months for
more experienced officers rated satisfactory (and
not on some form of probation), evaluation re-
ports should be completed and discussed with
each officer. Consideration should be given to
starting the evaluation process by having each
officer rate himself. The purpose of the evaluation
is to assess specific skills which the officer exercises
in his job and to draw conclusions about his
overall perfiwmance. Wilson and McLaren present
some information that is useful for evaluating
overall pertrmance,2 but specific skills are not
included. The evaluation should include eftiN-
tiveness in:

Contributing to team discussions of methods
and tactics
Developing sources of information in the com-
munity
Handling service calls involving crises
Handling emergency sick calls

- ^ _ -
2 M Laren and Wilson, PInt A dmintirratmn. pp 62..!-
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Handling calls involving potential or actual
violence
Handling health emergencies
Conducting preliminary investigations
Conducting tallow -up investigations
Analyzing crime patterns (when applicable)
Assisting fellow officers who are in trouble
Making appropriate references CO non-police
.agencies

Assisting in training meetings
Making arrests

RATING CATEGORY

Crime Analysis
Family Crisis
Community Relations
Training
Total
Average

Any other activity undertaken by at least one
team member.
Of course, some of these categories may be .left

blank for an individual. Furthermore, some
method might be developed to account for the
importance of an individual in a particular area.
For example, suppose one officer developed a

strategy for amsting a group of organized bur-
glars. In Table VI-1. a preferred method of calculat-
ing the score for the officer is contrasted with an
alternatitv method.

TABLE VI-1. Sample calculation of an officer's rating

IMPORTANCE
SCORE (0-100)

100
10
10

Not Applicable
120

RATING PREFERRED METHOD ALTERNATIVE
(0-10) OF CALCULATION METHOD OF

CALCULATION

10

3
5

1000
30
50

1080
9

(1080 120 = 9)

10

3
5

18
6

(18 ÷ 3 = 6)

Note: An importance score is a supervisor's iudgment about the relative importance which an activhy should be given in an
employee rating. This enables the supervisor to permit a person to be given extra credit (or blame) for his performance on activities
on which he spends a lot of time or in which his contribution is especially important. The rating tells only how well the officer did in
the activity. In our example, the officer who cleared up cases involving a gang of burglars had his crime analysis activity count ten
times as much as any other activity. Arguably, the importance score might range from zero to 50, rather than from zero to 100,
permitting a smaller range of importance for any particular rating.

7. Appropriate credit for arrests. mander should convect the score into both a

rating and an importance score for use as just
described in Table VI-1.

Under neighborhood team policing, the officer
who makes appropriate arrests is making an im-
portant contribution to the team and should be
recognized along with officers who make other
contributions. Officers whose arrests result in

prosecutions and convictions are making greater
contributions than officers whose arrests do not
result in prosecutions. The following scoring sys-
tem is presented as a way of developing a single,
admittedly over-simplified index which may
nevertheless he useful in conceptualizing the rela-
tic arrest productivity of different officers. After
giving; each officer an index score, the team corn-
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F. Special Needs

If the police department adopts the recom-
mended decentralized budgeting procedures (See page
60), the team commander will have his own
budget, his supervisor also will have a budget
with discretionary money for possible use by the
team. The team commander should draw up
periudic budget documents detailing his team's
special needs, including items on which the team



TABLE VI-2. Sample Arrest Productivity Index

ACTIVITY
Parking violation
Moving violation
Misdeameanor arrest (no prosecution)
Felony arrest (no prosecution)
Misdemeanor arrest resulting in

conviction)
Felony arrest (no conviction)
Misdemeanor arrest (conviction)
Felony arrest (conviction)
Arrest without probable cause

POINT SCORE
1

2
4

8

a prosecution (no 8

Arrest involving the necessary use of physical force

Arrest of a dangerous individual without the use of
force

Arrest involving an error in judgment causing injury
or death to offender

Arrest involving injury or death of bystander

Arrest of an individual for several previous offenses

16

12

24
4 to 24

--4 to -24

-24 to -72

budget will be spent and items for which the
supervisor's money will be requested. This will
give the supervisor an opportunity to review
budgetary plans. For clarity of review, any recur-
ring expenditure should include with it a state-
ment of future amounts which will I appropri-
ated. Only in that way can there he a meaningful
review of the total budget item.

Whether or not there is decentralized budget-
ing, special team programs may call for extra
resources. It is appropriate to remind the depart-

ment of equipment shortages, such as insufficient
numbers of walkie-talkies or the unavailability of
photographic film to use in a program of photo-
graphing suspects. Vehicle shortages, either
marked or unmarked, may have a critical impact
on the team. In each case, however, the request
should be made at appropriate intervals and
should not be advocated so strongly that the team
commander becomes a nuisance. The team com-
mander must carefully select issues which deserve

COMMENT
Do not count if dismissed.
Do not count if dismissed.

Minus score depends on seriousness of officer's
error and frequency of previous error (do not count
any positive points for the arrest)

In addition to other points earned for the arrest. Do
not count if the arrest was without probable cause.

In addition to other point scores for the arrest.

Minus score depends on seriousness of officer's
error and frequency of previous errors.

Minus score depends on seriousness of officer's
error ana frequency of previous errors.

Total points for all offenses up to a maximum score
of 36, including points for prosecution or convic-
tion. Also count points related to the use of force
or isnidance of force in connection with the arrest.

his strong support because he may he judged in
part by the type of issues he advocates within the
department.

The team commander must keep abreast of the
changing problems in his team area. If demands
for service or crime rates increase by (say) 10
percent and remain at the new level for cwo or
three months, the team commander should svg-
gest a corresponding increase in the size of his
team. Of course, manpower allocation in the
department depends on the proportion of total
service or crime in the department which is in the
team's neighborhood. Therefore, an even more
relevant statistic is whether the team's percentage
of total service calls. or crime in the department,
is increasing. That is, if the team status with 0.8
percent of the department's service cal Is, the team
commander should call to the attention of the
department any fluctuation above (say) 0.88 per-
cent, if the fluctuation lasts for two or three
months. (Ordinatily the department will not re-
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duce team size it workload drops,. but it may
permit attrition through transfers or retirement
to reduce team size to the appropriate level.)

It the team commander has special programs
especially programs for which there is objective
evidence of sut.cess.----then he may request extra
personnel for those programs. For example, if
there is a gathering place for sixteen-year-old
troublemakers in the area, and if the team man-
ages to place a large percentage of the juveniles in
part-time jobs thereby reducing crime, then the
commander might count up the hours of person-
nel time which continue to he used in this impor-
tant program. He may then suggest that keeping
that program going is essential to keeping the
crime rate down and that the job placement work
should he considered a legitimate part of his
team's workload. The department probably
should consider that such work is as important as

many of the police service calls.

a Informing the Department

The team commander is responsible for in-
forming the department about his team's success-
ful programs and about significant aspects of his
team's operations.

I. Successful programs.

When a team develops an innovative program
that works, the team commander should inform
the department of what has been done. If he
communicates effectively, the program will be a
credit to him and his team; and other command-
ers will be able to consider adapting his ideas for
their own use.

A project report should be filed whenever the
team commander becomes convinced that he has
a program that is a success. The report should
contain:

A statement of the problem to which the
project was addressed, including enough rele-
vant information about the problem for an-
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other team to decide whether to use the project
or to estimate its chance of success
A description of the project so that other teams
would be able to implement it
A description of the 1.0.115 involved in imple-
menting the project, including both personnel
time and money or equipment (be sure to
mention whether the personnel time can be
scheduled around service calls or requires spe-
cial scheduling)
A description of the benefits of the project,
including the source of information about the
benefits (e.g., three letters of citizen com-
mendation, survey of 100 citizens on one busi-
ness street, reported crime data in team area
and in similar areas in the city during the same
period of time) and the team commander's
degree of confidence in the successfulness of the
program (state reservations about the accuracy
of the data)

The team commander's judgment about what
other kinds of neighborhoods might benefit
from the program.

The report should be brief. One or more members
of the team should read it and edit it to make it
more clearly understandable and to offer sugges-
tions for improving it.

If a team has tried to implement a program
suggested by another team commander, the team
should file a report with the other commander so
that he can revise his original report with the new
experience in mind. If the problem was identical,
he should say so. If the problem or any procedures
differed, he should say so. If the costs or benefits
were different, he should say so. The object is to
let the original team commander make the origi-
nal report more useful to the department
whether the additional experience makes the pro-
ject look more useful or less useful. In a profes-
sional department, a commander should not be
overly worried about offending the originator of a
project by submitting information that suggests
limitations on chi: original program's usefulness.
The presentation should be diplomatic but
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should include all relevant facts. Failure to the a
report may cause other team commanders to im-
plement faulty programs or to implement good
programs improperly.

2. "I'v,r openttions.

The general rule on informing the department
about team operations is to be aware of what the
team's supervisor considers important. If the
team is to have the support of its supervisor, it
must perform according to his expectations. A

team commander should inform his supervisor
about:

The team's goals and objectives and the pur-
poses of all continuing programs
Outstanding successes or failureshe should
not make ti e supervisor discover failures,
which are inevitable, but should inform hirn
and discuss methods of preventing the failures
from recurring
Major changes in team procedures in advance
of itnplementatiol, and inform the supervisor
about all significiiilt (hut not major) changes
after they have b,..en put into practice
Any question for which the supervisor's expe-
rience may help to develop a better solution
Anything that happens about which the super-
visor might be asked questions by his supervi-
sor.
The hardest part of communicating with a

supervisor concerns the problems which he or
other department officials may be causing for a
team. Sometimes an official is sufficiently broad-
inioded to accept direct self-criticism and a direct
approach may be appropriate. Other times it may
he possible to communicate a problem tactfully,
perhaps by suggesting a new "project" which
would change the supervisor's method of relating
to the team. At still other times, communication
would be fruitless and, in the interest of success-
ful communication on other issues, the team
commander should bury his feelings and suffer in
silence

There may be times when other members of

the department should be called directly so that
problems ma;' be resolved infcirmally (rather than
through the chain of' command). For example, if
the vehicle dispatcher appears to be too loose in
applying dispatch guidelines, resulting in team
members being sent out of the neighborhood too
often, the team commander should be free to
speak directly to the dispatcher. Ile should not
communicate with the dispatcher's supervisor
unless absolutely necessary. The case should be
presented tactfully but persuasivelyusing tan-
gible evidence collected from recent dispatch ex-
perience. Similarly, if other officials have at-
tempted to issue orders to team members in
conflict with the commander's directions, the
other officials should be talked to directly. The
team commander should not assume that he has a
complete version of the facts until he has talked
to the other official. Also, he should not assume
that the conflict is intentionalit may be the
result of the other official's ignorance about the
team commander's policies. The commander's
supervisor should be involved in problems with
other officials only if the commander is unable to
bring about a friendly resolution by himself or if
there is some special reason to think that a
friendly resolution is unlikely. For example, if a
particular official (not the commander's supervi-
sor) is regularly interfering with the team's poll-
cies, the commander should inform his supervi-
sor.

3. Effectiveness of team members.

In evaluating team members, the commander
ordinarily should follow the standard procedures
required by the department. if the procedures
seem inadequate, he should make specific sugges-
tions for improving them. As in any other sys-
tem, ho er, there may be exceptions. For ex-
ample, an officer may suddenly develop a series of
related prol.,lems that should not wait fOr the
standard evaluation time. An obvious example
would be a rash of independent complaints that
the officer had threatened each of the complain-
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ants with a gun without provocation. Occasion-
ally, an officer may do something so outstanding
that the team commander would like to com-
mend him to his supervisor immediately. Some-
times .w officer may insist on working even
though !le has a serious illness, ard the team
commander may prekr to have him take leave in
order to recuperate.

The team commander is responsible for start-
ing disciplinary procedures when warranted. At a
lower level, the team commander and other team
members may apply informal sanctions (disap-
proval, a verbal warning or assignment to un-
wanted tours or duties). For more serious prob-
lems, he may request his supervisor to impose
sanctions, perhaps in the form of a transfer. For-
mal disciplinary procedures should be instituted
in all cases inv,iving repeated misbehavior of a
serious nature or in a single incident involving
grave misbehavior, such as accepting a bribe or
using deadly force without adequate justification.

H. Setting Enforcement Priorities

I. Investigations vs. street stops.
Community relations must become the con-

cern of every team member. The easiest context
in which to apply that standard is when the team
member is giving service that has been requested
or is engaged i-i an informal contact. The princi-
ple is also applicable when a team member is
deciding how to investigate a suspicious person or
how to mar a -borderline" crime.

The team commander should design his pro-
gram:

To rely as little as possible on street stops
To rely as much as possible on increasing the
Clow of information from the public and using
that intgmarion to prevent crime and make
arrests.

Time spent on street stops could he spent on
investigative activity. Street stops may cause fric-
tion with the community. Investigative activity,
which may have as high or higher pa) oft in
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arrests, is much less likely to cause friction with
the community. The question is not, simply: Are
street stops a justifiable tactic? The question is;
Should investigation take priority over street
stops as an effective use of team time?

Even it street stops may sometimes prove effec-
tive in the short run, a strategy built on street
stops is likely to increase community opposition.
A strategy built on investigations is more likely
to build community cooperation.

2. Police discretion.
Man times in the life of a police officer, he will

have to decide whether to make an arrest or to
treat the offense as non-criminal. For example, in
a family fight the line between assault and per-
missible behavior is extraordinarily hard to draw.
A neighborhood team policeman should be aware
of these difficult discretionary choices, should
make reasoned decisions, and should not auto-
matically treat something as a crime simply be-
cause it .fits the textbook definition. A policeman
is a representative of government. If he regularly
treats normal behavior as criminal, he may con-
tribute to an atmosphere of repression in which
the police are considered the enemy. Even though
an officer may be "only doing his duty," he may
be seen as part of a system which separates hus-
bands from wives and children from parents. To
reduce the validity of this community perception,
the officer should treat people as criminals only
when their acts are serious enough to demand
criminal treatment. Crimes committed by adults
against strangers usually deserve criminal treat-
ment. Crimes against loved ones sometimes do
not.

There is an added reason for restraint in the
criminalization of behavior. Increased prosecu-
tion of less serious criminal cases may interfere
with the investigation and prosecution of more
serious criminal cases. Time spent on one type of
case will not he spent on the other. Citizens
irritated by petty prosecutions may he less likely
to cooperate in serious cases. Furthermore, less
serious cases will add to the court backlog. This
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will increase the delay in prosecuting serious

cases. The team should assist the court by not
unnecessarily cluttering its docket with less seri-

ous cases.

3. Referrals vs. arrest.

In developing his plan, the team commander

has been urged to list available governmental and
community resources (see p. 87). The reason for

this list is to enable the team to make reasonable
decisions about what to oo with neighborhood
problems. If, for example, there are drug addicts

in the area, the ream can wait for them to commit
crimes and arrest them, or it can attempt to
reduce crime by getting them treatment. Even if

the addicts continue to commit crimes, the com-

munity may be better off if they commit fiver
crimes while in treatment. Not only may ...he

community he better off because of the treatment

program, but the police workload may also he
reducedby anticipating a crime problem and

taking advance measures rather than waiting for

the crimes to materialize.
There is an added reason for ',:mphasizing the

use of treatment resources. For some individuals,
who have not become hardened criminals, the
prison or correctional institution mly be an edu-

cation in crime, contributing to the ..Priousness of

their future offenses rather than "rehabilitating"
them. For that reason, the one-time offender
probably should he diverted from the criminal
justice system, which can he reserved for offenses

so serious that society insists on taking retribu-
tion and on making that individual serve as an

example from which others may learn. The officer
should be aware that prisons, at present, may
only be justified because of their deterrent effect

on people outside the prisons. Given the state of

the "correctional arts,- the imprisoned individual
usually most he considered a person whose act is

so had that he is being /1.(rd as an example by

society. Imprisonment for the benefit or rehabili-
tation of the prisoner is largely a myth at present.

Diverting individuals into treatment has the

same advantage for the riminal justice system as
does exercising police discretion by not making

an arrest. It unclogs court calendars. It also

makes %wee available in prisons to house hard-

ened klers. The officer who funnels these

senot, out of the criminal justice system in

appropriate ways has made a contribution to the
effectiveness of the whole system.

4 Community groups and the media."

The entire section on commcnicy relations has,

so far, failed to mention community meetings,
school programs or public relations releases. This

is intentional. While team commanders should

use such programs, within limits, they are not
the most imporran' part oil: commu.nit.y relations

prow .m. More signicicant citizen impressions are
formed during everyday operations Clan can ever
be formed in a public relations campaign.

Public relations efforts can serve an importart
purpose, however. They can advertise the readi-
ness of the police to respond to citizen informa-
tion. It cad provide citizens with a telephone

number to call to reach their team commander,

they will have a more personal feeling than just
calling "the police." They ci n call d e com-
mander by name if his name is publicized.

Community relations also can advertise the
need for volunteers to serve as "auxiliary police"

or as clerical aids in the stationhouse. Extra re-
sources can always he used by a resourceful com-
mander, who will fit the tasks to the capabilities
of the volunteers. Of course, volunteers may
sometimes be more trouble than they are worth,

and those particular volunteers should he discour-

aged from continuing to "help... But resourceful

team commanders can make effective use of vol-

unteers as:
Translators. riding with officers in patrol car;
I.:named guards for meetings that police have

insufficient resources to patrol themselves
(getting authorisation for responsible civilians

have police walkie-talkies may increase the

meaningfulness of these guards)
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Investigators, particularly on cases which re-

quire extensive foot Work which the team can-
not afford to conduct and which other units of
the department also would not handle
(Jerks for the stat ionhouse
Srakers at community meetings to inform
other civilians about the police team program
and the need for cooperation
Liaison officers, to organi4e meetings with po-
tentially hostile groups which might be less
likely to respond if the police talked to
them directly (civilians with speci.1 recogni-
tion io tile community may he ni r effective

thi. activity)
Trainers, giving courses at team meetings or in
the police academy or just helping the team
((min alder in developing his curriculum
Researchers. helping to compile information
about local governmental or private treatment
programs or other resources Of potential value
to the team
Informants, who mils' infiltrate :;rout's of
known criminals (the team commander may
ctsv 1.art of his budget to pay some informants)
Clime analysts, searching for patterns among
the crimes committed in the area.

The team comrian.ler must budget tithe to re-

cruit civilians and to train and supervise them. If
he directs his eflo,N carefully, he probably can
locate citizens who will give of their time on a

regular basis and who may have skills which will
complement the skills 0: team members.

5. innotatie solutions.

One of the niost effective ways to solve a
community problem is to -please everyone.'' h)r
example, a civic association objects to juveniles
-hanging our on a corner and hurt-ng a hosi-
neSSMan.S profits. In one situation, the 1- .bleep
was resolved by the businessman changing his
ruck!. r line slightly and developing a thriving
busimess using the kids as customers. This con-
vert 11 a nuisance into an asset. Similarly. .lack
Webb in a recent television show --convinced
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the people holding a "noisy party- to invite the
neighbor who made the complaint to join the
party.

Sonictin.es it is impossible to please everycne
but a compromise can he wori:d out. Instead of
having kids make r' ise in the street at all hours
of the day, the tcom commander may he able to
arrang with them to accept an arrangement to
have a -pluyAtreet- officially declared for a part of
the day. If kids cum on water hydrants, arrange-
ments Can be made to fit them with spray caps fir
a portion of the day, thereby preserving water
pressure fur fire-fighting purposes.

Sometimes the team commander will need to
work hard to solve a problem. For example, kids
may be causing trouble because of a lack
recreational facilities or a lack of jobs. die
commander is convinced that the problem can he
attacked as a recreational or job problem he
might develop a program in which he join, ilk
kid, in -,rp,uing with its govern.uent to provide
the needed services. Similarly, if ambulance ser-
vice is noticeably inadequate, the team (-tint-
mander can greatly increase police credibility by
joining community groups in arguing for this
reform. If demonstrations or protests are planned,
the team commander can assist in securing neces-

sary permits and arranging for a route so that a
negative confrontation can be avoided.

Of course, the commander should use his dis-
cretion in the causes he picks, his methods of
argument and depending on the p(nnrial deli-
cacy of the situation how he should inform his
supervisors about his intended actions. Some de-
partments may prefer never to advocate a citizen
cause against other branches of government . Oth-
ers May develop a policy on this issue. Still others
may decide on a case-by-case oasis.

I. Success as a *Yearn Commander

Considering all his obligations, a successtul
ream commander inlISt hi' a first rate administra-
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tor. He must solve many problems, deaf with
many people, and establish plicie:. concern:ng
politically sensitive questions. These tasks are lot
ordinarily perfigmed by any low-level police ad-
ministrator. They call for qualities citizens do nit
often think of as occurring in police departmc nts
However, as any consultant who has worked with
police for long can testily, there are capable offi-
cials in every department. The theory of team
policing is that officials will rise to the expanded
challenge of a team commander's job.

Every newly appointed team commander

should he aware that he must prove himself in his
challenging position. His department should he

patient with him as he adjusts to the unaccus-
tomed working environment. But he will he

required to show progress. If he does not fulfill

his responsibilities, then the department should
provide inservice training or find another official

who can do the job. If the department does not
have the quality of officials which it thinks it
needs, then it must develop personnel programs
(including recruiting, lateral entry, and increased

pay) to upgrade its officers.
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CHAPTER VII. PLANNING A BUDGET

The major problem Is to assure that cost estimates
Include all relevant costs. Thls Is probably the major
weakness In cost estimates currently provided In
government
Hatry

The authors would like to be able to provide
neighborhood team policing budgets, ipplicable
to different sized police departments. However,
such budgets would be misleading because they
could not anticipate everything a department
might do to tailor neighborhood team policing to
its own needs-- depending on the characteristics
of its community and the quality of its personnel.
In some departments, the only costs of neighbor-
hood warn policing Y. ill be the planning effort,
the shifting around of available resources and
other transitional expenses. In other departments
there may be a requirement for more officers,
more officials, more equipment and a variety of
other items of expense. To some extent these
expenses may have been called for regard/rss of
team policing but the process of planning may he
the trigger which makes the department decide to
ACE

Instead of providing a "suggested budget,"
which would be different for every department,
this chapter will:

Discuss a method of budgeting
Present a sample list of categories and
items which should be considered for
inclusion in a budget.

A. A Budget Method

The basic budgeting method suggested in this
chapter is to consider major program al ter
For each program area (e.g.. implementation

Pramial Eta/harem r., :.r, .443 G.tory,ria OM, f.41.

Harry Harry. R1 ,. hard in.11),11311 I i.l 1%1...1.11,11,0,m. I) ( 1 ht
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plan, training and educatitin, number of team
members) at least three alternatives should be
described, including high, medium and low
budget alternatives.

The department should not adopt the lowest
budget alternative until it has decided that the
more expensive program is not so much better
that it is worth the increased costs. Conversely,
the most expensive program also should not be
adopted merely because the funds are available.
In the public interest, the department should
decide whether the expensive program is good
enough to justify its high price. Money not spent
in one program area often can be spent in an-
other.

As a sample of how this "budget option" proc
ess might work, the table on page 105 presents a

hypothetical example of budget options for one
aspect of team policing (implementation).

I. Beu.are of duplication.

In preparing budget options, be careful nor to
include the same item in two programs. The
sample budget for "implementation" includes
"overtime pay for team meetings" subsequent to
implementation of tilt: program. The reason for
including subsequent year costs as an implemen-
tation expense in the high and moderate cost
options is that paid overtime, once started, is

hard to discontinue. If the department adopts
these options, however, then it should not dupli-
cate this item in any other program (e.g., the
item should not he duplicated in a special pro-
gram to provide paid overtime to give team
commanders flexibility in scheduling team meet-
ings taiga/went to implementation of the pro:
gram). On the other hand, if the high cost option
alternative is rejected, then consideration should

its



TABLE V11-1. Budget Options: implementation of team policing

Program Description

A High Cost Option
1. Ten-member task force for
planning, provide substitutes
for all officials (sergeant or
above) assigned from districts
to the task force

2 Add ten trainers, including
five new employees, plan to
create permanent slots.

3. Paid overtime for ten meet-
ings (prior to program incep-
tion)
4. TOTAL
High Option

8. Moderate Cost Option
1. Ten-member task force for
planning; hire two new officials;
require task force members to
spend 30-503 of their time on
precinct duties
2 Add five trainers, including
three new employees.

3 Paid overtime for some team
meetings (prior to inception),

4 TOTAL
Moderate Option

C Low Cost Option
1 Ten-member task force for
planning. require task force
members and others to com-
plete operational assignments
plus cover the task force

(Sample onlyCosts are not valid for any department.
Options are not intended to be complete).

Fxpt nses
(Thousands of dollars)
Year Yea' Years 1-
One Two 5

(Tote I

$320 $100 $ 420

$400 $420 $2,210

$ 20 $ 21 $ 110

$740 $541 $2,740

$100 -0- $ 100

$200 S210 $1,315

S 10 $ 11 $ 55

$310 $221 $1,470

2 Five trainers hired as part of
regular hiring or reassigned
from patrol

Other Costs

Since additional officials
would be appointed immedi-
ately, there might be more
officials than needed in Year
Two. (The excess could be
rduced through normal attri-
tion in the dep,^1ment.)
Field personnel will need to
educate the trainers. At first,
team commanders may find
that they have more assist-
ance than thy want.
Jealousy of nonteam person-
nel. Need to continue over-
time pay in later years.
Top command officials will
need to spend substantial
time.

Some extra burden on other
officials to take up slack for
task force officials. Some risk
that task force officials will
spend less time than needed.
Would permit good training
support and would permit
keeping the trainers in the
department for an extended
time.
Some jealousy of nonteam
personnel. Reduced flexibility
of scheduling meetings.
Some risk commanders will
not schedule non-overtime
meetings.
Top command officials will
need to spend substantial
time.

Members may slight task
force work. Non-members
may feel imposed upon by
increased workload.

Less competence in training
group (no highly paid ex-
perts). Some reduction of
personnel available for other
purposes.
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Benefits

Replacing officials would per-
mit the districts to continue
normal operations and permit
task force members to spend
full time on the project.

Would provide excellent train-
ing support and would permit
keeping the trainers in the
department for an extended
time.
Ease of scheduling team
meetings. Extra pay for offi-
cers,

Task force officials would
keep in touch with operations
and communicate with patrol
personnel.

Will give department opportu-
nity of observing how difficult
it is to hold non-overtime
meetings.

Less jealousy of task force
members because everyone
would share in the heavy op-
erational burden. Increased
communication with task
force.
Less resistance to trainers
because of high salaries or
status.
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TABLE V11-1. Budget Options: Implementation of team policing (Continued)

(Sample onlyCosts are not valid for any department.
Options are not intended to be complete).

Program Desorption

3. No paid overtime for team
meetings (prior to inception).
4. TOTAL
Low Option

Expenses
(Thousands of dollars)
Year Year Years 1-
One Two 5

(Total)'

Other Costs

Less involvement of officers
in the planning process.- Top command officials will
need to spend substantial
time.

Benefits

'This total includes expenses, if any. for Years 3 through 5, none of which is shown on the table. In some cases, it has been
assumed that expenses will decline from Year Two and in others that inflation or other factors will increase costs.

be given to implementing a program of paid
overtime for team meetings in subsequent years.

2. Beware of omissions.

Be sure to include all costs. Cost elements
often omitted include:

Employee fringe benefit costs directly associ-
ated with program salaries and wages
Increases in costs due to inflation or the need
to give pay increases in future years
Costs incurred in recruiting, selecting, and
training new personnel
Possible costs relating to the use of land,
buildings, and other facilities which seem free
to the program but may imply some type of
additional rental incurred or rental income lost
because of the program's use of the facilities.
Also be sure to estimate the amount of time

which different programs will cost personnel.
The volume of tasks and paperwork required of
all police officials is a serious concern, and no new
program should be adopted without considering
the additional burden which it will cause person-
nel. Such costs reduce the time personnel will
have to perform other tasks. Consideration should
be given to whether the newly assigned tasks are
sufficiently important to deserve the attention
required.
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B. Consider all Programs

Throughout this book, many suggestions have
been made about different aspects of a neighbor-
hood team policing program. Each of the sugges-
tions may ')e considered as a separate project, and
a department may attempt to estimate the costs
and benefits of each. In some cases, a suggestion
may result in a net cost savingsuch as the
assignment of civilian clerks to replace more
highly paid uniformed officers. Other sugges-
Lions may release centralized resources for use in
the patrol function, increasing the flexibility and
responsiveness of neighborhood team units with-
out increasing the police budget. Still other sug-
gestions, like the purchase of walkie-talkies for
patrol officers, will entail obvious expense. Only
after all programs are considered will the depart-
ment be able to estimate net costs either in the
first year of the program or in each of the subse-
quent years. First year costs may be higher than
subsequent year costs because of expenses in-
volved in program implementation.

To stimulate the planning process, a list of
"items to consider" has been prepared. This list,
which follows in Table VII-2, is not intended to
be exhaustive; and the grouping of items into
categories is arbitrary. Planning officers should
consider all programs which the department is



undertaking o, 1:, Lonsidering and should decide
how they relate Its team policing. Then they can
make a truly Loraplere htit of projects related,
either directly or indirectly, to the neighborhood
team policing; c. (wept . For internal planning
purposes. an ettort should he made to distinguish

programs which would be undertaken regardless of
team policing, programs which are necessary be-
cause of team policing, and programs which are
desirable because of team policing. These classifi-
cations involve decisions which relate to the par-
ticular needs of each department.

TABLE VII-2. Items to consider In a budget

(Sample only. This list is intended to suggest ideas.)

PERSONNEL
Minority recruiting (as an aid to community relations)
Improved selection and promotion standards
Incentive pay (to recognize achievement without requiring promotion to supervisor)
Specialist concept (to permit advancement by acquiring a specialty)
More officers (as the result of a manpower study)
More clerical personnel (to relieve officers of tasks not requiring their professional skills)
More trainers and training ,:onsultants (in-service training program)
More crime analysts, planners or collators
More supervisors (as the result of a study of the officer/supervisor ratio)
Training for auxiliary police
Academic leave or scholarship program (for upgrading team members)
Assigning detectives to teams
Reducing the size of centralized units
Designing new personnel evaluation procedures
Overtime pay for follow-up investigations or team meetings
Hiring community service officers

PLANNING
Planning task force (assignment of members, clerical support)
Crime analysis system
Neighborhood team computer-assisted manpower allocation system
Studies of team size, appropriate definition of neighborhoods
Evaluation
Study of resources available for police referrals
Study of waste-time spent by officers in court
Study of possible use of telephone or mail dispositions of some requests for service.

COMMUNICATION
Walkie-talkies
Improved transmitting capability to reach walkie-talkies efficiently
Retraining of dispatch personnel
Revising dispatch procedures and, if necessary, related computer software
Revising -sector" boundaries to coincide with neighborhoods

TR. NSPORTATION
More vehicles, particularly unmarked vehicles needed for flexible field operations
Scooters
Bicycles

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Printing pamphlets on request of team commanders
Providing team commanders with access to the media

FIELD OPERATIONS
Coordinating team commanders
Developing format for team commander reports
Determining method of supervising team commanders (precinct organization)
Increased responsiveness to requests of team commanders and middle managers

ADMINISTRATION
Decentralized Budgeting
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APPENDIX A. INFORMAL GUIDELINES FOR
NEIGHBORHOOD TEAM POLICING

ADAPTED FROM GUIDELINES ORIGINALLY PREPARED FOR
THE DETROIT POLICE DEPARTMENT (NOVEMBER 27, 1970)
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ARTICLE I

Name of Guidelines

These Guidelines shall he referred to as the
Guidelines for Neighborhood Team Policing.

ARTICLE II

Definitions

Section 1. Neighborhood:
The Neighborhood is the area over which a

Team Commander exercises authority and takes
responsibility on a 24-hour basis.
Section 2. Team Commander:

The Team Commander is a Lieutenant who has
been designated to be responsible for a Neighbor-
hood and a Neighborhood Team.
Section .3. Neighborhood Team:

The Neighborhood Team shall consist of all
officers and officials who are regularly assigned to
the Neighborhood and are supervised by or re-
sponsible to the Team Commander.
Section 4. Neighborhood Officer:

A Neighborhood Officer is any Officer who is a
member of the Neighborhood Team or who is
assigned to work within the Neighborhood.
Section 5. Team Detectives:

A Tcam Detective is a Detective who is regu-
larly assigned to the Neighborhood Team.
Section C. Supervisor (staff):

Any individual who is responsible for another
individual is a supervisor. (All individuals di-
rectly or indirectly responsible to a supervisor are
members of the supervisor's staff.)
Section 7. Emergency:

An emergency is: (1) a Part I crime in progress,
(2) a Part 1 crime reported to the police within
five minutes of its completion, (3) any incident,
including a civil disorder, in which the police
may be able to save life or limb, or (4) any
incident which the dispatcher decides requires
immediate attention.

ARTICLE III

Effect of These Guidelines

Section 1.

All applicable rules, orders or regulations of
the Department shall apply unless they are con-
tradicted by the letter or spirit of these guide-
lines, which shall then take precedence.
Section 2.

CL,-, Team Commander, subject to correction
by his supervisors, shall be responsible for inter-
preting these Guidelines.
Section 3.

Any supervisor may nullify or amend any
interpretation made by his staff pursuant to Sec-
tion 2 of this Article.

ARTICLE IV

Power to Suspend These Guidelines

Section I.
The Team Commander or any of his supervi-

sors shall have the power to suspend or modify
the effect of any part or all of these Guidelines
providing that he believes that there is a convinc-
ing reason to do so. Notice of action taken by a
supervisor pursuant to this Section shall be given
directly to the Team Commander as soon as is
reasonably possible. Notice of action taken by a
Team Commander pursuant to this section shall
be given to his supervisor as soon as reasonably
possible.
Section 2.

Any person suspending these Guidelines shall
notify the Chief, orally or in writing (notice shall
be given within a reasonable time, considering
the nature of the suspension which has been
ordered) of the reason for the suspension. If oral
notice is given, it should be followed by written
notice within a reasonable time. In no event
should more than seven days pass before the
written notice required by this section is received
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by the Chief. Copies of the written notice shall he
distributed to all supervisors of the individual
who has suspended the Guidelines,

ARTICLE V

Team Commander

Section /. Ordinary Hours:
Ordinarily, the Team Commander shall be Irt:e

to determine the hours during which he will
work. However, he must he on duty or officially
account for his time (sick leave, furlough, etc.)
for at least as many hours each month as are
required of officials of his rank. The Team Com-
mander shall notify the department when he
commences a our of duty and shall complete and
submit an activity report each time he concludes
a period of active duty.
Section 2. Keeping Team Members Informed:

The Team Commander shall be responsible fir
assuring that each member of his Neighborhood
Team is aware of all orders and regulations which
affect him as of the start of each of his tours of
duty. The Team Commander may provide for any
reasonable system, including written notice,
which will provide for Team Patrolmen to he
aware of outstanding orders.
Section .3. Informing the Team Commander:

The Team Commander, whether or not he is
on duty, is responsible fir all the activities of the
Neighborhood Team. Team members are respon-
sible for reporting to the Team Commander all
incidents in which they experience serious diffi-
culties.

All officials are responsible fir reporting to a
Team Commander any exceptional actions,
whether exceptionally good or had, taken by any
member of his team.
Section 4. Evaluations, Complaints and Merito-
rious Action Reports:

The Team Commander shall he responsible for
filing personnel reports for every member of the
Neighborhood Team. The Team Commander
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shall he responsible for investigating and recom-
mending at lion with respet t to the performance
of any Team Member in any situation in which
there has been a formal grievance. The Team
COM Mallder also shall tile a report stating his
opinion about the behavior of any member of the
Team in any situation in which an officer of the
Department has informed the Commander that a
member of his Team has performed questionably
or inadequately. The Commander shall file re-
ports on .he meritorious conduct of any Team
member.

Section 5. Quarterly Reports:
On the last day of every third month, the

Team Commander shall tile a written report to
his immediate supervisor with enough copies fir
the supervisor to distribute to other members of
his staff or to his supervisors. One copy of the
report shall be given to the Coordinator for
Neighborhood Team Policing. This report
should describe the activities of the Neighbor-
hood Team and the conditions of the Neighbor-
hood. It should note problems which have been
faced, should discuss changes in procedures, and
should discuss methods of improving the opera-
tion of the Team, or the Department. The pur-
pose of this report is to improve operations. It
shall not contain derogatory inthrmation about
any officer and it shall not be used for the purpose
of evaluating any member of the Team. Members
of the Team are responsible for making construc-
tive suggestions for inclusion in this report.

Section 6. Work Schedules and Assignments:
Considering all relevant information, includ-

ing the pattern of crime and emergency activity
which has occurred in the Neighborhood, the
Team Commander shall he responsible for sug-
gesting to his supervisor the assignment of Team.
Members to serve during those hours which he
reasonably believes are likely to control crime and
to serve the Neighborhood. Work schedules,
subject to revision because of unforeseen circum-
stances, must be filed at least two weeks before
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t!ey take effect and, subject to revision, .hou/d he
tiled at least one month in advance.

Team Members may be required, at the recom-
mendation of the Team Commander, to work
either in uniform or in plain clothes. Providing
they are properly licensed and trained, the Team
Commander may require them to ride in marked
or unmarked cars or sc(x)ters, to perform foot
patrol duties, or to perform a mixture of such
assignments on any tour of duty. They may also
he required to investigate crime, to meet with
particular individuals designated by the Team
Commander, to appear at meetings, or to per-
form other special duties determined by the Team
Commander.

Section 7. Transfers:
Any Team Member who desires to transfer out

or the Team shall notify the Team Commander of
his desire to be assigned to other duties. No
voluntary transfer shall he considered or approved
until a written statement of reasons has been filed
with the Team Commander.
Section 8. Crime Information:

The Team Commander shall he responsible for
obtaining copies of and knowing the contents of
available reports concerning the amount and na-
ture of crime which has taken place in the Neigh-
borhood.
Section 9. Conditions in the Neighborhood:

The Team Commander shall develop a reasona-
ble method for keeping the Team informed of
conditions which may he important to them in
the performance of their duties. Such conditions
shall include crimes which have recently oc-
curred, and information which has come to the
notice of the Team Commander or another Team
Member and which may be useful in preventing
or controlling crime or providing poliL: service.
Other administrative divisions shall cooperate
with the Team Commander in reasonable re-
quests made in fulfillment of these duties.
Section 10. Special Programs:

The Team Commander shall have a special
responsibility to assist people within the Cum-

mane Territory who are addicted to hard drugs
and are involved in crime at least partly because
of their drug involvement. The Team Com-
mander also shall develop special programs to
deal with local problems such as youth crime,
recurrent family fights, and police-community
tension.
Section 11 Studies:

The Team Commander may request, when he
determines that such a request is reasonable, that
the Department conduct, by itself or by hiring
consultants, studies which may help improve the
quality of police service within the Neighbor-
hood. Requests for studies should be submitted
through channels to the Commissioner. Unless
the request is urgent, it shall be contained in the
Team Commander's periodic report.
Section 12. Station Duties:

The Team Commander shall be exempt from
station duties but other officials and officers in
the team shall share proportionately with other
personnel in the performance of necessary but
unwanted assignments.
Sation /S. Supervision of Team Commander:

The Team Commander and other officers as-
signed to the team continue to be responsible to
their supervisors in those matters over which
supervisors usually have authority. Supervisors
may require that the Team Commander modify
his operational plans as they direct. Supervisors
are responsible for reading the reports of the
Team Commander, discussing the reports with
him, encouraging him to initiate worthwhile
programs, suggesting changes in operations, and
commenting on the periodic reports of the Team
Commander.

ARTICLE VI

Assictant Team Commanders

The supervisor of the Team Commander shall
designate three or tour sergeants to serve as As-
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sistant Team Commanders. These officers shali e

responsible for keeping themselves aware of de-
velopments within the Neighborhood and for
performing tasks delegated to them by the Team
Commander. When the Team Commander is on
furlough or on extended leave for any reason. an
Assistant Team Commander designated by the
Team Commander shall assume the powers and
responsibilities of the Team Commander. An As-
sistant Team Commander shall prepare a written
report on developments and policy changes in the
Neighborhood during his service as Assistant
Team Commandermd he shall submit that
report to the Team Commander within three days
ut the time that the Team Commander returns to
regular duty.

ARTICLE VII

Team Detectives

Team detectives are part of the Neighborhood
Team and are part of the Team Commander's
staff. They shall perform continuing investiga-
tions, assist in training Team Members, assist in
reviewing arrest or investigation reports, ur shall
perform any other duties assigned by the Team
Ummander.

ARTICLE VIII

Vacations

The Team Commander's application for it leave
ut absence is subjec t to review and approval by his
supervisor. Team members shall apply to the
Team Commander for a leave of absence, which
shall be granted consistent with the seasonal
needs of the Neighborhood. the available number
ut officers. and the conflitting requests ut other
1.eilin Members.

ARTICLE IX

Substitute Team Members

Section I. Changes in Team Sin:
In his periodic report (see Article V, Section

'-)t, the Team Commander shall report the num-
b,:r of men available to him for street duty. The
1,-am Commander should consider the problems
in his Neighborhood and the number of person-
nel available in the Department. If the Team
Commander then determines that the regularly
assigned field strength of the Team should be
increased, then he is responsible for asking his
superior officers for an increase in the number and
for documenting the reasons for his request. The
Commander shall, for similar reasons, be respon-
sible for requesting that the size of his Team be
reduced and he should document the reasons for
that conclusion.

.Section 2. Substitute Officers:
If the Team experiences substantial changes in

the number of officers on active duty due to
injury, illness, or other reasons, then the Com-
mander may request his supervisor to assign sub-
stitute officers to the Team (from other Teams)
and, during periods of high manpower availabil-
ity. he may inform his supervisor that members
of his Team are available for assignments to other
Teams.

Section 3. Request for Services of Special Unit:
If the Commander has special information or

special reasons for requesting additional man-
power from centralized police units on particular
days ur for particular periods of time, he is re-
sponsible for making an oral or written request
for assistance of the centralized unit in the per-
formance of specified duties. Such a request
should be discussed with his s,tpervisor who, if he
believes that the request has merit, shall take the
matter up with the appropriate unit. If the super-
visor is not available, the Team Commander may
take the matter directly to the appropriate unit.



ARTICLE X

Re latimiship To Di Apatcher

Sectii I. Special Status:

The Neighborhood shall he considered by the
dispatcher to be a special unit. So that personnel
assigned to dispatch duty will have a visible
means of remembering the special status of the
Neighborhood. that area shall he specially desig-
nated on the appropriate (maps) (display units) in
the dispatch center.
Scap/ 2. Ordinarily Retain in Neighborhood:

Units assigned to patrol within the Neighbor-
hood shall nor ordinarily he requested to take
runs outside of the Neighborhood.
.s.,coon i, i....k.crt ion for Emergencies:

If there is an incident which the dispatcher
believes to an ,,u(r.,;,/,-; (as defined in Article II,
Se( tion then the dispatcher mal require a Team
member to leave the Neighborhood to take a run
in another Neighborhood. It the backlog on non-
emergency runs is over one hour or it a contin-
gency dispatch plan is in effect (see Article XV),
then Team Members may he assigned to none-
mergenc y runs out of their Neighborhood.
Scam,/ 4. Limitation on Emergency Exception:

Even if a Team Member could be dispatched to
another territory pursuant to Section i, such

action shall wit he taken if there are other suffi-
cient available police resources about as close to
the Scen Of the incident as the Team Member.
Team Menikis always will he last to be dis-
patched to an incident outside their Neighbor-
hixid. It there are not enough police resources
available to handle an incident adequately. then
Team Members who are in service may he dis-
patched pursuant to Section ;. If no Team Mem-
bers in service are ay.olable to hardle an enter-

- gency. then Team Members assigned to non-
emergent y calls may be dispatched.
Sri tpor EX( ILISIM1 of Outside Units from
Neighborhood:

Pole'.( assigned outside the Neighborhood
shall th.i ordinarily be iven runs into the Neigh-

borhood. However, if there is an emergeno (as
defined in Article 11, Section 7) and all Team
Members are on missions of such importance that
they should not he reassigned (or if they cannot
be contacted by radio), then the dispatcher may
assign an outside unit to take a run into the
Neighborhood.
Section 6. Fairness fin Dispatchers:

No dispatcher shall he subject to any discipli-
nary procedures for occasional unintentional vio-
lations of these Guidelines.
Sectii 7. Record of Runs out of an Assigned
Neighborhood:

Each Team Member shall make a special indi-
cation on his activity sheet if he is assigned to a
run which takes him out of the Neighborhood.
Section 8. Special Dispatcher Record:

Each dispatcher who assigns a unit from out-
side of the Command Territory to take a run
within the Territory shall (place a RED X on the
dispatch ticket) (make the appropriate machine
entry) to indicate that an extraordinary dispatch
has been made.
Section 9. Informing Team Commanders of
Runs:

A copy of all incident or arrest reports related
to the Neighborhood should he furnished to that
Neighborhood's Team Commander by the officer
completing the reports. The officer's immediate
supervisor and Team Commander shall he re-
sponsible for assuring that the procedure set forth
in this section is tifllowed.

ARTICLE XI

Special Duties

Araii I.
The Team Beat Commander may authorize any

Team Member to perform specified police duties.
during which time the Team Member ordinarily
will be required to carry a walkie-talkie. The
Team Commander's monthly report will include
a complete summary of the number of times. the
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amount of time, and the reasons why members of
the learn were so assigned.
&Wiwi 2.

A Team Member performing special duties
shall notify the dispatcher of his status, including
whether or nut he is carrying a walkie-talkie and
what his specified duties are.
Section .3.

Ordinarily, a Team Member who is perform-
ing special duties shall not be assigned to any
runs. It an emergeno (as defined in Article II,
Section 7) occurs, then Team Member carrying
walkie-talkies may be assigned to a run.
SrCt ton 4.

No unit performing special duties shall he
assigned to a run if there is another unit in service
in the Neighborhood and if that other unit could
he assigned or reassigned to the serious incident
and would he adequate to meet the needs of the
incident. Team Member handling routine calls in
the Neighborhood should he reassigned to enter-
grncies before officers with special assignments
should be called into service. Depending on the
nature of the special duties, the dispatcher may
use his discretion to assign units from another
Neighborhood before he activates the special duty
on it.

Section 5.

No dispatcher shall he subject to any discipli-
nary procedures for occasional unintentional vio-

lation of. these Guidelines.

Scctron ('L

Each member of the Beat Team shall make a
special indication on his activity report it he was
on a special assignm,nt when called and assigned

0) a run.

Scclifin

loot unit; Shall //q/ ordinarily be considered to
he on special assignment. They shall be available
to he dispatched the ,.idle as any other unit. If
foot units are gi%en detailed instructions requir-
ing 'Ms! Ant R'llt loll . then the% may be consid-

ered to ha% e a special assignment, as the Team

Commander or another supervisor may deter-
mine.

ARTICLE X11

Relationship to Other Unit:

Section /.
Any police unit which sends an officer into a

Neighborhood should notify its Team Com-
mander or his supervisor in advance, un/es3 the
situation is so urgent that advance notification is
not possible and notice is given as soon thereafter
as may reasonably be possible.
Section 2.

Detectives assigned to a centralized unit shall
be exempt from Section I. Detectives arc encour-
aged to communicate with Neighhori officers
whenever they contact a citizen in a neighbor-
hood. Detectives are required to report to the
Team Commander any strong adverse reactions
which they encounter while working in the

Neighborhood. Detectives also are required to
notify the Team Commander as soon as possible
about any investigation in a neighborhood if the
total amount of work time is likely to exceed four
hours or if four hours of investigation has elapsed.

ARTICLE XIII

Compensation

All police duties required or suggested by

these Guidelines ordinarily shall be performed
during the regular hours expected to be served by
officers or supervisors. All regulations relating to
extra compensation for service at particular times
of the day, to court time, or to additional com-
pensation, shall apply to the Neighborhood Team
and Its personnel in the same manner as they
apply to all other personnel.
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ARTICLE XIV

Emergency MObiliZia lOPI

Thee are sliSrhtld to the extent
neeessarY bceause of alternate assignments, dur-
ing ll\ rurlyti tit L'Illtfy,c111 t 111(6111/(1011.

ARTIl.I.E XV

Command Relationships

.As .t Littattiara. the Team Commander is
sublet t all supervisory relationships not specif-
ically piodificd by these Guidelines. It is in-
tended that all officers of the Department should
bC0111e familiar with these Guidelines and the
intended purposes of the Neighborhoo,.; Police
Team. The Team Commander is responsible for
akk 'sing his supervisor about his Team's pro-
gram. and his plans. procedores, methods of
oprtionS and orders are subiett to review and
rev Is11,11 by his superiors. The reports of the Team

Commander shall he submitted. unedited,
th:-ough the (ham of command to the Chief.
Suprkor officers may attach their comments.

SHILL. the responsibility for police service in a
Command Territory is a complex and delharldillg
task, supervisors are required to he aware of how
Neighkorhood Teams are OpCrat mg and to make
suggestions and issue orders which will improve
the method through w hich the Team
mander exercises h Is responsi bil les.

AR'I'L( Ii XVI

Coln-

Contingency Dispatching Plan and
Dispatching Officials

1. ( untingenk.% DispLlung Plan:
It a Ne1,011,i)rlit.k1 has no assigned personnel

(either because none were scheduled or because
illness Or Other cause has resulted in it one hour or
longer period of no (overage), then a contingency
dispatching plan shall automatically go into ef-
fect. Any official may notify the dispatcher that
appropriate eond:tions exist or the dispatcher
may take mite of the conditions from available
'Mining ion.

Section 2. Priority Ranking of Supervisors:
Every Team Commander, lieutenant or ser-

geant, shall be given a priority ranking filed in
the dispatch section and revised monthly pur-
suant to instructions from the supervisors of
'ream Commanders. Officers designated as "act-
ing supervisors.' also shall receive rankings. Ser-
geants will receive the lowe:;t rankings (first to he
dispatched). acting supervisors will receive next
lowest rankings and Team Commanders will re-
ceive the highest rankings.

Scam,' 3. Dispatch of Sti
If a situation is an cnerr!,,tno which a/so involves

either a substantial risk of danger to the respond-
ing officer or a situation requiring extraordinary
judgment, then a Team Commander, lieutenant,
sergeant or acting supervisor will be dispatched.
The dispatcher, either in his own judgment or on
the advice of any officer, may decide whether a

situation meets the standards of this sect

Suction 4 . Priority of Supervisors for Particular
Assignments:

The available (not already dispatched else-
where) supervisor with the lowest assigned prior-
ity ranking in the. \eighhorlum/. pursuant to Sec-
tion 2, shall he disr,atched if the conditions de-
sc ribed in Section i are found to exist. If no
supervisor in the Neighborlud is available, then
the lowest ranking available supervisor from a
bordering Neighborhood (a Neighborhood with a

pailahh Lommon bottler) ill the same command (a
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grim!, 1)1 Neighborhoods %% hose Team Comand-

ers 11,1%-c the same super% ison shall be assigned. It

no supervisor III hunlriiiy `t ii. is

available, thin anv supervisor from the same
Lomand shall be assigned. in order of his as-
siy,iied rank. It no stipciA tin' tallithim' IN
.1V.111.11)1C, (11111 .:11V supervi,ttr III ,t bordering
command 111,11 bc in order tit assigned
rank.

118

ARTICLE XVII

Amendments to These Guidelines

Evcry member ut the Beat P1'l'ill11 u evury

other member of chc police department ,hall he
to wake sreL itiL sugi est. for

amendments to improve these Guidelith-s. All
ilg,izestitHIS for amendments shall he fomarded to

the Office ut the Commander.
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APPENDIX B. SUGGESTED FORMAT
FOR TEAM COMMANDER REPORTS

A ifisgestc,i!ncriloni ,Jt t,11(1 reit.rr% rn ,i lirut, r.. m,ikt a L.on.r
rtTrt, ditteant rmns

Sok: The first and second sections of this report
aft designed for reports about and pp,-
Krar/ii, Some of the information in the third sec-
tion of tl report, "performance measures," can
h. prepared by the data processing section and
submitted to the team commander in depart-
ments with efficient data system.

IN A TEAM COMMANDER'S FIRST RE-
PORT AND IN HIS A.\TL REPORT ON
EACH ANNIVERSARY OF HIS FIRST RE-
PORT), FIE SHOULD STATE ALL ITEMS
FULLY. IN HIS QUARTERLY REPORTS, a

team commander should report Only change in
objectives or programs, compared to the previous
report.

The team commander should order his report
as suggested in this fithat. He should delete any
hadi,igs which are not appropriate and should
add new subject headings if there is something
important to report anti nothing applicable can
be found in the .sugstcd t.ormat.

I. Neighborhood (:oodit ions, Objectives and
Programs (Do not necessarily have an ob-
jective for every condition. However, relate
each program to an objectie and each
tlbiective to a condition. Sc r specific, mea-
surable goals, where possible.)

A. E.conornic Conditions
B. Cultural or Racial Factors
(. Crime
D. ratfic

E. Juvenile Problems
F. Police-Com Milli it y Problems
G. Other problems believed to be impor-

tant by residents, businessmen or
team members

H. Corruption hazards
II. Team Programs

A. Supervisory Program
B. Personnel Scheduling
C. Training and Education
D. Team Nietings (requency, duration,

agenda)

Ill. Performance Measures
hange ( fungi:

Leo I trim frn
flir 1.1,1 1.1,t

Tut ter) n,art-r ,If

A. Crime Rates and Arrests
1. Robbery rate

Robbery arrests
Number of robbery arrests from

citizen information
Percent of robbery arrests from

it1/.(1 information

Burglary should be rporrd in the identical
format as tor robbery. Odic'. Parr I crimes should
(if practical) be reported separately by whether
they were committed by either strangers or by
acquaintant es or relatives. For the other Part I

rimes huIllle idc, rape, larceny over S5(), auto
theft and aggravated assoolt) and for Part II
crimes ,reported lumped together as a group),

r
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Items Z. bind I. (arrests resulting from citizen
intormation) in the suggested tonna tor robbery
may be deleted.

B. Volunteer Activities
Report all major c,ttegories of ctOrt
by c m Ilan volunteers, mc hiding an
estimate' Of the total amount Of vol LW -

met time given to the team within
each category.
Service Statistics

( 11.1143

Irmt
Lnt

%

lilt:NI:11f I

I Total number of calls
Number of written compliments

or complaints
Number of tel.:phone compli-

ments or complaints
i. Total number of citizen inquiries

received directly by the team
5. Average aimumt of time spent On

calls (excluding follow-up in-
vestigation or prolonged me-
diation)

1 2()

6. Amount of time spent on follow-
up investigation

7. Amount of time spent on pro-
longed mediation (resulting
from a service call)

8. Amount of time spent on media-
tion or referrals not immedi-
ately resulting from a service
call

9. Number of community meetings
attended and brief characteri-
zation of the organizations at-
tended

10. Number of attacks on team mem-
bers

1 I. Use of weapon by team members
12. Use of force (not involving a

weapon) by team members

IV. Successful Programs

Note,: This section may he used for reporting on
successful programs, using the format suggested
in Chapter VI, pp. 98 to 99. Reports on success-
ful programs may also he fled independently of
quarterly reports.
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APPENDIX C. SAMPLE ACTION GRANT APPLICATION

(Without budget or data appendices)

I he purpose ut this appendi% n 1" 1101%mi' In w one depart mem might prepare its akriott grant application The

appli, Anon s11,0a, the ,cep, %lot li .1 department might undertake in order sy sternal I, ally implement

I eighborhood team 'soli% 1 he 'worm rums and .grant eondirions t ontained in standard grant application forms

}hot been deleted for the sake ol bre,lrt t Ap pendttes referred in this grant application should be AIM hed by.

An applit ant bur are not 111,10.14M in this sainle appli, at ion I

Form DJ( P. Ia (Atrium

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
Division of Justice and Crime Prevention

Richmond, Virginia 23219 Page 1

ACTION GRANT APPLICATION

I. Applikation is hereby made for an action grant in the amount of S
of Justice and Crime Prevention, Commonwealth of Virginia.

II. Submitted by: City of Arcadia Police Department

Jurisdictions included in above: Arcadia, Virginia

from The Division

IV. PROGRAM CATEGORY:
Improving Police Operations

PROGRAM TITLE:
Arcadia Neighborhood Team Policing;

Pro.e( t

VI. PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR:
Name: Robert Sheldon
Title: Police Chief
Bus. Add. Arcadia P.D., 15 Grant Ave.

Arcadia, Va. "30:;
Telephone No.

VII. TYPE OF APPLICATION:
(x) Initial
( ) Revision

) Continuation

VIII. PROGRAM FINANCE OFFICER:
1. Name Alan Manning

Title Budget Director
Bus. Add. Arcadia P.D., 15 Grant Ave.
Arcadia, Va. 22303
Telephone No

IX. SUMMARY: (Make every effort to limit summary to the remainder of this page)

121
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SUMMARY

The objective of the Arcadia NIP Pilot Project
is to test the NTP concept and methodology in
Arcadia to determine if it will have a beneficial
effect on (1) the solution of criminal offenses, (2)
community attitudes toward the police, and (i
patrol officers' attitudes toward their work. Two
Pilot projects. each I oVerilly, an experimental
and a control neighborhood with similar popu-
lation characteristics and Brune problems, will
he undertaken. Each Team will consist of a team
commander, three sergeants and il) patrol offi-
cers. Tht major elements of the program are: (1)

Fenn i)3( LA, now

total responsibility and accountability of the
team commander for police service in his neigh-
borhood, (2) Continuous assignment of Team
members to the neighborhood, (3) development
of Innovative programs .,taid technicILICS. eSpe-
C IA11' In the areas of patrol operations and com-
munity relations, (4) increase in police involve-
ment in community programs and of the com-
munity in police programs, (5) improved work-
ing conditions and professional opportunities
for patrol officers, and (6) evaluation
program's effectiveness in meeting its
objectives. If the program is successful.
be expanded city-wide.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
Division of Justice and Crime Prevention

Richmond. Virginia 23219

of the
stated
it will

Page 5

ATTACHMENT A
PROGRAM PLAN AND SUPPORTING DATA

This is a detailed explanation of the program. (See other side for instructions).

PROGRAM CATEGORY

PROGRAM TITLE

SUBMITTED BY

Improved Police Operations

Arcadia Neighborhood Team Policing Projects

City of Arcadia Police Department, Virginia
(IIN.d mitt iz,,,trinientI

1. OBJECT/l'E\ Thu solution of criminal offenses
The specific objective of the Arcadia, Virginia Community attitudes toward the police

Neighborhood Team Police Pilot Project is to Patrolmen's attitude toward their work.
test the NIP concept and methodology under Because Neighborhood Team Commanders
experimental circumstances for a period of one will he given complete responsibility for and
year in order to determine the programs effect authority over defined geographic areas and be-
on: cause team members will he permanently as-
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Signed to those neighborhoods, if IS bel ie% (AI that

the Teams w III be more responsible to and better
able to serve the particular IleekIS ut those neigh-
borhoods. They will not only become familiar
with the people and problems of the neighbor-
hoods. but theV %%III he able to develop programs
designed to meet the needs of the neighborhoods
and to enlist the support of the communities in
the work of the Teams.

It is believed, furthermore, that implementa-
tion of such a program will result in more cooper-
ation and trust between police and citizens, het-
ter motivation among patrolmen and eventually a
reduction in crime in the experimental areas.

The results of this testing %%AI thus enable the
Arcadia Poll«. Department to determine sehethet
these mt. thuds:

Provide for more effective utilization of patrol
resources than existing methods, md
Should he implemented on a city-wide basis.

II. NTH) FOR ACT/ON
A. Existence and Nature of the Problem

Arcadia faces the following s'tuation: crime, es-
pecially violent crime, was increasing at an
alarming rate of 15 percent each year (See Appen-
dix A); the urban community, particularly the
youth and minorities, are hostile and uncoopera-
tive (Appendix B contains excerpts from a recent
speech by the young, militant Black leader in
Arcadia); and the average patrolman has often
seemed frightened, ineffective and unhappy in his
work (Appendix C contains city-wide police data
documenting inaccurate and incomplete arrest
records, poor attendance records and increases in
resignations from the Department).

Reforms or innovations initiated by the pre-
vious Police Chief met with resistance to change
at every level in the police bureaucracy. Finally,
because of increasing specialization within the
police depattlnent, nt) one with the eV ertiOn of
the Police Chief himself, was both cipomihk to
and ai caortabh for law enforeentent in individual

;36

get graphic areas of the city. Therefore, the newly
allointed Police Chief felt that he had to initiate
t. lunge which would surmount the administrative
obstacles, motivate his personnel and combat the
growing crime rate.

The Police (liief realized that an approach
which incorporated the following types of actions
was needed:

I. Delegation of authority to small teams
responsible for all police performance in
a particular neighborhood. These teams
would become familiar with the people,
problems and characteristics of the
neighborhood, elicit the support of its
people and aflocate manpower and uti-
lize practices and techniques geared to
the nerds of these neighborhoods,
Greater emphasis on polic -community
relations. Through continueas assign-
ment to a neighborhood, police could
get to know individuals and groups and
the it problems. They could help them
directly or refer them to available re-
sources. The commuMty, in turn, would
he more willing to assist the Teams by
providing information about crimes and
helping out in voluntary capacities,
improve working conditions of patrol-
men. Patrolmen's preferences regarding
working hours and type of assignments
should be taken into consideration. Pa-
trolmen should be able to participate
meaningfully in planning and operating
police activities. They should be offered
greater opportunities for training and
specializing. Finally, the increase in con-
tacts with people made possible by a
community-oriented approach to polic-
ing would increase patrolmen's feelings
of accomplishment.

B. Existing Program
The program designed by the Arcadia Police
Department's planners and further developed by
the Task Force on Neighborhood Team Police

12i



Pilot Projects incorporate all of the ideas already
discussed (See Section 111, below, for details). A
$i,500 Planning grant was obtained from LEAA.
An order was issued formally establishing the
program. Lieutenant Hugh Sergeant from the 8th
Precinct, .,,vith 15 years of police serviice, and
Lieutenant Charles Emory of the 5th Precinct,
with 5 years service, were selected as Team Com-
manders. They received careful briefings and have
actively participated in the work of the Task
Force.

The Sunnybrook and Aiverside areas of the city
have been selected as the experimental areas and
the Upper Northwest and Little Hills areas as the
control groups (See Appendix 1) for map olareas
and data used to determine similarity of crime
patterns, population characteristics and socio-
economic data). Ilw operational guidelines de-
veloped by the Task Force are in the final stages.
The tenative budget presented in this proposal is
being refined. The reactions of the communities
involved and the Arcadia Policeman's Union are
highly favorable.

It appears that the comprehensive planning
effort is costing more than originally anticipated,
but all activities are considered essential to the
quality of the program planned. Training will
also be an important expense, calling for overtime
pay in the initial stages of the program and for an
annual expendn.ure of S2,50() to pay for training
consultants when needed by Team Commanders.
Special communications ell II ip Men t ye addi-
tional walkie-talkies) is being requested, as well
as two unmarked cars and three motor sic)otLis,
to facilitate tout and scooter patrols. Special uni-
forms fur team members will Lost about $3.000.
Five thousand dollars is reque'ste'd to pay for
reprogrammin4 the Departmcnt's computer N)
provide team commanders with useful (Lira. Be-
,ause of these additional costs to the Department,
the Task Force decided to submit this applica-
tion. It hopes for timely assistance.

12-1
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This narrative description of methods and

timetables is summarized in the Chart which
follows it;

STEP I
The Police Chief selected a Planning Staff to

explore the possibility ()fa team policing program
in Arcadia. They submitted and obtained a Plan-
ning Grant from LEAA through the State Plan-
ning Agency to enable them to conduct it thor-
ough review of other NTP programs, and to call
in expert consultants on planning NIP pro-
grams. They also consulted with community
leaders, top police management and the Police
Union's representative to get his initial response
and ideas on the proposed program. When the
Police Chief was sold on the program, he issued
an Order formally establishing it.

STEP 2
Police Chief Sheldon selected two lieutenants

Out of twelve volunteers to become Team COM-
!minders, based on experience. ability and inter-
est, and to serve on the Task Force which would
develop objectives, policies and operational
guidelines for the program.

STEP 3
The ten-man Task Force created by Police

Chief Sheldon included: the two Team Com-
manders, two planners from his stall, a Detective
in the Investigation Division, a Squad Leader
from the Tactical Squad Division, and two ser-
geants and two patrolmen already selected to
serve on Teams. They defined the program objec-
tives described in -I. OBJECTIVES- and devel-
oped guidelines.

Their major recommendations concerning
guidelines included:

I . b,catp,n and Si:c N'tighlnirhwid. The
initial program would consist of two (Ont. COI
areas and two experimental arras which would
implement the NTP concept. Although the
experimental areas would only involve -40,00()
out of the city's 500,00() population. at pro-



grain of this limited scope, it was felt, would
make useful comparisons possible. Also, unan-
ticipated problems could be easily resolved in
small project.

Neighborhoods with similarities in the fol-
lowing areas were paired: pattern of high
crime, high percentage of minority group resi-
dents, income level and school years completed
(See Appendix D of Grant Application for
source data on neighborhoods selected from the
Federal Census Tracts). To determine which
area from each of the paired neighborhoods
would receive a team program, a coin was
tossed.

2. Team Organization and Manpower Levels.
The Commander of each team would be a
lieutenant, assisted by three sergeants and
about 30 patrolmen. Special units assigned to
work in the neighborhood will he instructed to
coordinate their activities with the Team Com-
mander.

3. Authority of Team Commander. The Team
Commanders will have complete responsibility
for controlling crime in their assigned neigh -

borhuads and for the performance of their men,
including the authority to:
Allocate manpower as they deem necessary
according to schedules they design
Innovate with rotational assignments, use of
civilian volunteers or paid employees, investi-
gation procedures, etc.
Control a decentralized budget of S2,500 per
team.

4. Continuous Assignment to an Area. Patrol-
men will be permanently assigned to a neigh-
borhood and will not he dispatched outside of
it except in emergencies or other exceptional
circumstances.

5. Training. A comprehensive training pro-
gram will he developed for Team Command-
ers, sergeants and patrolmen in the team polic-
ing concept and the skills needed to imple-
ment it. This program will he dynamic, itdapc-
ing to meet specific individual and program

needs. About 25 percent of Team meetings
will be devoted to in-service training.

6. Personnel System. The entire personnel sys-
temrecruiting, training, incentives, etc.
should be restudied. Job descriptions should
be rewritten so that team members will be
given credit for their efibrts to serve the com-
munity and participate in decision making as
well as to make arrests.

7. Evaluation Plan. An evaluation plan
should measure the effect of the pilot projects
on:
The solution of criminal offenses
Community attitudes toward the police
P....trolmens. attitudes toward their work.
Having set the basic policies and guidelines for

program implementation, having developed a
tentative budget and having received favorable
reaction from the community, the Task force
suggested that the department submit a proposal
to LEAH for additional funding. The Police Chief
instructed the team commander to proceed with
developing the specifics of their particular proj-
ects.

STEP 4
The Team Commanders will select officers

(sergeants) to develop and implement an initial
training program immediately. Both men plan to
use consultant help to design and administer the
tot,-.1 training program, which will run the dura-
tion of the two projects.

STEP 5
Both Team Commanders will supervise the

development of specific evaluation criteria and
instruments to be developed by the Planning
Staff. It is likely that a consultant will he hired to
help design and implement pre- and post-imple-
mencation patrol and community attitude sur-
veys.

STEP 6
Final selection of other team members .pa-

trolmen, sergeants and detectives be made
to assure that they will he representative of the
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rest of the department, so as not to introduce bias

into the experimental design. They will receive
orientation and training at the very beginning of
the program. A regular time and place for Team
meetings will be worked out.

STEP'
The "l'eain Commanders will each assign a

sergeant to work wirh the Crime Analysis Divi-
sion to develop a crime intOrmation and analysis
system for the neighborhood. He will also under-
take a thorough study of groups and organiza-
tions in the neighborhoods. customs, problems,
resources, et( . The purpose of these effOrts, which
will continually be updated, is to determine the
special law enforcement and police service needs
and problems of the neighborhood. .

STEP S
The Planning Division will conduct a thor-

ough study of the city's referral agencies for use
by team members in helping individuals. Team
Commanders will edit the study to make it appli-
cable to the needs of their particular neighbor-
hood.

STEP 9
A manpower allocation system will he devel-

oped which corresponds with the crime patterns
and needs of the neighborhood and the prefer-
ences of individual officers. The Computer Divi-
sion's resources will he utilized to help in this
complex task.

STEP I()
The Team Commanders have indicated that

they plan to institute many new patrol tech-
niques, such as heavy foot and scooter patrols and
some one man car patrols. This will he a continu-
ous effOrt. Alternatives to sending patrols to an-
swer calls will he considered, such as: handling
routine reports by telephone and sending out
report tOrms by mail in order to reduce unneces-
sary demands of Team time.

STEP 11
Community outreach programs will begin

1.6

after team members have become knowledgeable
about the neighborhoods. Lines of communica-
tion will be established with all areas of the
neighborhood. Monthly meetings are planned to
enable police and residents to air out problems
and develop working relationships. Other possi-
bilities include:

use of volunteers to man community relations
storefronts
organization of police auxiliaries
business owner education

In addition, team members will he encouraged to
develop a rapport with as many individuals as
possible.

STEP 12
The Team Commander will see to it that the

Dispatching Procedures are revised and strictly
adhered to. He will also check to determine
whether the communications guidelines are being
followed diligently.

STEP 13
A study of non-recurring patrol duties will be

made to determine if any functions normally
performed by police officers could be assumed by
civilian employers or volunteers. A special unit
could be formed to handle assignments such as
protecting sporting events and rallies.

STEP 11
The Team Commanders will coordinate their

effOrts with each other and with other units such
as the Homicide Section of the Detective Divi-
sion. They will also assign officers to disseminate
intOrmation about the program and put out a
newsletter.

STEP 15
A complete internal inspection activity will be

planned for late in the year to guard against
corruption, graft, misuse of funds, etc, and to
report upon the efficiency of field operations.

STEP 16
Late in the year, post-implementation surveys

will be implementcd, all surveys will Ix analyzed

' V.in/



and an evaluation report written. A Final Report
to LEAA will be submitted.
IV. IMPACT AN!) RESULTS

A. Anticipated Accomplishments
1. Impact on Patrolmens' Performance. A sig-
nificant improvement in police performance
is anticipated as a result of implementing
this program. This improvement will he
evidenced by:

More accurate and complete arrest records
and investigation reports
More arrests leading to prosecutions and
convictions
Decrease in response time.

2. Impact on Patrolmen's Attitude Toward
Thar Work. Under a NTP program the
patrolman is treated as a professional; he is
given responsibility' corresponding with his
ability, assignments and work schedules ac-
cording to his preferences (to the maximum
extent feasible), and is rewarded for initia-
tive. The hoped for result is:

Improvement in patrolmen attendance
records
Higher morale among patrolmen
Greater involvement with community ac-
tivities.

3. Improvement in Police-Community Re/a tionc.
The greater involvement of patrolmen in
community affairs should result in greater
mutual understanding and cooperation.
Measures of this might include:

Increase in arrests resulting from citizen
information
Increase in intOrmation about criminals
Change in observed behavior of police
toward citizens
Increase in citizen volunteers.

4. Reduction in Crime ,ind Crime Kate. No
significant reduction in the amount or rate
of crime is expected to show itself in the first
year of this program; in fact, these measures
may temporarily increase due to increased
reporting of crimes. However, careful rec-

ords will be kept so that program impact
over time can be measured.

B. Benefit to the Criminal Justice System
If the experience of these Pilot Projects proves

that they are worthwhile endeavors, this program
will he expanded to other areas of the city and
eventually applied city-wide. It is possible that
other cities could successfully adapt Arcadia's
version of NTP to their own needs.

NTP has a strong crime prevention element.
For example, if families with economic or per-
sonal problems can be referred to appropriate
social agencies, it is possible that many crimes
will be prevented, thus lessening court backlogs
and reducing costs of penal institutions.

Finally, NTP encourages both patrolmen and
residents to express their ideas and needs and to
participate to a degree in decision making which
is a democratic and healthy development.

C. innovation and New Knowledge
Throughout the application examples have

been given of innovative programs which may he
implemented. These include:

Assignment of detectives to teams
The new supervision concept based on partici-
patory management principles
Utilizing citizen employees for stationhouse
duty.
A great deal of new knowledge should accrue if

this program is implemented as planned. For
example, the Arcadia Police Department will
learn whether continuous assignment of patrol-
men to a small, defined neighborhood will result
in lower response time, improved community
police relations and greater job satisfaction for
patrolmen. The Department will also learn
whether encouraging professional treatment of
patrolmen will result in improved performance
and morale.
VI. RESOURCES

A. Arcadia Police Department Facilities.
The resources of the Arcadia Police Depart-

ment will be available to meet reasonable requests
of the Team Commanders. As already mentioned,
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the ?fanning Division played a key role in plan-
ning the program and will continue to provide
any service it can. The Computer Division was
tapped for the process of selecting sites for the
projects and for determining the manpower alloca-
tion plan. The Personnel Division was involved.
The Crime Analysis Division helped the Team
develop an information and analysis system tai-
lored to Team needs. The cooperation of the
Communications and the Detectives Divisions
will be essential.

Many public and private agencies and organi-
zations will be called upon to provide assistance
to individuals in need or to speak before in-
terested audiences.

B. Qualifications of Professionals and Consul-
tants.

The qualifications of Team Commander and
Team Members is set forth in the Task Force
Guidelines contained in Appendix E. Two Team

128

Commanders, Lieutenants Hugh Sergeant and
Charles Emory have been selected; other team
members will be selected soon.

Consultants utilized to date include:

John South, 23 Pine St, Richmond, Va.
Hired to help the planning staff define
their problem and consider alternative
solutions, such as NTP. He has a Ph.D.
in Psychology and teaches a course on
"Law and Order and Society" at the Uni-
versity of Richmond.

Arnold Jones, 455 Sinclair Avenue, Fair-
fax, Virginia. Helping the teams develop
a comprehensive orientation and training
program which will be geared to meet the
needs of team members. He was a police
officer for five years and now works for
Urban Affairs, Inc., and has participated
in the Oswego, New York NTP Program.
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Susan Reid, 2113 Elm Street, Arcadia, Vir-
Helping the team develop specific eval-

uation criteria and instruments. She has a
M.A. in Statistics and also works for Urban
Affairs, Inc.
The Task Force for Arcadia's NTP Pilot Pro-

grams was described earli:r in Ill. Methods and
Timetable.

VI. EVALUATION
The objective of the Arcadia NTP Pilot Proj-

ects is, as stated earlier, to test the NTP concept
and methodology untl r experimental conditions
for a period of one year in order to determine its
effect on:

The solution of criminal offenses
Community attitudes to the police
Patrolmens' attitudes toward their work.

The purpose of these objectives is to enable the
Arcadia Police Department to determine if this
method results ;n more effective utilization of
patrol resources r existing methods and should
be implemented city-wide.

The evaluation program will have two parts.
The first part is to identify problems. A system-
atic procedure is being developed to enable Team
Commanders to review team operations to make
sure they meet the art :-roved guidelines and de-
vise remedies for probkms that are detected. This
might be called "program monitoring."

The second aspect is designed to measure the
,:flectiveness of the NTP projects. Evaluation cri-
teria and instruments are being developed to
measure changes in police attitudes toward their
work and community attitudes toward the police
in the control and the experimental areas.

To measure the effect of the program on the
apprehension of criminals, careful records will he
kept of:

The number of arrest by type of crime
The number of arrests resulting from citizen
information
The number of arrests resulting in prosecution
The number of arrests resulting in convictions.
To measure the effectiveness of the program on

crime reduction, reported crime data will he
carefully examined. A Citizen and Businessman
Victimization Study is considered unjustified at
this stage of program development.

A Citizen Survey will attempt to determine:
Citizen fear of crime
Attitude toward team members and NTP
Number of volunteers for jo'nt police-c,,mmu-
nity projects.
A Patrol Surimy will attempt to determine:
Team members' attitudes toward supervisors
Team member:' attitudes toward different
types of police serviet.
Increase in iob satisfaction.

Finally, improvement in polic. services will be
measured in part by:

Police attendance records
Use of trained observers
Frequency and nature of police-initiated con-
tact.
If the results of these evaluation efforts indicate

that the Pilot Projects have met the stated objec-
tives, the Arcadia Police Department intends to
implement a much larger program for the follow-
ing year.

VII. CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADVISORY COM-
MITTEE

The Arcadia Police Department has access to
the Criminal Justice Advisory Committee of Re-
gion 10, Virginia.



APPENDIX D. P TEAM COMMANDER
IN NEW YORK'S "EL BARRIO"

By Sergeant Anthony Vastola

I in I essas is tprodthed I. permission ot !sergeant Vastola. who has been assisting in the

loi.o;..11 ()-ratiii L in Ness York ( its %1110 19' I Pres rous to that time. he WAS

....1ersis,r in a pr, inr ssith tot..neighborhood police teams This attachment rep,esents Sergeant
1'as:4 I iipre th st,c. ass if scri,:cat.t Andrcu RI. era, the commander nt one neighborhixid

111 N...v. York ( he cssas is presented as a prastital example that may stimulate team
',me potentially useful 41prmiLhet whit h can he tombuird together into

..! ;,-}a11.1 1 t

A team Loininander is a police sergeant who
has volunteered for assignment to the Neighbor-
hood Poliie Team Program of the New York City

Deramnent. The program is 1 N'e York
City oitg,.owth id- Police Commissioner Patrick
V. Nturphv's 'Beat Commander Program."
which he instituted while Police Commissioner
111 Detrillt .

The principal dentn! of the Ne ghborhood
Police Team Program is the long-term assign-
incnt lit a serg,:ant and a team of trolmen to a
,lefined neighborhoial arc,', The (1),Lcrives are to
bring the HIiI e k loser to the communitv, to
improve internal poli( (Irk RIK V. .111(.1 to control

L. Mile ht lilt. reasIllg

I . P \ t .;,1 Pt II I

I i2

The magnitude of problems facing a police
administrator, such as a team commander, in
deciding the role of the police in their environ-
ment is comprehensively described by Herman
Goldstein:

It is apparent to most large-city police administrators
that police service is very directly affected by changes
in our social environment, including such factors as
changing attitudes «ad the criminal. incicising
mobility, greater affluence, changing patterns of life
among young people. and changing attitudes in our
relations with minority groups. 2

Where changes in the social environment in-
hibit police performance, the group structure of
team policing may provide the impetus needed to
develop mutually satisfying police-societal per-

samorl (I Chapman. Flitor. Phce Pair,.! 11,a.lingf (Springfield. Il
linus ( harks C "Fhomas Publisher 19-th. p

A 1 P.-



spectives. In Ilk study of volunteer groups, Ar-
nold M. Rose3 found that groups faced with
opposition arc more highly active in pursuit of
group goals, more likely to develop a complex
structure, more likely to be flexible in activities
,utol technicills, and have .1 More co lles iVe rela-

tionship among, their members than groups faced
wilt with competition, or groups that faced nei-
ther opposition nor competition.4

To cope with these problems, a hypothesis is
offered: The success of team policing in New
York City i.s primarily dependent on the team
como(ander's ability to identify the needs of the
community he .serves and the ways in which he
develops ft:smite( and clevises tactics to satisfy
these community needs. The team commander
most use the wide latitude given to him to
achieve his functional objectives. (This ktitude
has. in ctect, created a "modern man-

sr. At t his writing, there are -0 neighborhood
police teams functioning throughout New York
City.)

This essay essentially a role stud, of one
team commander assigned to an East Harlem
police precinct in the "El Barrio- section of New
York City. It will describe the "role-demands,
personal role-definitions, and the r,..e-prform-
ance.'" of as team commander's itaeraction with
the community, the crin 'nil. and the mo.mbers
of his team. Sergeant Andrew Rivera has been a

rearm ennlnlander singe July 972. His role and
effectiveness. like those of other commanders, 'arc
dependent on the social environment in Whidi ii

%Yorks. Ills team WaS Selected for this paper iolely
for the topical aspects of the "El Barrio)" cormu-

AtI1-.!'. \I V-,11mt.itt AY...13MM% .nder r ,,f

;. .!1. / in S.,ta% r.l htThurne+F luht,
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pity, i.e., high crime rate and other social prob-

lems.
ROLE OF TEAAI COMMANDER

All team COM !Minders Turk under one set of
"formal- role clemands. issued ;n general. and in
some instances ambi,:,uous. terms by the New
York City Police Department. The team com-
mander has discretionary power to supply and use
police resources within his neighborhond area. At
the same time, he is subject to the overriding
decisions of his superior (oicers and to the provi-
sions of Department rules and pro :lures. The
team commander is free to determine Iiis
hours, but he must report to a superior prior to,
and upon completion of his work day. He must
also furnish at weekly work schedule to his com-
manding ()Ulcer. Whether on duty or nut. the
commander ;s responsible tir the activities of his
men. He is responsible for 21-hour coverage of
the team area and must assign his men accord-
ingly. He is also responsib!e for assigning his
men to work during hours H which they are most
likely to control crime and to serve the commu-
nity living within the area. He may assign his
men to duty in civilian clothes idiot securing the
approval of his cominilnding Aker. The room
commander is responsible for establishing lines of
LoMMLIMCatiOn Within his team and conducting
frequent conferences with members of his tl',1111.
TIIC commander submits quarterly reports to
"headquarters- concerning the operations of the
team. lie is encouraged to actively assist the
people of the neighborhood and to seek outside
assistance from othrr city and private agencies.
He is encouraged to develop the widest possible
verbal and written disse MI nation ut information
regarding the existence and purpose of the
Neighborhood Team. The community
should have personal know ledge of the team com-
mander and his men. The tcaM should
frequently visit with o ,vio. and oommunity orga-
nizations to discuss matters of mutual L.), ern.'

Yrk ( ire I ), w m. ( . eta.
II' LI' st, I Dc., .I
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Interestingly., the Police Department's role de-
mands contain many bureau( ratio demands that
are common in th more complicated and special-
ized modern cultuies,' ,but at the same time
include a more progressive, personal flexibility,
not normally found in the poi ice' Sell is u.

1.11C role of Sergeant Rivera in the "El Barrio"
community is one of relatively high status. Terms
such as "chid' and "commander," which are used
to identify him, evidence this attitude. Like most
people of high status, Sergeant .,ivera has a high

level of interaction with others, especially in the
sense of originating activity." His role interaction
with individuals who become significant to him,
the ways he perceives them, relates to them, and
understands their relationships to the other per-
sons in his world are crucial elements of his
effectiveness,'" as will he illustrated later in this

It is imporu.nt to this essay to have a clear
perspecive of the Puerto Rican citizen in New
York C ty. His cultural visibility in "El Barrio"
is especiiilly marked among new migrants. Lower
class Puerto Ricans can usually he identified by
their dress, especially the women, who favor
styles of bright colors. In old-fashioned Puerto
Rican families, little girls' ears are pierced in

babyhood and they wear earrings.
The value system of the Puerto Ricans is simi-

lar to other Spanish-speaking peoples'. Pride is of
paramount importance. The culture and social
system are male dominated. Great emphasis is
placed on masculinity.. A man must be stable and
strong, sexually virile, honest and reliable in

work. aggressive in combat. and sensitive about
his honor. lie is logical and can reason. V'omen,
on the other hand. arc trail. illogical, and easily
deluded. 'Therefore women must he guarded and

' NIA\ :r .3 3. r Ili r./..4, :P. t'd k I ,!:.,r A
\, A 1rk I rtit II I .111 .1t11 I

. , . 11,irc.hz, r.3, k

/ :r.. I he 11. r ;,t ;cat LI1 ht I

1.1v., !I \ ;
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accompanied LI). the responsible males of the fam-

ily.ii
"El Barrio," like other minority communities,

has been the concern of many people involved in
the criminal ju 're system. Of special interest is
the threa of "polarization" between the police
and the minority community. The National Ad-
visory Commission on Civil Disorder effectively
describes the enormous responsibilities and the
perplexing community role-demands placed upon
the shoulders of someone like a teals) commander
working in a minority community.

Thu abrasive relationship between the police and mi-
nority communities has been a majorand explo-
sivesource of grievar tension, and disorder. The
blame must he sham: by the total society. The police
are faced with demands for increased protection and
service in the ghetto. Yet the demands themselves
create tension and hostility. The resulting grievances
have been further aggravated by the lack of effective
mechanisms for handling complaints agaihst the po-
lice. Special programs for bettering Mice-community
relations have been instituted, but these alone are not
enough. Poite administrators, with the guidance of
public officials, and the support of the entire commu-
nity, must take vigorous action to improve law en-
forcement and to decrease the potential for disorder."

An effective police-community relationship is
often difficult to accomplish in a minority com-
munity such as "El Barrio."

/MPRO VEMENT OF POLICE-COMMUNITY
REI.AT/ON.S.

Sergeant Rivera was quickly made aware of the
frequent incongruities of community role-de-
mands on the police. Shortly after his team was
organized in the "El Barrio" sector, Sergeant
Rivera was confronted with cemmunity hostility
toward his officers. Apparently., the hostility ws
precipitated by several arrests for street dice
games.'"

(herle, F Mardril awl GI.1,1k, Mr% cr SIrt,,rrrir. imerhan

(*Not N,,,rrand Ritih.,1,1 inp,tok.. 191,1,), p 1/31

.1 4'41 ( 111.,rdo Ihri)
Kt rilur {Nv. `fork A li.otr.ozi 19(3S). p s I
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It was difficult at first to understand why the
actions of his men, which were intended to rid
the community of "unsavory conditions," would
trigger such an unfavorable reaction from its
citizens. Community demands were not as spe-
cific or clearly defined as they seemed. It soon
became apparent that motivations underlying the
hostility had to be considered prior to further
team activity in the community. This problem
set the first priority for Sergeant Rivera in his
management of police-community matters. He
had to convince the community residents that he
and the team have a genuine interest in the
community they serve.

Before Sergeant Rivera could begin a meaning-
ful community orientated program, he mct his
second setback: The Knapp Commission. In a
report to headquarters, the team commander ex-
plained his plight:

Last month the undersigned reported that sustained
and consistent efforts were needed to restore lost
confidence among the citizens of the community.
Recent revelations by the Knapp CJmmission have
heightened animosities toward the police by confirm-
ing the views of cynics and skeptics. This warrants
increased public relations."

Initial community contacts by Sergeant Rivera
and his men were tentative and loosely struc-
tured. The community, during the years, had
met other policemen who spoke in a friendly
manner and made promises that they either could
nct or did not care to fulfill. The neighborhood
police team members made no promises at first.
They sought to be personally identified as mem-
bers of a team that had volunteered to work in "El
Barrio" neighborhoodnothing more.

Meanwhile Sergeant Rivera pondered ways for
opening up lines of communication and develop-
ing means for fruitful interaction. Emphasis was
placed upon positive public relations contacts,
attendance at community functions, and team
participation in community action programs.

14 The October 1971. team commanders report to headquarters

Thought was given to working with other gov-
ernmental a

Before a. ,lice- community programs could
be implem sited, however, their overall conse-
quences had to be considered. There is a sociolog-
ical distinction between those functions of a social
practice which are "manifest" and which are "la-
tent," 15 "Manifest functions are intended conse-
quences of the practice, latent functions arc con-
sequences of the practice, which are not originally
intended and are often unrecognized. Put an-
other way, manifest functions are 'purposes,' and
latent functions roughly correspond to 'side ef-
fects' or by-products.""

This concept is particularly evident in police-
community interaction. A seemingly innocuous
confrontation may have serious consequences. For
example, a friendly "hello" directed towards a
community businessman by a policeman may
raise suspicions of complicity in the eyes of some
community elements, marking the businessman
as a "rat," not to he patronized or accepted. This
example emphasizes the importance of sensitivity
on the part of a police manager.

To insure the least amount of unfavorable im-
pact from latent functions, programs of "neutral
implications" (those intended to benefit the gen-
eral community as much as possible) were de-
signed. Sergeant Rivera and his team performed
in ways never before experienced by the "El Bar-
rio" community. "Flyers" were distributed
among the neighborhood citizens, identifying the
commander and soliciting their complaints and
views on community problems. The team com-
mander "walked the neighborhood," meeting the
people and explaining his purpose, never asking
for anything in return. His officers would often
park and leave their patrol cars. While on foot,

Is Fur . definitive discussion of manifest And latent functions. see
Robert Y.. Merton. Social neon and Sncial Structure (New York: Free
Press. 1957). Chapter I

16 Frederic Suffer. -Bail Setting A Study of Courtroom Interaction. in
Crimt andJanthe in Sill ler ) ed by R hgrdQuinney (Boston Little. Brown
and Company. 196L)).. p
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they would stop to speak to members of the
community people gathered on tenement
stoops, or the Owner of a local "bodega," or
young boys tossing a basketball through the
rungs of a tirescape ladder. The officers were no
longer strangers, indifferently passing by at the
wheel of a green and white patrol car. They were
"Joe" and "Tom," or whatever.

Community programs such as "Escoba-
(broom) were implemented by the team com-
mander. "Escoba" asked the cumin unity to par -

tic ipate in cleaning up the unsanitary conditiorvs
in "El Barrio." The Sanitation Department
agreed to cooperate with the police team in the
effort. Local merchants were instructed in their
responsibilities for maintaining their sidewalks in
sanitary condition. Landlords and superintend-
ents were advised of their obligations. "Flyers,"
in English and Spanish, announced the program
to the community. The community wanted "a
cleaner neighborhood in which to live," and the
team commander asked them (the community) to
participate in meeting their objectives. Over time
"El Barrio" became more sanitary than it was
before the arrival of the police team. Streets were
swept more regularly, litter recepticles no longer
cluttered the sidewalks, and more importantly,
the team members found a means for displaying
their concern for community needs.

Sergeant Rivera extended contacts with the
community through a carefully planned referral
system. Social service agencies such as the Model
Cities Alcoholic Unit, and Legal Propinquity (a
youth service group) were brought to the atten-
tion of the community through the efforts of the
police team. The team would refer, often call,
and sometimes escort people to the appropriate
agencies. The Harlem branch of Small Claims
Court was used extensively to overcome the fi-
nancial exploitation of community residents by
unscrupulous merchants, a common occurrence
in ghetto neighborhoods. 17

Thi% w,n a fri.ipit finding in the Rep,rt 1 the Nat thnal Adt twr$

nirtii,Pm 11 ri r 2" 1

1 i6

The team commander recognized that much of
the "El Barrio" community lived under condi-
t ions of poverty. This kind of neighborhood us-
ually exhibits tearfully high rates of alcoholism.
desertion and illegitimacy." While referrals to
the alcoholic unit may not cure the social ills

which create the "anxiety" often associated with
chronic intoxication," the approach was signifi-
cant in that it offered tangible evidence of the
team's concern and efforts in the community. The
team efficers has too often mediated drunken
disputes with little recourse except to arrest the
parties involved, or at best, to send them on their
individual ways, usually to nowhere or to more
trouble. Those people with drinking problems
(such as the chronic drunken brawler) can now be
helped by the police team. They can be referred .

to the Alcoholic Unit for necessary treatment.
Sergeant Rivera or his representative have often
followed-up on the referrals to stimulate compli-
ance with the program's standards. This personal
kind of police-community interaction is impor-
tant to the effectiveness of the team in the neigh-
borhood.

After several months had passed, the neighbor-
hood police team had become sufficiently known
and accepted by the community to permit the
team commander to take on the second priority in
his management of team matters: crime in the
community.

YOUTH PROGRAMS

The team commander was particularly sensi-
tive to those crimes committed by the neighbor-
hood youths. The ghetto adolescent's distorted
image of success and its relationship to crime is
especially well described in the Report of the
National Advisory Commission on Civil Disor-
ders:

I" !bid . p 2S1
" VI( ffir ridrnuw, cdinre and Nrionaltt) Minix-wood, 'Howls The

Dorsey Press. Ine . 196th p i-16
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With the rather Absent and the mother working,
many ;lit tit' 1 hililren spend the hulk of their tune on
the streets the streets ot runridden, viol ice

prone and poverty Stricken world. The image of
success in this world is nut that ot tlw citizen,

thy responsible husband and tattler, but rather that of
the "hustler- who promotes his own interests by
exploiting others. The dope sellers and the numbers
runners are the -sukcessfur men .hccause their CM1-
ings tar outstrip those nien who try to climb the
economic ladder in honest ays:2"

It is important to a local prevention and con-
trol program to effectively coordinate all commu-
nity resources so that any child or family requir-
ing help can get the kind of service needed at the
strategic moment of need. 21 The team com-
mander joined forces with Legal Pro, a youth
agency created to provide indigent neighborhood
youths with free legal aid, educational assistance
and employment opportunities. The program di-
rector and Sergeant. Rivera met frequently to
coordinate their efforts.

In his dealings with "youth crimes" the team
commander had to develop ways and means fair
performing acts of support and control simulta-
neously. "Support without control is overprotec-
tion and invites pass-ivity and dependency, while
control without support is tyranny and invites
rebellion."22 While the general police role is

explicitly concerned with acts of control, keeping
the peace and apprehending those who commit
crimes, it is at least latently concerned with
support. 23 The officers of the neighborhood po-
lice team, however, are ''explicitly" required to
perform both functions. The "El Barrio" commu-
nity, its adolescents particularly, must be made
to understand and accept this police dilemma'."

20 !bid . p 262
11 William (. araL cos.

Financing. and law Liitort not Enough. A.bdt

Readingi. rd b, ticr.ht1 t) Tlitinhurg (Belmont, ( aliforma
Wadsworth Publishing ( ompans . 19" I t. p 261

22 Crone and ',di,' I Lunt. ( hit ( ,111(1
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The police team wanted to help the children of
"El Barrio," but it would not be lulled into the
role of a doting parent. There must be some
control.

The Police Team was flexible in its dealings
with youth problems; the team commander
wanted it that way. The inure severe juvenile act,
that which would normally he classified as a
klony crime if committed by an adult, would
have to he handled through formal channels, i.e.,
the Juvenile Court. Often the child involved in
such conduct was not receptive to police team
as stance, would not speak to nor comply with
any "authority figure." His problems of deviance
were beyond the scope of the team commander's
resources. A professional, long-term commit-
ment was required. The court provided assistance
in these cases, usually an over-worked social psy-
chologist. The police team was better equipped
to handle the less severe juvenile problems, e.g.,
truancy and petit crimes.

To create a more informal means for dealing
with youth problems, the team commander des-
ignated one of his men as "Neigl.borhood Police
Team Youth Patrolman." He would devote most
of his working time to close interaction with the
children of "El Barrio." He would learn the
names of the children and their families, become
personally involved with their problems and seek
viable solutions. He would lecture at the local
schools, warning of the consequences of truancy,
drugs and the like. He was called by his first
name. "Don't call me sir, call me whatever!" He
represented the police team and the commander
to the community. He brought the youth prob-
lems of the community to the police, and the
police problems of the team to the community.
The community sought help for their children
and the officers of the police team answered the
call.

The team commander understood that, under
most circumstances, it was 'lest to handle com-
munity demands through informal channels.

.4
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More could he accomplished in a more personal
atmosphere, one tkit net the nerds of the indi-
vidual. Minor youth violations were often han-
dled informally by the team. For example, a
youth caught taking property from a clothing
store might be made to personally return the
article and apologize to the store ownerin the
presence of a police team member of course. The
owner was satisfied and the youth was without an
"official record." He would be escorted home and
"asked" to report to the Youth Patrolman on the
following school day if possible. If he met the
Youth Patrolman, which happened approxi-
mately fifty percent of the time, he would be
interviewed concerning certain aspects of his per-
sonal life, i.e., parents, school and the like. The
officer might suggest some youth program that
was operating in the neighborhood. He might
ask to meet with the youth again. Each case was
different, with its special problems. Those who
did not show for the first meeting were left alone,
the thought being that it might be more harmful
to force those children to comply than it would be
to let well enough alone. An unofficial listing of
the "no-show" youths was maintained by the
Youth Patrolman. He might visit their schools to
examine their attendance records. He might ar-
range for "special lectures" in their home-room
classes. Again, the approach was flexible, gearesi
toward obtaining the most positive results.

The team commander closely managed all po-
lice activity concerned with youth problems in
"El Barrio." His Youth Patrolman was an exten-
sion of his authority, a specialist. All of Sergeant
Rivera's officers were responsible for overcom-
ing youth problems. At neighborhood meet-
ings, the team commander would emphasize the
need for community cooperation in this matter.
Citizens were asked to call the Sergeant or his
Youth Patrolman concerning their childrens'
problems and they did! The team's initiative on
this issue implicitly required community mem-
bers to become involved, to help themselves.
This was an important achievement for the team.
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APPROACHES TO THE DRUG PROBLEM

In his September 1971 report to headquarters,
Sergeant Rivera described another major problem
in the community:

The plague of narcotics addiction and the seeming
inability of the Department to cope with even flagrant
violations calls for more imaginative and productive
utilization of the Department's resources. This in turn
will encourage citizen participation in and support for
the Department's programs.

Unfortunately, the problems with youth and
the problems of drug addiction are synonymous.
The team commander had no panacea for this
"social ill." He dealt with the drug addict in two
ways: If you were an addict and were arrested for a
crime, it meant Criminal Court and its official
sanctions. If you were an addict and sought as-
sistance to overcome your problems, arrange-
ments would be made for enrollment at an appro-
priate drug rehabilitation agency, and team
members would often follow-up on your prog-
ress. The community feared the drug addict and
wanted to be free of him. Yet parents of drug
addicts wanted them helped within the commu-
nity. The demands conflicted.

The drug addict was understood, but not tol-
erated by the team. His disease was too perilous
to the "El Barrio" community. The team com-
mander devoted his efforts toward those most
vulnerable to drug addiction: the experimentors,
those who thought they "couldn't get hooked."
He sought to reach the younger community resi-
dents before they were introduced to the drug
culture. That often meant reaching them betbre
their teens, sometimes earlier.

The team commander saw several approaches
through which to reach these children. Education
was one; group participation, the other, The
Youth Patrolman ar d the commander handled
most of the school lectures dealing with drug
abuse. Team members also conducted meetings
on drug addiction and community members were
invited to attend. Parents were instructed in ways
of detecting the signs of addiction, who to call,
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and what to expect. "Rap sessions" between the
police team of beers and the highly drug-prne
youths of the community were frequently con-
ducted, often informally on tenement stoops of
dilapidated East Harlem streets, between stick-
ball games, or %%hene%er possible.

Organized group activities among neighbo,
hood youths proved helpful. Sports, discussions,
outingsanything that would channel their
energies toward socially acceptable goalswere
all tried. 11w acti% ities served to gather together
a number of people who shared a common prob-

lem. It was an effective kind of interaction which
might hopefully provide a basis
nient of a common solution to
problems. 2 1

Drug oddic non still exists in
but not the yoUtilti Who
by the neighborhood police
some progress has been made.

for the develop-
their individual

the "El Barrio,"
were befriended

Evidently,team.

OTHER CRIME CO.\*TROI. APPROACHES.

Not all the activity of the neighborhood police
team is explicitly supportive: some corrrol must
he exercised. The criminal must be apprehended
and brought to justice. This, in turn, is implic-
itly supportive of the cominunity's welfare. How-
ever, convincing the community of the "effi-
ciency of justice- is not always possible. The team
comma»der %oiced this opih;on in his January.
19-2 report to headquarters:

Ntany are unawar, ut the Inipllcatlons of the
Ntapp and Miranda do, poons. or the -to olvtng door-
system ut past e administered b!, the courts. 1 Ins
team ommantlr art,opts to inform wizens ut the
hontations onrosi upon the ptdite and emphasizt s
the responsIbihoes ut the eul11II11111Ity to take attruna-..

t clot) against those sot IA ilk whit. It dire( th

attek t pollee work

hen the person arrested returns to the
streets ketore the arresting (officer." relates Ser-

" 11.a?-. 1 Ii...!. n it: ki 51 NIt;1.? q."4. 1.4 :

N., 'A ?,. 11,4? Kr.? tt.ir .iI.1

geant Rivera, "something is wrong." Neverthe-
less, the police team made arrests.

Some team patrolmen were assigned in civilian
clothes to a special "burglary patrol." Burglaries
decreased in the team neighborhood. So did mdoy
other crimes. By February 1972. reported crime
had been reduced by 3) percent in "El Barrio"
tram the previous year,' The team commander's
assistant prepared various chart which identified
crime trends in the neighborhood. High crime-
prow locations received special attention. The
team gradually began to know the community
who could he trusted, who was an outsider, and
who warranted extra attention. Many of the crim-
inals know about the police team and often chose
"safer grounds," away from "El Barrio."

,Jerome H. Skolnick'`'' implicitly secs how a
concept such as the Neighborhood Police Team
Program could help overcome some of the short-
comings of bureaucracy in a police department.
and serve as a way to deal with the problems such
as crime:

. . . .is system ut organization, bureau( ray tan
hope to achieve eltik lent. v only by allowing ottikials to
initiate t heir own means for solving spek Ili( problems
that interfere with their e,tpaeity to Al lucre prod Lk tire

results.'

The team commander found means to over-
come his initial problems. h,' neighborhood
police team became deeply rooted in the "El
Barrio)" community; it befriended its children,
and it left its mark on the deviant element. 11w
team commander could now devote some time to
developing and reinforcing the kinds of actinides
and activities that he thought were most desirable
for team policemen in that particular neighbor-
hood.

MIA(,E B1 11-1)1.W;

The "E! Barrio" neighborhood pod ice train Wati
instituted during a nine of great tension and
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frustration within the New York City Police
Department. It seemed as if the police were
quickly becoming the targets tit every malcon-
tent's bullets, Patrolmen were ambushed while
responding to erroneous calls fur assistance. ()tli-
cers were mat bine-gunned while parked in patrol
cars. Rumors of a common plot against police
pervaded the Department. Things had just about
quieted down when the "Knapp Com mission
ruhlii y divulged its findings of police corrup-
tion in New York City. In his October 19'71

report to hc,tdquitt trs, Sergeant Rivera somberly
described the kind of impact the past several
months had had on his men:

A sullen mood. tostrd li)o..crn for our fallen
niinhers and their tarndies. pre%ads in this Lunt-
mand III additin. 'her is unanimous indignation at
the mainicr in a hlk h the Knapp Commission pre-
sciitcd its tau" In Its spec takular smear of the IN:part-

munt. the ( ommission has stakccdcd in enkouraging
%int sin and prorthaing apathy antony wizens as

%cull as some poi C. The: men arc well aware that .t
iniinumcittal Job of image rcbuilding Ils ahvad. They
are responding to this Lhallenge %%it h tletermination
and lmitiderke that command% respect and v. ill ulti-
rnatclt bring success.

"Image rebuilding," its the conlnlitthlr named
it, required the re- development of a lavorai)le
sett - image his men, as well as strengthen-
ing the the community's positive perspective of
the team. The team commander W tell CO I are-

fully define the roles of the policemen in "El
Barrio.- lie an,I his officers had made consiclera-
blc progress in "El Barrio" and clic] not want to
falter. The tommander approached this problem
thnius.:h three avenues: frequent team confer-
ences. special community meetings, and televi-
sion.

I he l)epartinent demanded that corruption be
dcidt with at all lock by (101:luring ways and
means hi(' t)V1k it eX11fl'Ill C. or its oppor-
tllillt tut- c\i%terke. The tI rtlands on rills issue
expressed in "El Barrio" were less specific 111

t
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terms of its definition of corruption. "Corrup-
tion" had to be defined.

Sergeant Rivera increased the number of con-
ferences held with his patrolmen. Informal "rap
sessions- were conducted wherever possible, in a
patrol car during slack periods or walking a foot
post on quiet mornings. Whenever the opportu-
nity presented itself, the commander and his men
talked about corruption and the ways in which it
could he overcome. The patrolmen became a part
of the planning process on this matter. They were
functioning as a team and dealing with an issue of
mutual concern.

The police team enlisted the assistance of the
community in this matter. Christmas was near-
ing and those who were prone to otter "gratui-
ties- were askedimplorednot to do so. Local
merchants, neighborhood bar owners, and others
in "El Barrio- were asked to comply with the
wishes of the police team and not to offer gratui-
ties. Police team "Ayers" to this effect were dis-
tributed within the community.

Many community meetings were devoted to
this issue. The team commander had to be sensi-
tive to the community's perception of police cor-
ruption. He answered such questions as: "\X'hy
couldn't a local restaurant owner offer a patrol-
man a free cup of coffee-?," and other similar
questions. These kinds of questions were an-
swered in specific terms, often to the dissatisfac-
tion of the inquirers. These meetings, while
gathered for it specific purpose, tended to bring
the police and the community closer together. It
was a new experience for both groups involved.
They were sitting down and discussing important
issues.

The team commander turned to television to
convey the personal aspects of his men. "Police
team members arc more than cops. 1.11(1. are

husbands, taller, and sons. They have their
share of frustrations and desires. People snould
see the cop for w hat he is: another huttt.ut being.-

On September 2, I , W N. B.0 T. V

New York Illustrated" teat Urek I two put iie team



patrolmen in a half-hour program titled: "The
Two Worlik of Patrolmen Tingwall and Ran-
dazzo," The program projected the candid
impressions of the young, white police officers

and their wives toward their chosen profession
and the community they serve. It was a credit to
my men and to the police department," Sergeant
Rivera explains in retrospect.

Residents of "El Barrio" watched the program,
often crowded around a neighbor's television set,
or pressed against other patrons in a local bar. For
many, it was the first time they could identify
with the people they saw on the television screen.
The program impressed many people, and the
community talked about it t'or a long time.

A second appearance for team members oc-
cirrecl during December 19'7 1, on W .0. R.

T, V 's "Straight Talk." The issue of the program
was the dual role of the Puerto Rican police
officer. The police team was represented. The
policemen spoke of the problem.; of the Puerto
Rican in New York City, of the problems of the
police, and of the dual problems of the Puerto
Rican police officer. This program was equally

enjoyed by people in "El Barrio." For some, the

Puerto Rican officer performing on the television

screen served as a model. He represented a form
of hope for the future.

By *January I972, just six months after the
police team had been implemented, Sergeant

Rivera had developed a considerable number of
contacts with the community. His team was
known and, more importantly, accepted by the
community residents. Several programs initiated
by the team were progressing favorably within
the neighborhood. Community hostility and

skepticism toward the team officers showed a
marked decline. The residents seemed to act
friendlier toward the police team members.
Crime trends were on the decline. The criminal,
particularly the youthful offender, was dealt with
in accordance with certain standards established
by the team commander. Drug addiction was an
ongoing issue for which the police team actively
sought solutions and asked assistance from other
agencies. "Team identity" and the roles of the
policemen of "El Barrio" were gradually being
defined by the team commander. The issue Of
police corruption was effectively overcome
through various avenues which tended to build a
favorable police image in the minds of commu-
nity residents.

It is reasonable to conclude that the neighbor-
hood police team in the "El Barrio" community
has achieved modest success. The team com-
mander continues to identify community needs,
develop resources, and devises tactics to satisfy
these needs. As a modern police manager, the
functional role of a team commander appears to
he a highly effective innovation in the New York
City Police Department.



APPENDIX E. A TRAINING PROPOSAL FOR TEAM POLICING
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/NTRODVCT/ON
In reflecting on traditional police training pro-

grams, we are increasingly reminded of their
relative ineffectiveness in equipping the modem
police officer with the necessary skills and mental
attitude to perform his job. Most of the police
training programs in this country have evolved
with little concern for individual needs or organi-
zational objectives. They have generally been
characterized by a lack of imagination and have
dealt primarily with the more technical aspects of
law enforcement. Most recruit level training pro-
grams are heavily weighted with these technical
subjects. In-service training programs have fur-
ther sought to teintirLe these technical skills as a
primary training objective.

As a result, the behavioral aspects of police
training have been neglected in favor of these
technical approaches. This has certainly occurred,
in part, clue to the lack of expertise in the behav-
ioral sciences on the part of many police trainers.
Additionally, tet.hiukal subjects are much easier
to program in a training schedule and numerous
training aids are readily available to assist the
insuuitor. One should, however, examine the
perceived and actual role of the police officer in
our modern society to determine his peculiar
needs within a training framework. At first
glance, it might appear that a lack of technical
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training is responsible for police failures in street
situations. A closer look, however, should lead
one to believe that the problem lies in a lack of
training in the behavioral sciences, since most
trouble situations are precipitated by the officer's
inability to relate with people in stress situations
or his inability to adequately perceive and control
his own personal feelings. These arc the kinds of
problems training programs should address
themselves to, but often, the answers are sought
out in technically or.,:nted training sessions.

It is also imperative that training should func-
tion within a management framework that pro-
vides for the realization of both individual and
organizational needs and goals. The management
framework of an organization should provide the
necessary direction for training efforts. Ideally,
training should become a management tool to
bring behavior in line with stated goals and
objectives. Training programs which do not op-
erate within these parameters have lost their ef-
fectiveness for both management and individuals
uithin the organization. They often become
merely an exercise in training for training's sake.

It is the stated purpose of thi, paper to develop
a meaningful training model that addresses itself
to the needs of both the organization and the
individual police officer within the management
framework outlined above. It is intended as a
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model for discussion, not a statement of an abso-
lute training program.

TEAM POLICING SOME SPECIAL TRAIN-
ING NEEDS

With the advg.mt of team policing. training
needs have become increasingly acute for the
officer assigned to such a unit and tl persons
responsible for the management aspects of the
program. The individual officer's needs are far

greater than those of the conventional patrol offi-
cer since he is required to handle all cases within
his jurisdiction. From a management standpoint,
it is especially necessary to insure that each officer
is in tune with management goals and objectives.
Otherwise, the program becomes fragmented
with a subsequent loss o' effectiveness.

In detailing p'irticular needs, the following
areas appear to have significance for the officer
assigned to team policing units.

General Area Behav-
ioral

Management Orientation
Community Relations
Human Relations
General Psychology
Family Intervention
Juvenile Otfendms
Police Photography
Criminal investigation
Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs
Patrol Operations and Analysis
Advanced Physical Training

Tech- Manage
nical rial

x

The areas listed above have been classified
according to their primary instructional objec-
tive. These training areas have been devised on
the basis o:'prraired training needs rather than
actual needs a study might provide. On that
basis, they may or may not be true indicators of
training needs.

From a management viewpoint, however, it is

possible to detail objectives of a team policing
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training program. Briefly stated, they include the
following:

To equip each team member with the neces-
sary skills to perform his duties at a predeter-
mined level of proficiency consistent with or-
ganizational goals and objectives
To sensitize each officer to the needs of the
community and provide him with the neces-
sary skills to perform his duties in a manner
consistent with community expectations.
To foster self-sufficiency and self-reliance
within each officer assigned to the unit
through innovative and in-depth training
methods.
To bring about behavioral change consistent
with the stated management goals and objec-
tives.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN

Although the general subject areas previously
listed may be those of prime importance to team
police members, a detailed research phase is in
order to determine actual training needs. The
questions which should be asked are: 1) What do
officers assigned to team policing units actually
do in terms of their assignments and responsibili-
ties within their respective jurisdictions? 2) What
are the broad and specific management objectives
of the Public Safety. Agency? 3) What will it take
to achieve these stated goals and objectives
through team policing? 4) What kinds of train-
ing programs will best address themselves to the
accomplishment of these objectives? 5) What
kind of evaluative instruments will be needed to
measure the effectiveness of training programs
within the management framework discussed
previously?

A research phase should be initiated to find
answers to these and other substantive questions
pertaining to the role of team policing. Without
specific information, training endeavors will be-
come fragmented and out of step with manage-
ment objectives. The research phase should in-
clude input from the following sources, and any
others that may be germane to such a study: 1)
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key managerial personnel within the Public
Safety Agent y; 21 the ()Hikers presently assigned
to team policing units; i) the t itizcns of the
communities being served.

After initial research has been completed,
needs should be detailed leading to a tiormulation
of general training areas. Working within the
stated management objectives, a training pro-
gram which addresses itself to the actual needs of
the officers and the community can begin. It is
suggested that persons with a background in
educational technology he secured to develop a

training program that is ...ducationallv sound and
elicits the kinds of responses consistent with
management objectives.

An evaluation instrument should also he built
into the training program to measure the effec-
tiveness of training in terms of goal realization.
This should be an integral part of the total pro-
gram, not something constructed as an after-
thought, fir training that is going to he ,';feetiee
musi rely on sound evaluation instruments.

The training program should he undertaken
utilizing the traditional experimental/control
group concept. A time period of actual training
encompassing at least a six-month period should
be undertaken to determine the effectiveness (rel-
ative) of the training approach. A training tiirmat
void of this concept would be undesirable since it
would lack the control nett ssary to make valid
assumptions. Criteria to measure efftxtiveness of

the training program would have to he devised in
conjunction with the stated goals and tom. rives.

SUGGESTED TRAINING PARAMETERS

In line with the objections raised about on-
ventional training programs on the first page. the
model t.or wain police training should relict r tlw
behavioral approach as a primary onsiderat ha). It
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is anticipated that new and innovative behavior
modification programs should be implemented
within the experimental group. Technical train-
ing should also he included in the overall training
format, but it should take on a new dimension
emphasizing the practical application of skills
and techniques. Actual field problems should be
considered as an alternative to lect...re-type train-
ing programs that are educationally weak by their
very nature.

It is also suggested that training programs
strive to meet the objective of self-sufficiency and
self-reliance through physical and mental train-
ing methods that have proven themselves and
stood the test of time. Specifically, the martial
arts when studied seriously and in their full con-
text, have proven to provide the proper mental
attitude and the necessary physical prowess
needed by police officers in street confrontations.
The traditional training methods which include
boxing, wrestling, judo, and baton work do
nothing to develop the proper mental framework
that could he useful to a team police member.

Training should not he limited to traditional
methods in any sense of the Nord. New And
imaginative ideas should he implemented within
a framework of reasonable theory in an attempt to
bring about the desired behavior. The end result
should be an individual who is capable of tulttlt-
ing the goals and objectives of the organization
and meeting the stringent demands of the com-
munity which he serves. If training programs
cannot accomplish these goals, then they have to
he classified as failures and recognized as such.
Too many police training programs have gone
this path, and many more are destined to follow
unless an intercession takes place to change the
direction and scope of training in the police
service.

f t's4
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APPENDIX F. SAMPLE TABLE OF CONTENTS TO
A REFERRAL GUIDE
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Do You need casework help with your personal or family problems?
In the West End _

In the Over the Rhitie
In Nit. Auburn
Elsewhere _ _

*Do you need 1)ay Care Service tOr your children while you work?
In the West End _ _ _

In the Oyer the Rh;ne
In Mt. Auburn

here
The !kind!' Relattons Lommission will help you overcome Prejudice

problems Lontici.ted with lobs, koOlt111.1n1tV. Or police
Do OU for fuldruto need help m 1_,,ettinL.; an education!
Would you like to improve your marriage, or have a better Lhanke
with a future nurriage
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'Would you like counseling to help you with a personal problem?___
"There is a «uninututy center near you where you can enjoy community

activities, improve your skills, and become a leader?
In th. West End
In Over the Rhine
In Mt. Auburn
In Mohawk

*Do you need to go on Welfare?
*Would you like to train your small child better (age 3 to 6 months)?
'Were you a prisoner and now need help, or are you an alcoholic or

transient needing help?

Emergency
Homes
Food

Advice
Travel

*D0 you know a child with no place to stay but needs a place ript away?
Arc you a young employed woman needi.6 a nice place to live? __
*Do you need medical or nursing help with your new baby, or for you

before baby is born?
'Would you like help in finding a decent, safe and sanitary home for

your family?
Are you a traveling man needing a tempoary horn;- and free meal now

and then?
'There is an emergency home for 3 days (*or women and children? --
*Does your family need energency asstat.ce with food clothing and

shelter and some rehabilitation help'
*Do you need Food Stamps?
*Mr. Airy Center gives care to local men over 18
*Do you know an orphan needing a home?
Were you displaced from your home by the City and need a decent

place'
'Are you a shut in and would like to he visited?
Do you have a child you can't care for?
'Are you moving and have run into problems and need help?
'11 you are handicapped and need work,emergency meals or shelter call

Volunteers of America

Jobs

'If You need work you might he able to get a temporary job
'Would you like to train +Or clerical work, key punch operator,

barbering or other jobs?
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Page

Are you looking for a permanent job?
Are you a youth needing work experience and training?
*Were you injured on the job?
*Would You like to get into the construction trade?
*Are you 16 to 18 anti in school but need some work (boy or girl)!

Medi,.al Needs

*ls there an adolescent (about 11 to 18) in your family needing medical

help?
*Are you pregnant (perhaps riot married) needing a clinic and other

help?
*There is a dental clinic tir your children
'The Children's Hospital will find out why your child (ender 12) is ill

and will treat it
If your income is low and you need hospital care, call the Aocial service

Department Christ Hospital
Do you live in the Over the Rhine and need free medical hcl, . (Free

Clinic)
*Are ou pour but very ill or need surgery, or have broken hones, a

tumor, or your child needs medical help'

ses

You can get a free test for cancer, or free help if you are a cancer patient

*If you have tuberculosis, help is available
If you have arthritis, some therapy is available
*Do you have an incurable chronic disease? (not mortal or contagious)

you can get help
"There are two clinics for children with heart disease or rheumatic

fever. Call them
Does your child have asthma or heart trouble or other medical

probl; ms You can get help
Dcs some one in your family have along term illness like TB?
Are you diabetic and need help'
'Does some one in your family have multiple sclerosis and needs help?

Handicaps

Are you deal? There are many activities for you and help if you need it

'The Black Sightless Society provides a home for Blind Women
Are you disabled and would like to get help in going to college?

Camps for badly handicapped children
1f someone you know is blind they can get help in learning to get

around, in many activities, communication and employment also
camping for children
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You tan will your eyes to someone needing than
*Do you have it speech problem? You can get help correcting italso

hearing problems
*Arc you blind and need .1 home that will help you help yourself%

Are you .1 man in need of Ridging, food and help with your alC01101-
IS nl!

*II you are handicapped there are many programs available at Good

*If you have a handicapped child you can find out more about his illness
and can t help

*If yi a ..re blind there are many services available to you such as
C011liSL ling, medical exams and training to ..zet a job

Mental Problems

*If someone you know has a mental problem there is help for him __

*If you are having problems understanding yourself you can get guid-
anCe

*It you or someone in your family sometimes get a little mixed up
mentally, someone can help you

*If your child is mixed up mentally sometimes; call the Child Guidance
Home, also the Children's Psychiatric Center

If a loved one is mentally retarded you can get help for him
*If you have a mentally retarded child you can get help for him
'The mentally ill ..an get help if you contact Longview or Rollmans
There is a home fir mentally. retarded
There is help for cerebral palsy victims; also classes for mentally

retarded children
There is a very good place that will talk over problems with people

trying to get cured of their mental illness

Nursing

*There is a lot of nursing care available if you need it
Are you a women, aged and 13lack in need of a home?
If you are over 61) ( man or woman) and freed a home try Little Sisters of
the Poor

If you are old and need protection in a home and have some income call
the Marlowe Police 1 ionic

If you lan't get your own meals, try to get meals on wheels
Many services (medical, meeting people etc.) older people need are
available to you
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GrO LUIS

ClUbS

Does your son need friendship with an adult in in
\X'ould your son or daughter like to belong to a club like Boy Scouts,

Boys Club ur Camp Fire Girls?
Are you a young man or woman who would like to join YMCA,

YWCA or similar clubs for athletic activities?

Alcoholism

You can overcome your drinking problem by getting involved with
groups who will help you

Veterans

There are many agencies for Veterans. Do you need help?
I. Claims and Records
2. Employment
3. .Medical Help
4. Emergency Relief
5. Legal
6. Other Help

Correctional Institutions
Police

Legal Aid

Do you know of an abused or neglected child'
There are several schools and homes for buys and girls who have gotten

into trouble
Has a crime been committed against your buy ur girl!

*Has a time been committed against you by a youth
1-lave you bet') in the pen and now need help getting rehabilitated?

Do you need free legal help? (if you can't pay a lawyer) ____

14.; 2
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SELECTED READINGS ON TEAM POLICING

1. Bloch, Peter B., and Ulberg, Cyrus. "The Beat Commander Concept," The

Police Chirl. September 19'2. Reprint, Paper 1 1 1-707-9, Washington,
D. C., The Urban Institute, September 1972.

2. Bloch, Peter B., and Specht, David I. "Evaluation Report on Operation
Neighborhood: A Rapidly Growing Team Policing Program in New
York City," Working Paper 4000-3, Washington, D.C., The Urban

Institute, not yet published.
3. Bloch, Peter B. , and Specht, David. "Quarterly Report on Operation

Neighborhood," Working Paper 4000-2, Washington, D.C., The Ur-
ban Institute, June 5, 1972.

4. City of Albany Police Department. "Grant Application to LEAA For The
Arbor Hill Neighborhood Police Unit Program," Albany, 1972.

5. Cizanckas, Victor I. "Uniform Experiment and Organization Develop-
ment," Police Magazine, September 1971.

6. Condrey, John and Pence, Gary K. "An Analysis of Team Policing in
Dayton, Ohio," The Police Chief, August 1972.

7. Elliott, J. F.; O'Connor, John F.; and Sardino, Thomas). "Experimental

Evaluation of the Crime Control Team Organization Concept," Draft

paper submitted tier presentation at the Third National Symposium on
Law Enforcement Service and Technology, November 1969.

8. Igleburger, Robert M.; Angell, John E.; and Pence, Gary. "Changing
Urban Police: Practitioners' View," Washington, D.C., presentation for

the Fourth National Symposium on Law Enforcement Science and Tech-

nology, May 1, 1972.
9. Kenney, John P. "Team Policing Organization: A Theoretical Model,"

Police Magazine. August 1972.
10. Mitchell, Howard E. "Unit-Beat Policing in Great Britain, A Technical

Report to the Ford Foundation," Philadelphia, University of Pennsylva-

nia, October 1967.
1 1 . Murphy, Patrick V., and Bloch, Peter B. "The Beat Commander," The

Police Chief Vol. XXXVII, No. 5, May 1970.
12. Peart, Leo E. "The Police Organization-A Team Approach,- M.A.

Thesis, San Jose State College, 1972.
13. Phelps, Loom G., and Harmon, Lorne. "Team Policing-Four Years

Later,- F131 tau Eficontnt Bulletin, December 1972.
14. St. Petersburg Public Safety Agency. "Discretionary Grant Application

to LEAA For A Comprehensive Police Improvement Project," St.
Petersburg, 1972.

15. Vollmer, August. The Pidict. and Modern Socirt). New Jersey, Patterson
Smith, 19 i6.



16. Watson, Nelson, Ed. "Police and the Changing Community-Selected
Readings," Washington, D.C., International Association of Chiefs of
Police, 1965.

17. Watson, Nelson A., Ed. "Police-Community Relations," Washington,
D.C., International Association of Chiefs of Police, 1966.

18. Wilson, 0. W., and McLaren, Roy C. Police Administration, Third
Edition, New York, McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1963.

A Survey of Neighborhood Team Policing has been undertaken by the Police
Foundation and should be completed in the next several months.

SELECTED READINGS ON EVALUATION

1. Albright, Ellen. Evaluator's Manual Jo' r Anti-Crime Impact Projects, MTR-
6262, 'Washington, D.C., U. S. Department of Justice, January 1973.

2. Harry, Harry P.; Winnie, Richard E.; and Fisk, Donald M. Practical
Program Evaluation for State and Local Government Officiah, Washington,
D.C., The Urban Institute, 1973.

3. Lewis, Joseph H. Evaluation of Experiments in Policing: How Do You Begin?
(Four Cases), Washington, D.C., Police Foundation, December 1972.

4. Wholey, Joseph S., et al. Federal Evaluation Policy, Washington, D.C., The
Urban Institute, 1970.
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PRESCRIPTIVE PACNAGE: -Neighborhood Team Policing"

To help Ii better evaluate the usefulness of Prescriptive Packages, the
reader is requested to complete: ,ind return the following questions.
1. What is your general reaction to this Prescriptive Package?

Excellent Average Useless
Above Average EJ Poor

Does this package represent best available knowledge and experience?
No better single document available
Excellent, but some changes required (please comment)
SatisfiR tory, but changes required (pleas comment)
Does not represent best knowledge or experience (please comment)

Comments:
3. To what extent do you see the package as being useful in terms of: (check

one box on each line)

Highly
Useful

Of Some Not
Ust Useful

Modifying existing projects
Training personnel
Administering on-going projects
Providing new or imoortant infOrmation
Developing or implementing new projects
.4. To what specific use, if any, have you put this particular package?

5. In what ways, it any, could the package be improved: (sp;cify)

A. Structure/Organization

B. Content/Coverage

C. Objectivity

D. Writing Style

6. I-low (lid this pack:;.:e come to your attention? (check one or more boxes)
LEAA Mailing of package LEAA Newsletter
Your organization's library National Criminal Justice

Cl Contact with LEAA staff Reference Service
Other

7. Additional Comments:
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8. (:heck ONE item below which best describes your affiliation with law
entiircement or criminal justice. If the item checked is an asterisk (s),
please also lice k the related level, i.e..

County 0 Local
Police *

(7 Court "
Cor.ctional Agency *
Legislative Agency'"
Other Government Agency *
Professional Associations *
Crime Prevention Group *

9.

Federal State
O Headquarters, LEAA

LEAA Regional Ottire
State Planning Agency
Regional SPA Office
collegc/Ijoiversity
Commercial Industrial Firm
Citizen Group

Your Name (Optional)
Organization or Agency
Your Position

(Fold)

U S OEPAR TIMUNT OF JUST ICE
LAW ENFORCEMENT Ati'il'aTANCE ADMINISTRATION

WASHING TON OC 20510

OFFICIAL BUSINESS
PENALTY FOR PRIVATE USE. SSW
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POST AkiE AN, rEFS PAID
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUST ICE

JL.;13IS

Director
Office of Technology Transfer
National Institute of Law Enforcement

and Criminal Justice
U.S. Department of Justice
Washington, D.C. 20530
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